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THE 
REA TEST 

YEAR 
IN 

·: SPACE 

BY JAMES E. WEBB 
Administrator 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

DURING 1962 the United States made great prog
ress in its stepped-up effort toward the national 

goal of pre-eminence in space. 
The year was one in which rapid -and visible progress 

in manned and unmanned space flight was accom
panied by equally significant, although less visible, 
achievement in laying the basis for more advanced 
missions in space. 

The major accomplishments of 1962 included the 
three-orbital flight of America's first astronaut, and the 
extension in subsequent flights over longer periods of 
time of his experience with weightlessness and other 
factors in space. 

In its scientific program, NASA launched the first 
Orbiting Solar Observatory, the Mariner II Venus 
probe, and the international satellites Ariel and Alou
ette, all of which added significantly to our knowledge 
of the space environment. 

Substantial progress was made in the development 
of applications satellites. The orbiting of additional 
Tiros weather satellites provided further demonstra
tions of their value in weather forecasting, leading 
toward the ultimate establishment of operational satel
lite weather systems. Telstar and Relay demonstrated 
the promise of global satellite communications. 

And, finally, NASA moved ahead in advanced re
search and technology which will be required for future 
developments in space exploration and aeronautics. 

These were the visible demonstrations of our nation's 
space activity. While achieving these successes, how
ever, NASA was also establishing the structure which 
will undergird the space activity of the future, and give 
the nation space competence for any purpose which 
the national interest may require. 

All of the major elements of the Apollo spacecraft 
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were placed under contract. Three successful test flights 
of the first stage Saturn I booster were conducted. And, 
of great importance, sites were selected and work 
undertaken to construct the massive ground engineer
ing complexes which will be needed to assemble, test 
and launch the large rocket booste.rs required for 
manned exploration of the moon, and even more ad
vanced missions in space. 

As these projects move forward during 1963, we can 
anticipate our greatest year of achievement in space. 
Much of this activity will be less apparent than the more 
spectacular flight missions of 1962, but progress will 
be none the less real and important. 

The current year will not be without visible accom
plishment, however, even though much of what is done 
will be in preparation for the achievements of future 
years. Here are ten important milestones which we 
hope to pass during 1963, or early in 1964: 

UNMAHNED INVESTIGATIONS IN SPACE 

A new series of Ranger shots at the moon will seek 
close-up photographs and other data urgently needed 
in planning for Project Apollo. 

Our first Orbiting Geophysical Observatory will carry 
many experiments in a highly eccentric orbit passing 
through the Van Allen radiation belt. An improved 
version of the Orbiting Solar Observatory will also be 
launched in 1963, with the first Orbiting Astronomical 
Observatory to follow in 1964 or 1965. 

Flight tests of a liquid hydrogen rocket (Centaur), 

Orbiting Geophysical Laboratory will have nineteen experiments aboard 
when it is launched into a polar orbit. Spacecraft is 6 feet long. 

which will represent a tremendou step for-war 
launch vehicle technology and be able to carry mu 
heavier scientific payload to the moon or planet th • 
we can launch with the Atla -Agena rocket of toda . 

ADVANCED RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 

. . . The first demon tra tion of e lectric 
in space (Project SERT ). 

. . . Successful Kiwi reactor test which will n 
us to move ahead more rapidly in development of 
first (and we hope the world s first ) nuclea r- pov 
rocket. 

MANNED SPACE FLIGHT 

. . . Culmination of the highly successful P roj 
Mercury with Astronaut Cooper's one-day fligh t. 

. . . First flight tests of both stages of the Satu 
booster, believed to be the world's most powerful lau 
vehicle. This will be another demonst ration of uc 
ful use of the superior power of liquid hydrogen u 
which our plans for reaching the moon in this de 
now depend. 

. .. First flight (without crew) of the two-m 
Gemini capsule, paving the way for a series of m ann 
orbital flights of a week or more, and development 
rendezvous techniques beginning in 1964. 

SPACE APPLICATIONS 

. . . The first satellite in synchronous orbit , ano 
momentous advance in space technology. Two Sync 
launchings are scheduled for 1963. There will a l o 
further tests of the familiar Telstar, Relay, and E c 
balloon satellites. 

. . . Continued improvement in world weather · 
porting from space with launching of the first Nimb 
satellite. 

All of these efforts are part of a civilian space pf\ 
gram for which $3.7 billion has been authorized f\ 
Fiscal Year 1963, and $5.7 billion requested by tl · 
President for Fiscal Year 1964. 

The moon has been selected as the focal point 
our current space efforts because it will yield valua 
scientific information which will contribute to a bettt 
understanding of the universe, and because success j 
achieving this goal requires essentially the same pro. 
ress in science and technology needed to achieve 0 
broader objective-that of becoming the world's Ieadi 
spacefaring nation. 

To achieve mastery of space requires that we a . 
substantially to our scientific knowledge and to ot 
utilization of technology. The NASA program is roo' 
ing forward on both of these fronts. In a compl ' 
effort such as this, conducted in a new medium abo 
which much is yet unknown, the scientist and the en · 
neer work closely together and grow increasingly d 
pendent upon one another. 

In the exploration of space, the scientist may depen 
upon the engineer to design the equipment which ·wil 



Manned Space Flight 
$3,193,641,000 

Unmanned Investigations in Space 
$754,765,000 

Space Research and Technology 
$463,863,000 

upporting Op erations 
$318,046,000 

Space Applications 
$136,559,000 

Aircraft Technology 
$45,126,000 

Tl'e NASA request for Fiscal Year 1964 includes $4,912,000,000 for research, development and operations. About two-thirds of 
a 1 funds requested will be spent in the area of manned space flight, and are aimed directly or · indirectly at realizing one of 
our major initial goals in space-manned exploration of the moon within this decade. Manned Space Flight includes $1,139,454.-

00 for large launch vehicles and $1,647,441,000 for spacecraft development and operations. Unmanned Investigations in Space 
includes $605,233,000 for spacecraft development and operations. Space ·Research and Technology includes $268,783,000 for 
propulsion and space power. Supporting Operat ions includes $261,608,000 for tracking and data acquisitions. Space Applica
tions includes $73,085,000 for meteorology and $55,771,000 in satellite communications. Aircraft Technology funds will permit 
continuing and expanded activity with advanced V ; STOL aircraft, helicopters and supersonic transport aircraft. In addition, 
the FY 1964 authorizati on request seeks $800,000,000 for construction of facilities. 

enable him to investigate co_nditior\.s and forces which 
exist there. But at the same time, the engineer must 
look to the scientist for precise knowledge which will 
enable him to design equipment which will operate or 
sustain human life in this harsh and unfamiliar environ
ment. 

The NASA program, therefore, must expand both 
science and technology. We must move forward on a 
broad front. We cannot afford to b trapped into a nar
row program-one limited, for example, to developing 
only the technology needed to reach the moon with state
of-the-art hardware. To do so might well be to find, 
some years hence, that we had wo the battle and lost 
the war as far as ultimate and en ,uring superiority in 
space is concerned. , 

Basic in all NASA decisions is the concept that we 
will encourage wide-spread partici ·. ti.on in the space 
program by American industry, to d , elop a broad base 
of competence in space technology by contracting out 
to industry the maximum possible amount of our work, 

and utilizing the competitive forces of the market place 
to obtain top-notch performance. More than 90 per 
cent of our work is now performed under contract with 
industry, universities, and private research organizations. 

As Chairman George P. Miller, of the House Com
mittee. on Science and Astronautics, said recently: 

"The American people are convinced that we must 
explore space and . . . look to Congress and to NASA 
for the assurance that our national space program, espe
cially the manned lunar landing, will be conducted with 
the utmost vigor possible. And in turn, Congress and 
NASA look to private industry in order to achieve in 
practical terms all of our objectives." 

Congressman Miller expressed a point of view which 
all of us in NASA share. The effort in which we are 
engaged, although financed and managed by the Federal 
government, is dependent for success on the efforts of 
many American industries, large and small, throughout 
the 50 states. It is a tn1ly national undertaking which 
will demand the best of all of us. 
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Substantial part of the NASA budget will be expended for the develop
ment of launch vehicles. 

Some of the basic policies which guide NASA in its 
relationships with American industry may be of interest 
to Aerospace readers: 

First, we have taken steps to try to make certain that 
contracting patterns will not become frozen; that major 
areas of competence will not be pre-empted or locked 
in by single sources. Typical of our actions under this 
policy was the establishment of the Michaud Plant at 
New Orleans, and the nearby Mississippi Test Facility, 
as government installations, with resources available to 
private contractors selected through competition. 

The decision to assemble and test our multimillion
pound boosters in centrally located government facili
ties was made with the deliberate intention, among 
others, of keeping open a continuous competition within 
the industry for the contracts to build future stages. 

Second, we have developed through the Bellcom 
Corporation, a systems engineering group organized by 
the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, a 
capacity to continuously examine the developing state
of-the-art in the areas essential to our success in manned 
space flight. This group will continuously match the 
results against the concepts and assumptions underlying 
our programs, and relate this matching to the hardware 
and mission profiles toward which we are working. 
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Through a contract with the General Electric Com
pany, we are also endeavoring to provide a means for 
measuring and storing in computers performance and 
test data on the vital components and the finally assem
bled boosters and spacecraft in an effort to substantially 
increase reliability. These arrangements will not be 
used to provide crutches for NASA contractors, but 
rather to measure and insure competence on the part 
of the contractor himself. 

The Orbiting Astronomical Observatory is a key satellite in the un
manned investigations of space. 

The contracts insure that the full responsibility of the 
corporations, both AT&T and GE, are pledged to the 
success of these extremely important and difficult 
endeavors. 

Third, we are steadily moving in the direction of 
insisting that prime contractors obtain components from 
those sources which have already developed reliable 
hardware. Our object here is not only to insure that 
NASA obtains the best available performance, but also 
to encourage prime contractors to seek out superior 
subcontract skills, among companies of proven per
formance, rather than risk failure or increased costs by 
trying to develop internal or new sources of competence 
to perform thes~ tasks. 

This policy is of great significance to all segments of 
industry and areas of the nation because it means that 
specialized or smaller firms can afford to invest time, 
effort and money in perfecting a product with the assur
ance that the prime contractor must listen to their evi
dence showing what its performance is. The priJlle 
contractor cannot reject available outside skills simply 
to keep the business within his own organization or 
pattern of suppliers. 

In short, we are making a deliberate effort to use the 
self-policing forces of the market place to avoid . build
ing government competition with industry, and also to 
maintain sufficient managerial and technical capability 
in our own organization to make certaih that our con
tractors are giving us the reliability we must have and 
the taxpayer a dollar's worth of work for every dollar 
we spend. 

As a part of this managerial effort, we are looking 
to multi-disciplinary centers of competence in the uni
versities, and to Civil Service research and development 
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centers such as the new Electronic Research Center 
which we propo e to e tablish in the Boston area. This 
center i not intended to compete with industry but to 
give us the capability to manage a vast program in elec
tronics irnilar to that wh ich NASA developed in 
aeronautics . 

Another ba ic policy which we are following in the 
award of re ea rch contract pa rt icularly those which 
are concerned with basic re earch , is to do what we can 
to assi t the universitie of the nation in the training of 
additional cienti ts and engineer particularly those 
who are working toward advanced degrees. 

As a nation we must look to the fu ture requirements 
for highly trained scientific and engineering manpower. 
M uch of the research work which NASA requires is the 
kind of work in which graduate students can participate 
under the direction of and with the inspiration of, a 
qualified scholar or researcher. 
Th~ NASA can help make the university a center 

fo r developing men with eager, trained, self-starting 
minds and also a center of creative activity in basic 
research in s pport of broad national objectives. 

ASA is also taking other steps to help strengthen 
the universities and assure a continuing supply of sci
en fie and technical manpower. These include the 
encouragement of interdisciplinary groups within the 
u iversity for research in broad areas, to be supported 
b contracts or grants; support of pre-doctoral training 
j~ the fields of space science and technology and, in 
orne instances, the financing of research facilities 

needed for expansion. 
Our objective, as I have said, in NASA is to build 

competence in space for the United States, and to be, 
in the words of President Kennedy, "in a position sec
ond to none. " 

In the programs of the National Aeronautics and 
Space Ad_ministration we _seek a national competence in 
space w~1ch may be appli~d for any purpose which the 
national mterest may require. NASA, like its predeces
sor NACA, is 51 research and development organization. 
It is our job to provide the basic scientific knowledge 
and technological skill which will enable other agencies 
of the government to carry out the operational responsi
bilities which are theirs. 

Thus, we work in close cooperation and collaboration 
not only with the Department of Defense, but with 
many other agencies such as , the Weather Bureau, the 
Communications Satelli te <;orporation, and the Atomic 
Energy Commission, in order that what we do will meet 
their needs. 

I t is important that each of us, as we consider the 
contribution which we can• make to this effort, keep 
constantly before us the im ortance and urgency of our 
responsibilities. 

I 

We must remember that our national security itself 
is heavily involved in the :ace competition. Not only 
our prestige but our capaci)Y for constructive interna-

tiona! leadership, our economic and. military capacity 
for technological irn rovement depend upon a superi
ority in science and technology that is understood and 
accepted. 

The nations of the world, seeking a basis for their 
own survival, contmuously pass judgment upon our 
ability as a nation to make decisions, to concentrate 
effort, to manage vast and complex technological pro
grams in our own and not infrequently in their interest. 
It is not too much to say that in many ways the via
bility of representative government and of the free 
enterprise system in a period of revolutionary changes 
based upon science and technology is being tested in 
our space programs. 

It falls to every citizen, in and out of government, to 
help prove that we are equal to the test. 

Syncom is a communications satellite that goes into an orbit syn· 
chronized with the Earth. It stays in a fixed position relative to a 
position on Earth. 



N ATIONAL defense and exploration of space are 
not the only areas to which aerospace companies 

are devoting progressive thinking. The same dynamic 
approach which is responsible for the nation's rapid 
strides in defense programs and spac exploration is 
being applied with gratifying results to another impor
tant national problem--employment of handicapped 
persons. 

Placement of the thousands of Americans who are 
partially incapacitated yet able-under many circum
stances-to be self-supporting, is a continuing problem 
to public officials. Aerospace companies have lent a 
powerful assist to the placement program as the tech
nological transition of the industry has uncovered a 
wealth of critical tasks which can be performed by 
handicapped persons. 

The industry's leadership in the field should be de
scribed more appropriately as an attitude than a pro
gram. It is the inclination of companies to consider 
handicapped applicants for employment on the basis 
of what they can accomplish in terms of productive 
work, rather than on the basis of quotas or planned 
programs. 

The companies make every effort to help the physi
cally handicapped adjust themselves to their occupa
tion. The adjustment is accomplished by counseling 
services and such mechanical aids as ramps, special 
parking space, and minor modifications in some facili
ties. 

Other than this, the physically handicapped aero
space employees are not given-nor do they want-any 
special privileges. The same attitude is likely to pre
vail in opportunities for advancement, and company 
officials are quick to say that handicapped persons are 
very often among their most valued employees. 

The practical reasons for this official attitude are 
not difficult to pinpoint. They are productiveness and 
safety. Intense desire born of the incapacity is apt to 
place the handicapped worker in the forefront in pro-

duction and because hi s d i ability ha taught him cau
tion , he is often a better afet risk than othe r m
ployees. 

Thus a vi sitor to a n aer pace plant might w II find 
a paraplegic veteran performing im portant work on th 
complex assembly of radar system . Hundreds of phy i
cally handicapped workers like him have contributed t 
the production of some of the nat ion's lead ing defen 
weapons systems and adva nced space age product . 

Another case in point might be the father of fi 
children. Although he ha _ b en blind since Wo rl d War 
II fighting in Italy, he is a capable structural as embler 
and ea rns a good li ving for hi s family. 

Amputees, polio paralytic , a nd others a re find ing 
niches in these firm which they can fill as capably a 
able-bodied workers, a nd by giving them an oppor
tunity to compete for such jobs, the aerospace com
panies are not only performing a nat ional service bu t 
enhancing their own producti ve capability. 

One of the leaders in the field of hiring handicapped 
is the Hughes Aircraft Company, which has been as
siduously hiring disabled workers for more tha n t e n 
years. 

Hughes officials say it is difficult to pinpoint the ex
act number of physically handicapped employees at 
Hughes, since employment figures fluctu a te, a nd defini
tions of " physically handicapped" vary. But a con
servative estimate places the number of such employees 
at about 20 per cent of the total 28_,000 company popu
lation. These are persons who have a handicap severe 
enough to make routine employment in the open mar
ket difficult. 

For instance, the company has hired approximately 
300 paraplegics in the past ten years. On the payroll 
at this time are approximately 150 paraplegics, 120 in
dustrially blind, 11 with cerebral palsy, 21 epileptics, 
some 30 with curvature of the spine, and about 200 
leg amputees. 

There are several hundred with arrested TB, 250 or 



mor with diabete , 40 deaf mute 80 who are totally 
deaf and 150 with hea rt condition nough to 
be re tric ti e. 

Lawrence A. H land, vic pre ident and oeneral 
manager of th firm , de crib th compan attitude 
this way: 

'We have foun d that regarding the e employees of 
our while we may have had a few humanita rian in-
tinct in the begin ni ng we have forgott n all about 

that. The onJ pecial th ing we do for th m i that in 
very serious ca e where they ar alma t immobilized, 
we provide them with a parking plac clo e to the 
plant and a ramp to get into the plant. From there on , 
they are on their own. 

"Thei r workmanship is judged on the arne basis as 
anybod else's. and it i an extraordina rily productive 
operation for us. I believe it is good busine s to hire 
the handicapp d . I would hate to have these people 
taken away from me because they are among our more 
valuable employees. ' 

0 the matt r of productiveness and afety Hughes 
officials are emphatic in their approval of the handi
capp d. They maintain there is no record of a single 
lost- ti me accident occurring to any member of the 
handicapped population during th pa t ten years. 

Employment of ha ndicapped persons is governed 
by the same policy wh ich covers all job applicants at 
Hughes: 

"The best qualified persons available are selected 
fo r position assignments without prejudice, or discrim
ination by reason of race, age color, sex, religious be
lief. or national origin. Phy ically limited persons are 
eligible for employment consideration." 

T he history of the company's position on the matter 
began in England in 1 943 when Lt. Gen. Ira Eaker, 
then commandi ng the E ighth Air Force, visited an Ok
lahoma Indian boy in a hospital . 

T he youth had been a gunner on a Flying F ortress 
over Germany, and because the plexiglas of his ball 

turret had been shattered his legs were frozen and bad 
to be amputated. When the General told him he 
would be flown home soon he protested that be came 
to see the war through and that he djdn 't shoot with 
his feet. 

General Eaker carried the memory of that incident 
with him to a Decoration Day ceremony in 1949, willcb 
he attended as a vice president of the Hughes organiza
tion. He saw dozens of American veterans in wheel
chairs, and realizing tllat they were capable of perform
ing any task that could be done sitting down, be offered 
them jobs. 

Tills was the start of what the Hughes Company 
calls an "exciting experience." 

The story of Hughes' efforts since then has been 
portrayed in a motion picture, "Employees Only," 
willch was nominated for an Oscar by the Academy of 
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences as one of the best 
documentary short subjects of 1958. Prints of the 
film are still in circulation nationally and in foreign 
countries. 

It illustrates many outstanding case histories of per
sons who have overcome their ilisabilities to take valued 
posi?ons in the company, in every kind of job-pro
ductJ.on, management, scientific, maintenance account-. ' mg and others. 

Mr. Hyland says, of the company's feelings: 
"The human brain is a vastly more complex com

puter to program than our most elaborate electronic 
ma~hine. It takes at least 20 years to program the 
bram through schooling, the influence of the home and 
parents, and the experience of everyday life. It is a 
most valuable commodity which God bas given to each 
of us, and He has given it in equal abundance to the 
physically handicapped. 

"We want to preserve and apply tills capability. And 
we want all employers to know of our experience so 
they t~ I?ay tap this excellent labor pool of cap~ble 
enthusiastic people." ' 





The X-20 Oyna-Soar spacecraft is shown separating from the Titan Ill boo~ter. A major_ portion of the 
Air Force's Advanced Development effort will be expended on the X-20 and 1ts launch vehicle. 

T HERE will be continuina heavy emphasis on research and development in the 
Department of Defense~ but there will be greater care exercised in the initiation 

of new weapon systems programs, more thinking and planning before the '_'metal 
bending" stage is reached and a tighter rein on costs. These, together wtth an 
outline of the projects aimed at strengthening the U . S. military forc~s- of the fu~r~, 
are the main points of a statement on research and development polictes and actiVI
ties delivered to the Congress by Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara. 

"We have often paid too little attention to how a proposed weapon system would 
be used and what it would cost, and whether the contribution the development would 
make to our forces would be worth the cost," Secretary McNamara said. "By a 
more thorough and complete study and assessment of the facets of each new devel
opment-prior to major commitments-we can reduce the number of expensive 
projects which might later have to be re-oriented, stretched out or terminated." 

The Secretary's detailed outline of the research and development projects to be 
conducted in the coming fiscal year provides an excellent guideline to the type of 
defense systems the military services will be operating in the future . The projects 
are grouped into five categories: Research; Exploratory Developments; Advanced 
Developments; Engineering Developments; and Management and Support. 
RESEARCH 

The "Research" category is general in nature, consisting of basic and applied 
reseru-ch di rected toward the expansion of knowledge in such fields as the physical 
anp environmental sciences, mathematics, psychology, sociology, biology and medi
cal sciences, wi th each of the services sponsoring its own programs. Examples 
include the Army's research on tropical medicine, oceanographic underwater acous
tic and arctic r search programs conducted by the Navy , and the Air Force's studies 
of atmospheric density and gravity gradients. 

EXP ORATORY DEVELOPMENTS 
Exploratory developments are those directed toward the solution of specific mili

tary problems short of the hardware stage. 
If1 this area the Army's effort will include new propulsion systems for Army 

i' ' 
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The Vought-Hiller-Ryan tri-service 
V ; STOL transport operates like a heli
copter yet achieves speeds of 300 mph 
in level flight. 

"aircraft, studies for improved night viewing equipment, 
rocket research , improved small arms and anti-armor 
projectiles, better surface mobility and mine warfare 
and barrier research . 

Among the Navy projects under this category are 
work on radar, anti-submarine warfare devices, data 
correlation techniques, navigation and communication 
devices for both ships and aircraft. There will also be 
considerable effort on non-nuclear air launch systems, 
missile propellants, guidance systems and counter
measures, as we11 as studies on advanced aircraft con
cepts "with emphasis on simplicity, endurance and low
speed characteristics." 

A large portion of the Air Force's exploratory de
velopment program will be devoted to space research, 
including studies, experimentation and component de
velopment in such fields as guidance, flight control , 
propulsion, life sciences , surveillance and electronics 
techniques . There will also be emphasis on advanced 
tactical and strategic missiles , new production cycles 
for hypersonic manned systems, laminar flow control , 
materials and structures, .and technology related to 
reconnaissance, communications, command and con
trol , data processing, electromagnetic warfare and ad
vanced weapons. 

The Advanced Research Projects Agency will also 
be active in the field of exploratory developments. 
Specifically mentioned were ARPA's projects Defender 
and Vela . Defender is concerned with development of 
knowledge for application in a system of defense against 
ballistic missiles. Vela involves research toward an 
improved capability for detection of nuclear explosions 
underground and at high altitudes. 

ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTS 
This category includes those projects which have 

advanced to the hardware testing stage. 
All three services are cooperating on development of 

tri-service V j STOL aircraft which will combine vertical 
or short-run take-off characteristics with much greater 
speed in level flight than that attainable by helicopters. 
Three major projects in this area include: 

• A large prototype V j STOL of the tilt-wing 
variety. Five aircraft will be built for flight test and for 
Army I Air Force evaluation of operational problems 
and suitability . 

• A twin-tandem ducted fan research vehicle 
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being developed und er avy manage ment. T wo pro-
totype will be built . 

• A twin-turbine aircraft with four tilting pro
pellers. The Air Force will procure two for flight t t. 

There are othe r tri- e rvice projects in the fi e ld of 
surveillance aircraft. The services will support furth r 
development of the P.l I 27 Hawker, a Briti sh-de ign 
V j STOL being jointly funded by the U.S .. the ni t d 
Kingdom and Germany. The Army wi ll a l o continue 
work on four research aircraft , two of the fa n-in-\ inL 
type and two augmented jet types now under test. Th~ 
Air Force will manage development of pro puls ion 
systems for advanced V j STOL aircraft. Thi s wo rk i 
aimed at development of V j STOL aircraf t with spe nd 
capabilities in the high subsonic range for usc as su r
veillance systems. 

The Army and the Air Force arc teaming on the 
development of a military communications satcllitl' 
system. The initial system , consisting of a large number 
of small satellites in random o rbit s. will operate at 
medium altitude (about 6 ,000 miles) . Under study f r 
possible later development is a stabilized sa tellite in 
synchronous orbit ( 22,300 miles). 

Other advanced developments include: 

ARMY 
There will be a continuation uf wo rk on a system of 

defense against ballistic missiles pursuing new advances 
in radar technology and oriented toward defense of 
"hard'' sites , such as missile bases and command posts. 
Included are the advanced Nikc-X system and the 
complementary ZMAR-Sprint Hard Point Defe nse, 
employing a high-acceleration missile which offers more 
time for discrimination between targets and decoys. 

The Army will also investigate, through a flight test 
program, the fea sibility and design requirements for 
heavy lift helicopters capable of moving Army equip
ment over otherwise impassable terrain. 

Another Army program involves development of 
anti-armor weapons such as the lightweight, vehicle
mounted Shillelagh missile and TOW, an advanced 
anti-tank weapon. 

NAVY 
In addition to its participation in the V / STOL 

projects , the Navy will devote considerable effort to 
undersea warfare research and work in such areas as 



hydrofoil , detection by urface effect and acou tic 
counte rmea ure . 

AIR FORCE 

A major portion of the Air Fore 's Ad 
velopment effort ' ill be exp nd d on the 
Soar pacecraft and the Ti ta n Ill launch 
igned a the ' ork-hor e militar ac 

th i decade. 

anced De
-20 D na
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The S F ' ill al o conti nue component r arch 
on the aero pace plane nov call d th ad anced 
hyper oni c manned a ircraft. ·· This i an aircraft v hich 
~an take off fro m ex isting runway and tly directly 
m to orbi t. 

R e ca rch will a l ·o con ti nue on an advanced ICBM. 
alt hough Me a mara' t timon cau tion d that th i 
i. ~ot a. dcvclopm nt project but rather a program 
to 111 cst1gate technological a nd o rational concept 
for balli stic mi ilc . ' 

. . p rl of a. coordinated DOD-NASA program. 
the A 1r Force wJi l develop la rg solid-fu I d boost rs 
in the 156 to 26 -inch class . 

ENGINEE RING DEVELO MENTS 

T he Sccrc tar; of Defense defined th i cat gor , a 
··those d ·vc lopmcn t program being engine red for 
service u ·e b t which have not yet be n approved 
fo r prot.l uction and deployment. ·' 

ARMY 

In audit ion to a new battle tank and an armored 
rcconna_issancc: / a irbo rne a saul t vehicle, th A rmy is 
deve lopmg the new La nce mis ile, a Jightweiah t air
transpo rtable weapon des igned a a rcplac m"' nt for 
Honest John and Lacrosse. 

T he A rmy will devote considerable ffort to ngi-

The Army will use this Lockheed "Hummingbird" aircraft in var ious 
research programs to test the jet ejector lift principl e. 

neering d velopment of communications and electronic 
equipment including improved radios for fo rwa rd area 
use and na igation and con•·· I systems for aircraft 
upporting ground forces. 

Also under way are projects involving development 
of new arti llery and infantry weapons, including special 
ordnance for guerrill a and counter-guerrilla warfare. 

NAVY 

The avy is developing a regenerative turboprop 
engine with ignificantly lower speci fic fuel consump
tion for use in ASW aircraft. 

In the miss ile field the Navy program provides for 
continued development of Typhon , a medium-range 
surface-to-air weapon with an improved complementary 
radar, and Sea Mauler a Navy adaptation of the 
Army's air defense system. 

In fi nal development and nearing operat ional use is 
the Transit navigational satellite system. The opera.., 
tional system will con ist of four satellites, four ground 
tracking stations, a computing station, two injection sta
tions, and equipment aboard each ship. 

The Navy's engineering development program also 
includes work of interest to the Marine Corps, including 
radar surveillance systems, weapons and vehicles. 

AIR FORCE 
In the aircraft field, the Air Force will complete 

development of three prototypes of the XB-70A Mach 
3 bomber. 

Under fiscal 1964 funds, the USAF will proceed 
with full-scale development of the MMRBM (Mobile 
Medium Range Ballistic Missile) to fill a gap between 
ICBM's and the Army's Pershing missile. Terming 
this a good development investment, the Secretary 
cautioned that no decision has been made to produce 
and deploy the MMRBM. 

The USAF's engineering development program also 
involves investigations of new missile re-entry systems 
and penetration aids. 

In space, the Air Force will continue work on the 
Satellite Inspector, a system designed to rendezvous 
with and inspect orbiting objects, " reorienting it to the 
latest technological developments. " 

MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT 
The Management and Support category includes the 

operation of research and development installations, 
such as ranges, test facilities and laboratories, and the 
funding for specialized technical and scientific services 
performed for the Air Force by outside organizations. 
The test ranges include the White Sands Missile Range, 
the Atlantic Missile Range, the Vandenberg AFB, Point 
Mugu and Point Arguello complexes on the Pacific 
Coast and the Nike-Zeus test range at Kwajalein . The 
Navy will operate the Atlantic Undersea Test and 
Evaluation Center (AUTEC) for testing anti-submarine 
weapons and equipment. 
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America's private enterprise 

system is the big booster 
at Cape Canaveral 

BY GEORGE CARROLL 
Aviation Editor, 

The Hearst Newspapers 

T H E might ie t lifter and hca er at Cape Canaveral 
i. not a g n rail uppo. ed , th moon rocket 

Saturn. Even though Saturn we igh. off th launch pad 
at 500 ton much li ke an a irborne d i ta nt cou in of the 
Empire State Bui lding, the br~~:: t boo ter a~ the Cape 
i. ind u try-the A merica n pn vate enterpn e . tern 
which got u up where we a re today in d fen and 
·pace explora tion. . . 

Operat ion at the Cape. are vastly ~ I ff rent today 
from the fi r t hoot thi nter cove red tn the ummer 
of 195 1. A Ma rtin Matador one of the g round-to
gr und wonder of. that. da~, \· a_ fired ove r th Atlan
tic. e can till visuaft zc Its leisurely departure then 
the fl ippi ng a ide of its bu rned-out ta il section. a nd its 
t1 icrht a refat i cl ha rt distance over the ocea n. Today 
1 "'sM t-l ight. a re mea ured in the thousa nds of miles, 
and the planet Venus was the goal of the recent uc
ce ful Mariner II shot. 

T he militar runs the Air Fo rce Mi sif e Test Center 
a t the Cape and its I 0 000-mife A tlantic Missi le R ange 
going aJ I the way _down in to the Ind ian Ocean from the 
cast coast of F londa. 

How well they ve run is proved by our well stocked 
a rsenal of A tlases, T itans and Minutemen the best 
known and most respected keepers of the peace in an 
era of ICB Ms. 

Bu t civili ans outnumber by four to one Maj. Gen. 
Leighto n Davis's men in blue and sil ver tan here in th is 
greatest shooting ga llery of them al l. General Davis 
commands the cente r. 

T he Nationa l Aeronautics and Space Administration 
recently too k over a new, 87 ,000-acre la unch a rea o n 
Me rritt Island just to the northwest of Canaveral. 
NASA will be shooting for the moon from Me rritt. l n 
its stewardship of the new site, nearly six times the size 
of the Canavera l complex, it has another ma rk to shoot 
a t, too: to reach as fine a level of pe rfo rmance as the 
A ir Force has a t the Cape. 

Like a big booster should , the Cape is composed of a 
host of components a ll doveta iling into their pro per 
places. 

T he major contracto rs on missiles and rockets at the 
Cape read , as might be expected, like a blue ribbon list 
of aerospace firm s. General Dynamics, Aerojet-Gen
eral, Boeing, D ouglas, Lockheed , Garrett , Gene ral 
E lectric, McDonnell , Hughes, Westinghouse, you name 
them. Inte rlaced among them, however, you encoun
te r names from the wo rld of smalle r businesses, names 
the uninitia ted may never hear of, such as Soroban E ngi
nee ring, C ubic Corporation and R adiation , Inc. 

The big and the small , they' re a ll mixed up in pro
found togetherness, a ll dedicated to the vita l job of 
putting what comes out of America's miss ile and rocket 
plants over the last hurdle . 

Who, for instance, ope rates the range itself and doe 
all the housekeeping on the stepping stone chain of tiny 
island stations stre tching nea rly to Africa? Since 1954, 
this task has been accomplished by Pan American 
Wo rld Airways though the people who lu xuriate about 
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the globe aboard Pan American's jet clippers might be 
surprised to hear their carrier is up to its wing in 
rocketry. 

It i. somewhat less surpri sing to hea r tha t Radio 
Corporation of America, as a Pan Am subcontracto r 
handles all the technical instrumentation , photogra phic 
and data reduction work on the range. 

An industrial directory updated to last October a t 
General Davis's headquarters li sts 57 firms "a socia ted 
with the missile industry" that have opened up perma
nent diggings hereabouts, the best known ones in office 
complexes between Patrick Air Force Base a nd the 
Ca naveral launch area. 

In size of staffs, they range from as many as 6,000 
to some of the smaller firms with a few employees. 

Ten or more companies can be concerned in a very 
large way in the testing of a single bird or beast. That 
may double or triple when NASA comes to shoot for 
the moon with the three-man Apollo hoisted by an ad
vanced Saturn . 

The Rocketdyne Division of North American A via~ 
tion has been supplying the rocket motors for Sa turn , 
and firm s such as Pratt & Whitney, Douglas, Grumman 
and G eneral Dynamics are assuming ever larger roles 
in the lunar program. 

This writer is indebted to a vete ran around the Cape , 
Ed Bramlitt, ass istant to the area chief of Army Engi
neers, for a vignette of the earth turning curtain-raiser 
for U. S. industry at C anaveral. 

Duvall E ngineering & Construction Company of 
Jacksonville, Florida, arrived with their bulldozers in 
the spring of 1950 on a hurry-up assignment to build 
the first launch pad at Cape Canaveral , plus access 
roads. Basil Ellis, still in the construction business at 
the Cape, was in charge. 

" He had 45 days to build that pad and he did it ," 
Ed Bramlitt recalls admiringly. 

" Bee E llis put in a 1 00-foot pad , not much by the 
standa rds of today. An old Army tank was positioned 
for a control blockhouse. They laid lines for Army 
field phones as a communications net. Sometimes you'd 
get through over 'em and sometimes you wouldn't. But 
she functioned 0 . K., tha t Pad One." 

On July 24, 1950, a captured G erman Y-2 with a 
US-made WAC Corporal as its second stage thundered 
up from Pad One, the first Canaveral shot. 

T oday the number of missiles and rockets fired from 
Canaveral is creeping up toward the 2,000 mark . Costs 
have crept up, too. Duvall got $275 ,000 for Pad One. 
The first Saturn pad runs around $14,000,000 and a 
two-shot pad costing more than that is going into place 
up the beach. 
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The fi rst all-American shot took place in June, 1951, 
with the launching of a Martin M atador. · T his makes 
the Martin Company the oldest of all tm .... contractors 
in terms of continuous tenancy on the Cape. Martin 
produced a third of the first 1 ,000 missiles la unched. 

"This gets the thinking and the doing much closer," 

explain eorge ' hernial-. dire tor f the.: rida 
Divi i n o f pac echn logy ab ratories . I n .. a 
ub idi a ry o f T hcmp. n Ram Wooldridge. wh al 
aw the a luc of a di isional . etup. 

"The pace fie ld i .~ changing. Field worl- rcquir~ a 
hig he r degree o f ophi tication to ac omplish mor wi h 
le cost th an in the carl dayo;. Thinking and d in~ 
were cpara te the n . ow, from ncce:~ ity. t hc.:y mu. t 
clo e r. 

Floridians a rc 1.dad the Matador came 
Baltimore th a t su"ffi mer of 1951. \l art in 
large ma nu facturing facil it at r la ndo . a n I is h 
la rgest indu tri a l c m p lo cr in the cm irc ~ta te . 
Matado r. long ince replaced in T by it. m 
modern i tcr Mace. i one of the rca: ns uld 
a nno unce thi ye a r that the un fif 
of a ll t he tates in space work. II 
rolling . 

In one of hi s week ly col umn thi s pas t J a nu ar). 
Roger Babson , the eco nom ic \ rite r. no ted: 

" I have watched wit h muc h inte rc t the lc e l 1m n 
of electronic s and ae ro pace b us iness . . Whil th · 
boy might have bee n e xpected to hog th e fie ld. unl· 
less sm a ll producers ha ve a lso done a trc m end U' 

a mount of experime nta tion. resea rch and ac tu a l p 
duction of complicated new item. . A na lys i of a :Ul· 
able fig ures proves most sm a ll e r co nce rns arc g ttin:
a long ex tre m e ly we ll , not jus t in civi li an production an 
trade but a lso in the booming ae rospace a nd defen · 
fields. " 

The job of fittin g bits and pieces toge the r into a mi • 
sile that may have I ,000,000 pa rts fro m I ,000 diff r· 
e nt manufacture rs a nd 36 000 connections alone in it> 
"black box" bra in has c~ined a bra nd new word at 
Canaveral-interface. 

Inte rface is the m e thod w hereb y the m e ticulous Mer· 
lins make everything m esh. The process of inte rfac.' 
must not only make e verything wo rk in harmony · 11 

must also foresta ll any situ at ion w h ere the re d esign f 
a single f a ulty part could se t off a cha in reaction that 
would require the yanking o ut of numerous a dj acent 
pa rts for reworking. . 

Spaceport , USA-soo n to b e Moonport, USA , it ~ -
hoped- has outgrown the diction a ry. Still , thtS 
shouldn ' t be too surpri sing. After all , even NAT 
popularized a noun new to most of us, infra-structur · 
which may or may not m ea n something nailed down . 
we're not sure. 

If we caught the contractor philosophy of interface 
correctly, it goes som e thing like this: 

"Let's design it , make certain it works and shoot it.'' 
Sort of a paraphrase, you mig ht say, of old H e nr · 

Ford's philosophical guidelines when he was making 
the Model T-make sure it runs unde r any and all 
conditions of fa rm, ra nch or city street. W e ll , if it wa. 
good enough for Henry , why not for Spaceport , USA . 
Ford is here in the missi le a nd space business along 
with all the others: AC Spark Plug Division of General 



Motor . .T.&T. Bell T el pho n Laborator Bur-
rough merican Bo ch rma. Sp rry Rand orth-
rop IB M, Thioko l, H rcule . 

P rhap it ' a providential in mor ' a than on 
that on Feb. 26. 1952, according to th file of Hi -
torian Mar in Whipp! of the T t C nter. m mber of 
the ircraft ( no' ero pace) Indu tri o Iat ton 
Ea tern Region Aircraft R arch and T ting om-
mitt e met at Patrick AFB . Th purpo e: 

To coord inate probl m a ri ing a t op rational 
with r gard to de ig n and co n tructi n of the mi ile 
range. ,. 

The contractor thu had a han to plan for the 
leading role the were to p lay n the ape. a well a 
to try to a ttract o ther egment of merican free enter
pri e to fix them up w ith a place to ta and play in 
their o ff hour at Canavera l. 

M r. Whipple 's h i to r goe on to tat that 'eight 
day late r th mo t ucce ful Snark lau nchino experi
e nced o far took place.·· We he itat to declare thi 
inte rface con tituted a nything more than a happy omen. 

No questio n , though , that bu in began to hum and 
o did the te lephone wires a round Cocoa Beach. Joel 

Ha rri local m a nager fo r Southern Bell Telephone, 
says t here were only 173 non- military phones around 
in a ll the Cocoa Beach reg ion , at the beginning of 1952. 
Now there are o er 8 ,000. 

From the sta ndpoint of safety in what could easily 
degenerate in to one of the world s most dangerous 
spots, priva te industry has done handsomely. The 
Cape is Station No. 1 o n the mi sile range and Pan Am 
bea rs the respon ibil ity for ground safety and security 
a nd p rotectio n ser ices within each range station clear 
down to Ascension Is la nd in the South Atlantic and 
Pr toria , South Africa. . 

I n nearly 2,000 la unches involving some of the most 
v latile fuels known to man there have been just two 
f talities in I 3 years, not bad compared to nearly 40,-
000 people killed annu ally on the nation 's streets and 
nighways. 

One man fell down the elevator shaft of a gantry and 
the second was k illed installing an explosive "destruct 

bo · in a rock t soon to be test fired. 
hen our mi ile and rocket engine programs were 

harp! cut back in the late 1940 s and early 1950's, 
firm such a Convair and North American Aviation 
went right on with the work using their own funds , 
confident that they would be needed. They gambled 
their O\ n funds as Boeing did with nearly $20 000 000 
on a jet tran port. 

Thu all operational benefits to the team effort aside 
private enterpri e long ago earned the right to co
pre ide at rocket and space launchings. Men in uni
fo rm and civilian attire sit together at the blockbouse 
controls. 

A launch expert who has served in both uniform and 
mufti at the Cape Earl Wollam of Douglas, explained 
procedures. The top taff of a military launch would 
look like th.i : 

Test Director (Air Force) 
Test Controller ( A.ir Force ) 
Test Conductor (Contractor ) 
The test director waves the baton , runs the show. 

The test controller keeps his hands more closely on 
the day's operations. The test conductor sees to it the 
countdown is followed preci ely, and can call for a 
' hold" if anything is out of order. 

As an Air Force lieutenant, Mr. Wollam, a native 
Floridian, who used to wander around the Cape as a 
lad, launched numerous Snarks. Today he serves as 
supervisor of Douglas's technical operations here. He 
told how launches of the Delta for NASA differ from 
the military kind: 

"Douglas designs, builds, manages and launches 
Delta . NASA brings us the payload and we put it in. 
NASA has a mission director and test controller on 
hand for the launch which will be handled by Morey 
Brimer, Douglas test conductor. 

"You might say we furnish the driver and truck and 
NASA puts stuff in the truck. They tell us where to 
go, what 'city' to take it to . Sometimes six or seven 
differen~ governmental agencies, not just NASA, may 
have stuff in that truck. " It was Earl's truck that put 
up Telstar. 

Personnel from various aerospace companies check a data sheet. 
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An aerospace technician conducts a test with an 
optical emission spectrograph. A vast array of 
unique devices is required to meet research goals. 
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A researcher seeks to grow new strains of 
which may supply food for future 
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PRESCRIPTION 
FOR PROGRESS 

An electronic measuring device, cal ibrated in millionths of an inch, 
checks tolerances on a gyroscope's spin motor. 

Experimental ion engine may be 
forerunner of a propulsion sys
tem for exploratory space flights. 

Simultaneous body stresses as
sociated with space flights are 
tested in this chamber. 

A compressed air device forces smoke from an oil-so<!l<ed c!gar into. t 
path of a carbon arc light reproducing the intensity of sunllgh!. Th 1s 
part of a space mission temperature control f:.<periment. The th1ck smo 
makes the light pattern stand out sharply on photographs, an_d me~u 
ments tell if the light beams have been re-directed by an opt1cal syst 
to travel in parallel paths as natural sunlight does. 

Centrifuge simulates in-flight stresses encountered by missiles, sp 
vehicles and aircraft. Components weighing as much as 300 pounds t 
be subjected to 100 times the force of gravity. 



A nuclear scientist prepares a gold sphere target which will be bombarded with 
sub-atomic particles. This is part of an experiment to measure interaction cross 
sections. 
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AEROSPACE 
ECONOMICS 

"It is the practice of the United States Government to depend primarily upon private industry 

for the conception, the research and development and the production of defense and space 

systems. The achievements of industry have helped to preserve the security and the interna

tional technical reputation of the country. However, many representatives of both industry and 

Government believe that the industry-Government relationship is not as creative, productive 

or rewarding to the parties involved as it should be." 

-From the preface to the Stanford Research Institute Report. 

A detailed analysis of "The Industry-Government 
Aerospace Relationship," just completed by Stan

ford Research Institute (SRI), emphasizes there are 
"significant and difficult" problems that must be over
come if the relationship is to continue fully to meet its 
promise. 

The Menlo Park, Calif., research organization, work
ing under a contract from the Aerospace Industries 
Association, declares in its report that only a limited 
segment of U. S. private industry is equipped to develop 
the hardware needed for defense and space operations. 
SRI states that current requirements for facilities, talents 
and technology are so specialized and extensive "that 
there is little alternative but for the companies involved 
to continue to devote their principal attention to Gov
ernment contracts." SRI points out that aerospa.Qe 
firms "must be ready to fulfill Government requirements 
for hardware because they are the only major source 
and yet be flexible enough to survive if Government 
demands slacken." 

During the 45 years since World War I , SRI indic~, 
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the aerospace industry can look back on four major 
accomplishments: 

*It has successfu1ly applied advanced technology to 
hardware. 

*It has produced large quantities of such hardware 
for its principal customer, the Government. 

*It has survived periods of great uncertainty and very 
little business. 

*It has adapted "itself readily to the technical chal
lenges of the space age. 

SRI says the fact that this transition was accom
plished "is a tribute to the industry's management, as 
well as to the many far-sighted Government officials 
with whom the industry has worked ." The industry's 
history is one of change, SRI adds, "with its manage
ments' attention caught up in the rapid expansion and 
precipitous contraction of business as we11 as with dra
matic advances in technology." 

The report cites the "conflicts and frictions" that 
result from differing objectives of our economic and 
political systems as reflected in the industry-Govern-



t lJtfor l Research Instit~tte makes 
fiTst con p ?e~ e1 s · e) 'ndependent study 
of· lndustry-Go ~ve??nment relations . 
s~nce the ad ent of the sp ace age 

ment aerospace relat i.o~ hip and sug~e t that the pre
ponde rance of barf!atnm~ strength i on the Govern
ment's c; ide. The . !J· S. ha " tremrth throu!!h con
trol of funds. defimtton of goal . timino and technique, 
encouragement. of ~om petition , particip~tion in manage
ment, the apphcatton of political pre sures and power 
to terminate contracts." 

Accord ing to SRI. the industry's ch ief balancing 
force lies in the fact that it "retains most of the 
capability. initiat ive and creativeness to accomplish the 
complex tasks that aopear nece sary to assure the 
nation's survival. " SRI also states, "It is industry that 
is supposed to be able to utilize the nation's resources 
of manpower, money and material in the most efficient 
ways. It is industr!' that is in a position to recognize 
the real cost and ttme delays involved in the Govern
ment's attempts to utilize defense and space contracts 
to achieve social and economic ends. It is industry, not 
Government , that could more aggressively lead the way 
in developing newer and more efficient means of reach
ing hardware goals." The Stanford study calls on the 
aerospace industry to recognize these responsibilities 
and cha11enges and urges that aerospace fi rms not dissi
pa te their talents. by defending themselves "occasionally 
without justification and often ineffectively" against what 
they consider over-regulation and over-management by 
the G overnment. 

T he SRI study group reports 12 trends now influence 
the relationship between the industry and the Govern
ment . The changing relatio.nship is caused qy : 

( 1) An increasing national and international pres
su re for spectacular technical advances. 

(2) A decreasing requirement for volume produc
tion of system hardware and an increasing attention to 
research and development. 

(3) A reduction in the number of large systems 

authorized and funded. 
( 4) A move toward making single systems fill multi

Service needs. 
( 5) Greater attention to system definition prior to 

contracting. 
( 6) A centralization of major procurement decisions 

in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. 
(7) An increasing emphasis on competitive award 

of contracts. 
( 8) Increasing pressure for more general geographic 

distribution of contracts. 
(9) Increasing use of cost-plus-incentive-fee con

tracts rather than cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts. 
(10) Increasing pressure on industry to assume a 

greater share of the risks in defense-spac~ activity. 
( 11) Increasing detailing of procurement regula

tions and closer Government supervision of contractor 
activities. 

(12) Increasing military attention to relatively un
sophisticated, conventional warfare systems. 

Cited as "major problems now present in the industry
Government aerospace relationship" are: 

•Industry consideration that its technical perform
ance, costs, income and reputation are being af
fected adversely by over-regulation, conflicting regu
lations, ineffective administration of regulations, 
close (and not always capable) Government sur
veillance of its activities and burdening of the pro
curement process with socio-economic objectives. 

eThe attitude of many Government officials, based 
on past experience that without close supervision 
or risk-carrying incentives, industry cannot always 
be depended upon to fulfill its contractual obliga
tions on time or at rea nable cost. 

•The general belief of industry executive that the 
Government's often inconsistent, loosely specified 
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PROPOSAL PROBLEMS 
Stanford Research Institute reports from a reliable 
source that 18 per cent of the aerospace industry's 
top scientific and engineering talent is working on 
proposals for new business rather than concentrat
ing en existing contracts. About 75 per cent of this 
effort is spent on proposals which are rejected by 
the Government. 

Many in indust ry and Government consider the 
proposal effort worthwhile because "each unsuc
cessful effort is said to insure better understand
ing and capability for the next attempt." 
SR I researchers point out that some waste is in
volved, particula rly in smaller competitive procure
ments. "It is reported that often the cost of the 
efforts involved in the competition, both for pro
posal writing and for proposal reviewing, exceeds 
the value of the contract awarded," according to 
SR I. 

but increasingly st ringent attitude co nce rni ng allow
able co ts is detrimental to the industry well-being. 

•Di agreement between industry and Governm nt 
over the profit rate that con titutes and adequ a 
return . Thi disagreement stem la rgely from aiJ 
ing opinions concerning the extent of risks born 
by the industry and industry' cost in ma in tainin_ 
and adva ncing technical capab ili ty. 

•The ab ence of a "free-ma rket ' enviro nment in 
which the industry and G overn ment do bu ine 
which requi res special attentio n to the balancing of 
capacity with req ui rements. The means to accom
plish th is desirable object ive have ye t to be re olv d. 

In trying to expla in the reasons why the e probl m 
exist, SRI researchers pin point: 

( 1) T he seeming Jack of complete mutual confid n 
and respect between ind ustry and G overnment. 

( 2 ) Absence of a clear understanding and general 
acceptance of industry's and G overnment's proper rol 
in the relationship by all levels of the busines com
munity and by Federal employees involved . 

(3) Industry's fa ilu re to apprecia te fu lly the nat 



of the often delicate interaction that mu t take place 
between Government agencie in reaching deci ion of 
importance to the relat ion hip. I o, indu try rna not 
fuJly realize the fu ll ign ificance to Government official 
involved or to the indu try it elf of the unfavora le r -
actions generated b contract schedule lippag and 
over-expenditure . 

( 4) The failu re of Government repre ntati e in 
turn to recogn ize or admit to the impact on indu try 
performance of confl icting, vague voluminou and 
changing regu lation and their incon i tent interpreta
tion and admini tration. 

(5 ) A tendency on the part of the (military ) serv
ices as buying agencies to devote too little attention to 
the formulation of requirements thereby pecifyiog 
needs too generalJy, using the need fo r action and 
flexibility as justification. Auditing of technical factors 
is difficult. 

( 6 ) In contrast, cost and contract audits are easily 
and frequently made. The result may be that Congress 
and the buying agencies pay too much attention to 
preventive legislation and regulation. In this way the 

tra.nsgres ions or failures of some become the bases for 
continuing burdens and expense to all. 

(7) Congress in attempting to protect the public 
interest has enacted legislation and established agencies 
whose subsequent actions, vis-a-vis industry, are not 
full coordinated and are frequently conflicting. 

( 8) The flexible CPFF contracts applied to pro
gram involving high technological risk have led to some 
inefficient practices and increased costs in both industry 
and Government. 

(9 The detrimental impact on delivery schedules 
and co t targets of program changes encouraged. by 
generalized specifications may not be fully appreciated 
by either industry or Government. 

(1 0 ) Even though some key Government procure
ment officials admit to "over-managing" industry and 
express the desire to "disengage," steps to do so have 
been limited to the application of CPIF-type contracts 
and study of regulations that might be relaxed when 
such contracts are employed. 

( 11) The Government's reduction of facility funds 
a.nd limitations on progress payments are shifting to 

AEROSPACE FLOORSPACE ALLOCATION 
In millions of square feet As a percentap of total utilized 

1947 1955 1961 
- TOTAL Of FIRMS SURVEYED - MANUFACTURING FLOORSPACE 

- TOTAl UTILIZED - LABORATORY AND OFFICE FLOORSPACE 

s 



MANPOWER COMPOSITION 
(AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL) 

1947 1955 1961 

• HOURLY EMPLOYEES 

• SALARIED EMPLOYEES 
• ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS 

(Included In salaried employees) 



industry a greater burden in maintai.Jllng an ad quate 
aerospace capability. The hift i well under way. 
However there has not been agr ement on the tent 
to which the risk hould be hared between industry 
and Government or on the level of indu try compeo a
tion warra nted . 

(12) T he relation hip between indu try and Go -
emment until recently a of great mat rial and 
nomic con equence onl during actual \ ar. 
industrial act ivity in upport of the national d f n i.n 
peacetime accou nted fo r a rel ativ ly small portion of 
the nation s Gro s a tiona! Product (GNP ). Since 
Korea however. world ten ion and weapon capabili
ties have required the maintenance of an aero pace 
industry capabili ty that alone generate about thr e 
per cen t of our gro national product and an e en 
greater p roportion of U. S. manufacturing volume and 
employment. Thus, location and relati e efficiency of 
thi s industri al o peration have become matter of current 
national i.otere t and concern and some political ac
tivity. This has increased the stresses and trains in 
the relationship. 

(13 ) However much it might wish to the contrary, 
a major portion of the industry is not ' free enterprise" 
in the classic sense of the term and does not operate 
as such. Because of its almost complete dependenc on 
the Government , it seldom takes firm positions in oppo
sition to the Gove rnment's desires , however justified. 

On the matter of "regulating" the aerospace industry 

WORLD I WAR II 

1950's 

TODAY 

NON- PROFIT ADVISORS 

The U. S. has come to rely increasingly on the 
use of specially created non-profit organizations 
to advise and assist in advanced weapon system 
programs. Researchers for the Stanford Research 
Institute indicate that few aerospace companies 
quarrel with the Government's right to obtain ex
pert opinions. " Since the expertise that the Govern
ment requires must be both impartial and objec
tive it follows that specialized organizations have 
an important part to play as technical advisors," 
the report states. 
But, SRI's report points out, aerospace companies 
"are concerned about the fact that these organiza
tions, in their role as technical advisors to the 
Government, appear to be taking over a portion 
of industry's one-time role in conceptualizing new 
systems and components and are becoming in
creasingly active in the conduct of research ." 
SRI also reports the industry's concern about "the 
relatively aloof and sometimes compet itive atti
tude of these special organizations in t heir con
sideration of ideas. This is important because 
the livelihood of the industry is increasingly at 
the research and development level where pro
prietary ideas are crucial. Industry must be care
ful not to mix "fancy" with fact in submissions, 
however. 

Cost per pound of aerospace products has increased sharply. In World War II, a period of very 
high production, cost was about $10 per pound; in the 1950's cost per pound soared to $100. 
Today it is $1,000 per pound. Technological gains have shown an even greater increas~ . 
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FACILITIES 
(GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY INVESTMENT) 

1952-1956 1957-1962 

• INDUSTRY 

• GOVERNMENT 

During the 1952-56 period, Government investment in 
aerospace facilities amounted to 67% of the total. In 
the 1957-62 period, the Government portion had 
dropped to 52%. From 1947 to 1961, 22 aerospace 
firms spent $2.1 billion of their own funds for new 
plants and equipment. This amounted to 36% of tmeir 
total net earnings during the 15-year period. 
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the SRI study point out that th is control is not exer
cised by an independent commission (e.g., Civil Aero
nautics Board Interstate Commerce ommi sian Fed
eral Power Commission) before which the public and 
industry can pre ent their ca es. SRI reports thi con
trol is accomplished " unil aterally through procur ment 
regulations and other provisions that may be included 
in Government contracts." The result of the e Govern
ment actions, according to SRI, is they " to om d gr 
transform the members of the aerospace indu tr into 
closely controlled agents of the Government for th 
operation of 'arsenals' for modern weaponry and spac 
exploration ." SRI suggests that the 'anomal i , the 
aerospace firms are expected to act with the dri e, 
efficiency and fl ex ibility usually attributed to privat 
enterprise ." 

SRI's resea rch team suggests that industry "learn how 
to retain the advantages that private enterprise offers 
society, while serving the vital needs of the nation and 
selling to a customer with formidabl e bargaining 
power." The Government at the same time is urged to 
learn to distinguish "between those regulations that 
protect the public's financial interests without jeopar
dizing the national security and those regulations where 
short-run financial savings are outweighed by the lo s 
of industrial incentive and creative ability." 

The report declares that partly because of failure on 
the industry's part the aerospace industry currently "i 
overwhelmed with Government red tape and surveil
lance," adding that this is "a period of discomfort and 
disenchantment on all sides." 

Noting that Government agencies and the aerospace 
industry work closely in research and development and 
weapon system procurement , and that industry is con
sidered essential as a source for new ideas, SRI re
searchers nevertheless emphasize that initiative for even 
the first step-demonstration of feasibility-normally 
rests with the Government because of high costs. This 
single fact, the report states, "more than any other, has 
contributed to industry's uncertainty about its future 
business." SRI also points out that managements are 
often more concerned with getting the contract than 
managing it because "past performance is not neces
sarily a major factor in the awarding of new business" 
and cites the current lack "in the Defense Department. 
at least. of a reasonable and generally applied method 
of contractor performance evaluation." 

The SRI report indicates that the industry's future 
cannot he predicted with any degree of certainty. Re
lations with other nations and space progress will be 
determining factors. Governmental efforts to centralize 
control of procurement, limit the number of weapon 
systems, increase competition, supervise work in process 
and make greater use of incenHve-type contracts will 
also be influential. SRI's report concludes: "Whether 
or not, in the face of these moves, the industry can 
maintain its initiative and unique abilities remains to 
be seen." 



FINANCIAL PROFILE 

The Stanford Research Institute study group com
pi led much new data on the aerospace industry. 
The followi ng paragraphs summarize the high
l ights: 
• Sales of 16 leading companies varied widely 
over three consecutive five-year periods. Between 
1947 and 1951, total sales for the 16 firms amount
ed to $7.8 billion. Between 1952 and 1956, aggre
gate sales came to $32.5 billion. And between 1957 
and 1961, the total sales reached $50 billion. Over 
t he 15 years, the 16 firms sold $81.5 billion (or 
89 per cent of the total) to the U. S. 
• Between 1948 and 1961, a representative grOL!P 
of companies farmed out 45 per cent of their total 
work and retained 55 per cent in-house. Usually, 
firms which did 90 per cent or more of their 
business with the U. S. subcontracted more of 
their work (48 per cent) than firms with lesser 
reliance on Government orders (43 per cent). 
• Research and development spending by 11 com
panies soared from $100 million in 1947 to more 
than $2.1 billion in 1961. About 84 per cent of this 
R & D was Government-sponsored, another 10 per 
cent was company-sponsored but recoverable 
through indirect charges on other U. S. contracts 
and about 6 per cent was completely industryi 
financed. R & D spending was equivalent to 17.5 
per cent of sales, including 1 per cent of sales 
financed out of earnings. But the 1 per cent was 
a substantial investment for firms with a tradi
tionally low profit margin on sales. 
• Unrecoverable costs are mounting steadily. 
Interest payments to finance expansion-just one 
disallowable item in U. S. contracts-rose from 
$1 million in 1950 to $4 million in 1955 and $26 
million in 1961 for 12 reporting companies. Other 
disallowable items (advertising costs, selling costs, 

company-financed R & D) are also climbing. 
• Sales of complete aircraft, aircraft engines, pro
pellers, and parts reached a postwar peak in 1957 
($11.75 billion) and has since leveled off. By 1960, 
decline in sales of complete aircraft, engines, 
propellers and parts amounted to nearly $3 billion. 
During the same period, the drop was counter
balanced by increases of more than $2 billion in 
the sale of other products and services, indluding 
missiles. 
• Industry sales (for a larger group of companies 
than those cited above) amounted to nearly $15 
billion in 1961, including $11.5 billion in sales to 
the Government. The $15 billion equalled 3 per 
cent of the GNP in 1961: the $11.5 billion amount
ed to more than 23 per cent of U. S. spending on 
defense. 
• Employment by aircraft and parts firms totaled 
338,000 in December 1950; 769,000 in December 
1955 and 646,000 in December 1961. An additional 
140,000 employees in 1961 wer.e on the payroll of 
missile producers not classified as part of the 
aerospace industry. 
• Payrolls met by aircraft and parts manufacturers 
rose from $1 billion in 1950 to nearly $4 billion in 
1955 and $4.5 billion in 1961. About $1 billion more 
was paid out in 1961 to missile workers employed 
by non:aircraft companies. 
• Military spending for aircraft and parts dropped 
from the $9.1 billion postwar high recorded in 1954 
to less than $6 billion in 1961. But sales of air
craft and parts to other customers (commercial 
airlines, etc.) during the same period jumped from 
$800 million to $2 billion. 
• Exports of aeronautical equipment edged up
ward from $1 billion in 1957 to $1.3 billion in 1960, 
slid back slightly to $1.2 billion in 1961 and 
reached $1.4 billion in 1962. Aeronautical imports 
simultaneo,usly tripled from $53 million in 1957 
to $152 million in 1961. 
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After tax earnings for 12 major aerospace companies declined from 4.4% 
of sales in 1950 to 3.3% in 1955 to 1.9% in 1961. During the 1947-1961 
period, 20 leading aerospace firms paid out 55% of their net earnings to 
stockholders as dividends. 
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SRI Recommended Actions: 

TO BE INITIATED BY INDUSTRY: 

• Encourage government's "d isengagement" from its position of overmanaging industry, by 

developing and suggesting simpler, more effective, and less costly surveillance tech

niques. 

• Assist in crystallizing and adopting a uniform and fair performance evaluation technique, 

a study of which is current ly under way. 

• Take steps to consolidate and present industry's points of view on critical issues, while 

also giving sufficient recognition to the merits contained in divergent views. 

• Proceed with studies to determine industry's risk and relate it to required rates of return, 

investment requirements, and similar measures of the adequacy of the industry's over-all 

performance . 

• Encourage the adoption, on an individual contractor basis, of principles-for guidance in 

government relationships . 

• Encourage additional meetings between industry and government to discuss common 

problems. Be prepared to offer factual evidence of needs for change. 

TO BE INITIATED BY GOVERNMENT: 

• Intensify efforts to determine requirements and define programs before initiating devel

opment contracts. 

• Through contractor performance evaluation, depend increasingly on end performance 

rather than detailed in-process review in the monitoring of contractor activities. 

• Policy level offices of the Department of Defense, NASA, and AEC should initiate what

ever steps may be necessary to assure implementation of policy at all working levels. 

• Initiate efforts to simplify the organizational structure and reduce the costs of contract 

surveillance. 

• Conduct and encourage further study of contracting and its implications for publ·ic policy. 

TO BE INITIATED JOINTLY BY INDUSTRY AND GOVERNMENT: 

• Undertake to simplify regulations and eliminate conflicts and confusion. 

• Organize and conduct a series of top-level industry-government-wide policy discussions on 

the nature of mutual problems, toward agreement on solutions . 
• • Organize and conduct a series of e~ucational seminars for industry and government work-

ing-level liaison personnel to improve understanding and application of policies and pro

cedures. 
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T hree time in the second half of the 20th Century 
tremendou new markets hav open d up for which 

the broad tal nt and capabilitie of lh a ro pace in
du try ar e pe ially w II uited . 

he first \ a the ad ent of the guid d mi il 
though markedly diff r nt in d ign and mplo ment 
from the pre iou prim w apon tern lh aircraft, 
had a numb r of commonalitie with i for runner 
which made th aero pa indu try i logical produ r. 
Th ecood wa the pac exploration hi le made 
po ible by mi il technology. 

The third i the now-dev loping xploration and x
ploitation of the world ocean-that vast littl :known 
realm con i ting of more than 300 million cubi miles of 
seawater and covering 70.8 per c ot of th earth s ur
face . In its depth are not only great military potential 
but al o th answer to the world mounting hunger 
for greater r~ ources of raw materials for the re ties 
enterpri e of business for the in atiabl que t of man 
for new world to explore and for an ad quate diet for 
the planet s ill-fed millions. 

In terms of dollars the U.S. will pend o er $2 bil
lion on ASW (anti- ubmarine warfar ) in fi cal year 
1964--money for all classes of ships plane , subma
rines, ..ocean-floor listening stations, onar magnetic de
tection gear, rocket-boosted torpedoe and nuclear 
depth bombs. 

The Polaris Fleet Ballistic Missile program will be 
another $2 billion. By 1965 this program will have put 
41 boats to sea armed with a total of 656 nuclear war
headed missiles, each with a range of 2,500 nautical 
miles. 

Federal spending for oceanography e ploration and 
research in the sea, has increased an average of 50 per 
cent a ·year for the last three years· it will top $~ 55 
million in FY-'64, covering everything from acoustical 

~.-'",., studies and the geology of the ocean floor to the migra
tions of fish , and efforts to forecast deep ea "weather" 
conditions. 

By SEABROOK HULL 
and E. H. MARTIN 

Oceah Science News 

Private industry is spending over $5 million a year on 
oc anographic research and additional tens of millions 
of dollars in the search for undersea minerals and in 
other profit-potentiaf' aspects of ocean research and 
e ploration. 

Dramatic evidence of the anging technology of un
der ea operations is provided by the fact that there is 
hardly an aerospace company that does not have its 
ASW oceanic oceanographic, hydrospace, or ocean 
op rations division or department. This is true of air
craft, missile and spacecraft companies, of the major 
electronics companies, and of many firms concerned 
primarily with high-performance structures and mate
rials. All told there are probably over 200 companies 
\vith a major interest in the underocean field. These, 
in tum, are backed up by tens of thousands of sub
contractors and suppliers. 

The ocean, like space, is an environment, the con
quest of which makes demands on all technologies 
without exception. You need only examine the chal
lenge and the potential in relation to the environment 
to see why. 

According to recent testimony by Secretary of De
fense RobertS. McNamara, nuclear-tipped Polaris mis
siles on patrol in the ocean's depth share with land- . 
based ICBM's the assignment as a main deterrent to 
Soviet aggression in the Sixties. This heavy reliance 
came about because of the enormous difficulties .of de
fending against the submarine-launched ballistic missile. 

Conversely, it is the reason for our urgent concern 
with ASW. The Soviets have developed a comparable 
capability. Chief of Naval Operations George W. An
derson testified recently that the U.S. now has "a very 
small numerical advantage" over Russia in nuclear sub
marines. At the same time the Red fleet of conven
tionally-powered U-boats tops 400 craft and constitutes 
a far greater threat to the West's survival than the much 
smaller fleets with which Germany and Japan started 
World War II. 

Commercially, the ocean is already turning a nice 
profit for some of those who have ventured into its 
-tlepths. Off the coast of South West Africa one com
pany is taking 700 carats a day of gemstone diamonds 
from the ocean's floor. A second is preparing to follow 
suit. A pilot plant operation is extracting over 30,000 
tons a month of commercial grade iron ore from the 
ocean's depths around Japan. Claims have been staked 
for gold mining rights in the seaward sands of Norton 
Sound, Alaska, the beaches of which caused the gold 
rush of '98. Nodules contain\,ng manganese, chrome, 
copper, phosphorite and other ptinerals grow on vast 
areas of the ocean floor, assu · g endless supplies. 

The U.S. Bureau of Commer 'al Fisheries is already 
experimenting with the use of e ectrical fields for herd
ing fish into commercial fishermen's nets. One U.S. 
city stores its municipal w eath its harbor, wlll1e 
power companies are consi • g underwater storage of 
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fuel supplies to free costly dry-land real estate for more 
profitable and esthetic uses. A major oil company is 
planning completely submerged oil fields in 1,000 feet 
or more of water and is already completing wells at 
depths of 250 feet with the aid of underwater robots 
manipulated from the surface. 

Medical scientists anticipate new families of drugs 
and antibiotics derived from the sea. The cheapest and 
by far the most abundant source of protein food is the 
creatures of the sea. Man today eats only a few of the 
sea's many edible species and catches but a fraction of 
what he could if he harvested instead of hunted. 

Colorful word pictures of "things to come" flow like 
wine at a wedding. And though these may inspire en
thusiasm, the hard accomplishments of real progress 
are won in the laboratories and on the drawing boards 
and assembly lines of industry. 

· The ocean is an environment as different from the 
one to which we are accustomed as though it were on 
another planet. It is hostile and strange to man and his 
machines. Like space its conquest depends upon learn
ing its most intimate secrets and upon the highest 
order of man's scientific and technological capabilities. 
Whatever we seek to do and the difficulties with which 
we are presented are in large measure the same in inner 
and outer space. The environments are different in de
tail but many of the problems are startlingly similar
as are the solutions. 

Space is a hard vacuum. The ocean is a high pressure 
environment. Both require pressurized vehicles. Mis
siles and spacecraft are plagued with payload weight 
limitations and must keep booster deadweight to a mini
mum. Deep sea vehicles are caught between the rising 
dead weight of pressure hulls and the need to have some 
natural buoyancy left over for operational systems, for 
human crews, and the ability to at least barely float . 
The problems of building deep sea pressure hulls are 
comparable to those of designing and fabricating high
strength-to-weight ratio solid rocket motor cases. This is 
why aerospace companies are competing in the under
seas market. The structural difference is compression 
vs. tension-inside vs. outside pressure-but the fac
tors are comparable, and solutions appear to be tak
ing similar .courses. The pressures, incidentally, of the 
deep ocean environment exceed those of a rocket's com
bustion chamber by orders of magnitude, peaking at 
20,000 pounds per square inch seven miles down. 

Both the ocean and space, each in its own way, are. 
highly destructive of materials. The ocean is just plain 
corrosive. Add the further hazard of biological attack
the simple case of fouling that every small boat owner 
dreads and the fact that many structural materials are 
on the approved diet of many marine animals. Both 
space and the oceans require careful selection of ma
terials and close quality control in production. 

Both the ocean and space pose unique navigation, 
search, detection, localization, identification and com-
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munications problem . T he ocean prohibit the u of 
RF energy (radio rada r ) and light except over very 
short di tance . You "see" th rough the ocean with our 
ears. Yet whether it is acoustics or radar the sam 
technology in elect ronics that di ffe rentia tes a flock of 
birds or a meteor from a hostile warhead a t o di crimi
nates the di tant echo of an enemy submarine from a 
reflection off a whale or from the ince ant eta k 
whistle and chatte r of sea creatures . 

Often the problems of oceanography a nd pace con
verge into a single identi ty. For example, spacecraft 
payloads are weight-limited despite the requi rement fo r 
ultra-high perform ance under severe opera tional condi
tions. The same problem confron ts tomorrow s deep 
diving submarines. Today's nuclear craft float low in 
the water not from choice, but because tha t's all th 

Rugged USS SARGO penetrates 48 inches of ice in surfacing 
operation. Navy conducts many experiments in Polar regions. 

DASH (Drone Anti-Submarine Helicopter) hovers in free flight 
with homing torpedo. Aircraft play a major role in anti-sub work. 



In a deep-sea acoustic exper iment. 
diver releases pin from array and 
arms extend to tracking posit ion. 

FLI P !Floating Instrument Platform) 
sh ip is readied for ocean tests. Note 
men on bow wi th ship at the vertical. 

positive buo ancy left afte r floating th pr ur hull 
reactor radi ation hielding team turbine , h at ex
changers, coolant, ship' control , navigation g ar, ord
nance, fi re control, ship's store , life upport y t ms 
and c rew. T o achieve sharp increa e in operational 
depth capabili ty , hull mate rial strength will have to 
approach those of rocket motor cases electroni . and 
other support systems will have reduced ize and 
weight, approaching specifications laid down for pace
craft. Even the number of crewmen will be le as 
more and more automation and system inte_!rration is 
realized . Only the bulk and weight of individual man 
is irreducible . 

Al ready submarines use airplane-type controls. The 
high-speed nuclear submarine is " flown" with a yoke 
that controls dives. climb and tum. Speedc; are uch that 
hydrodynamics is in large measure a translation of 
high-speed aerodynamics into the fluid environment
such things as boundary layer control, turbulence and 
boundary layer separation. 

Undersea warfa re is more than just submarines 
and their on-board ordnance and systems. Nudging the 
depths where light no longer penetrates, a submarine is 
about as hard to find as an intelligent guppy in a mill
pond. The efforts of ASW involve all kinds of plat
forms- submarines, surface ships, the sea floor itself, 
aircraft , helicopters , and eventually satellites . Subma
rines can hide behind temperature barriers, settle among 
the crags and rocks of the sea floor, 1hang motionless 
like a whale, or simply be somewhere else. 

The days of a sonarman listening to a single hydro
phone and partly relying on instinct are gone forever. 
The Thresher class submarines carry o er 1200 hydro
phones. Aircraft and ships carry a \i 'ariety of so~ar 
devices including sonobuoys, dunking sonar, and van a
ble depth sonar. For close-in detection aircraft carry 
MAD gear (Magnetic Anamoly D etection ). Other 
efforts have included " sniffer" devices to trace down 
diesel fumes from snorkling subs; "snooper" systems to 

home in on radiation; airborne in ed sensors to de
t ct the peculiar change in the surface ocean s tempera
tu pattern due to the wake of submarine passing deep 
below· and even hypersensitive . · ulence meters de-
ign d to identify disturbances in ambient flow patterns 

induced b di tant pa sing subs. 
The e are orne of the problems of the hardware of 

th ea problem that are not unique to defense alone 
but which ar also generated by man efforts to ferret 
out a living or ju t to relax in the undersea realm. The 
t cbnologies that erv the one will also serve the others. 

But the be t hardware in the world will be of but lit
tl a ail without a fa r greater knowledge of the sea 
than we now have. We know less of the ocean as a 
three-dimensional environment than we do of cislunar 
pace. Some $24 million of the current "national 

oc anographic budget" is being spent for survey work
th job of ju t measuring and mapping the many ocean 
parameters such as sea-floor topography and geology 
temperature patterns ocean currents, salinity, dissolved 
gases, the interchange of energy and moisture between 
the atmosphere and the ocean and the density and 
variety of sea life. Yet we are barely scratching the sur
face-or the bottom. The prospect of manned ships 
doing the entire job is staggering. Instead, efforts are 
being made to arrive at a proper balance between 
manned ships, unmanned buoys, and, perhaps, aircraft. 
In support of this effort , the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration bas begun a user requirement 
study of a data-gathering satellite which would "milk" 
the buoys of their stored data. Concurrently, efforts are 
being made to perfect HF (high frequency ) over-the
horizon radio telemetry. 

Once the ocean has been mapped and measured it 
will have to be monitored, for it is far from static. It is 
constantly changing, and already the Navy seeks re
liable six-hour forecasts of future underocean condi
tions as essential to its submarine operations. So, the 
future requires oceanographic "weather stations" on 
continuous duty-remote unmanned devices perform
ing a modern technological task in a rigorous, un
friendly environment over long periods of time and with 
a high degree of reliability. 

The task of exploring and exploiting the ocean is as 
big and complex as man cares to or is forced to make 
it . But already his ventures under the sea have carried 
him out of the age of just shipyard and able-bodied 
seaman and into the age of advanced technology-the 
age of nuclear reactors instead of oil-fired boilers, of 
computers and stable reference platforms instead of 
sextants, of fathometer arrays instead of the lead line , 
of the true undersea craft instead of the surface ship 
with the ability to borrow a few moments beneath the 
waves. In the ocean, as in outer space, it is a different 
age by far , and in the ocean, as in outer space, it is an 
age in which the aerospace industries will play the 
leading role. 
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IS the fllanned airplane moribund? 
Every now and then, the suggestion that piloted air

craft are dead or dying crops up in the press. 
The suggestion has no basis in fact; the corpse is 

very lively. 
, How it all got started is a matter of conjecture, but 
it's a good guess that the false notion was born in the 
controversy over the XB-70AjRS-70 (either terminolo
gy is correct, depending on whether you're talking 
about the flying prototype or the advanced concept). 
Pronouncements by top Government officials made clear 
their feeling that the type of aircraft which looses 
gravity bombs has little future. Apparently, in the 
minds of hasty readers, this brewed the idea that all 
manned aircraft were through. 

However, the facts argue otherwise. 
Item: Production of manned aircraft today consti

tutes the largest single element of the aerospace indus
try's workload. 

Item: Excluding helicopters, there are 27 types of 
military aircraft in production status. Eleven of them 
are combat type aircraft (as opposed to trainers, trans
ports, observation craft, etc.) and six of them are 
gravity bombers of the attack and fighter-bomber vari
ety. Additionally, there are 11 military helicopter types 
in production. 

Item: There are other military aircraft which are no 
longer in production but which are undergoing conver
sion or modification programs to fit them for extra 
years of service life. 
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By JAMES J. HAGGERTY, JR. 
Associate Editor, Aerospace 

Item: There are 45 separate types of civil aircraft 
now in production . Most of these, to be sure, ·are light 
and executive aircraft used by that ever-growing seg
ment of the air world grouped under the heading "gen
eral aviation ," or all aviation which is neither military 
nor airline. Some 6, 700 aircraft of this type were 
built in 1962, bringing the total general aviation fleet 
to more than "80,000 planes. However, industry is ·also 
turning out heavy commercial turbine-powered equip
ment at the rate of about 200 planes a year, and 
although some of the earlier jetliners are being phased 
out of production, new types (short and medium range 
passenger craft and, convertible cargo-passenger planes) 
will fill the production gap. 

The fact that manned aircraft production is the 
industry's prime effort is based on dollar volume data 
from a survey of 66 top aerospace manufacturers. In 
this survey, net sales of the companies for the calendar 
year 1962 are broken down into five major activities: 
production of aircraft, including engines and parts: 
missiles, including propulsion units and parts; space 
systems, including propulsion; "other activities," which 
embraces modification and conversion programs on 
aircraft, missile site activations, and other aerospace 
products, such as drones and target vehicles; and "all 
other products and services," which includes manu
facture of non-aerospace items and all basic research. 
Receipts for applied research and development are 
included in the totals for the various categories. 



ECA clear 
weather 

ahead 
Total sales for 1962 were $ 15 848 000.000. Of thi 

total $5,899 000,000 was for work on .aircraft (air
frame and engine production, parts manufacture. re
search anti development etc.). In term of p rc nt
ages, aircraft accounted for 37.2% of the sales volume. 
W ith sales of $4 644,000,000, missile work was in 
second place at 29.4 % . The "other activitie " category 
generated 16% of the sales with a dollar value of 
$2,540,000,000. In fourth place ($1 ,446,000 000 and 
9 . 1 % ) was the "other products and services" subdivi
sion, while space systems ($1 ,319,000 000 and 8.3 % ) 
placed fifth. . 

Last year was by no means an isolated example. In 
1961 and in the preceding years of the missile/ space 
era the order of ranking was the same and the percent-
ages comparable. · 

What about the future? 
First, let us take the immediate, or predictable, 

future, the period through the calendar year 1965. 
There may be a slight decline in sales of heavy com
mercial aircraft in 1963, but the advent of new jet 
types should bring sales back to the 1962 level in 
1964/ 65. General aviation, which has grown every 
year since World War II, is expected to continue its 
growth with a resulting high level of light and executive 
aircraft sales. There is also an upward ~rend in com
mercial helicopter usage. 

Most of. the military aircraft now being built will 
continue in production through 1963, some of them 
through 1964 and 1965. The fiscal 1964 budget now 

before Congress provides a good guideline as to the 
relation between aircraft and missile activity in the 
industry over the next few years. The budget request 
calls for an increase in missile procurement funds-an 
$83,000,000 boost to a total of $4.1 billion. Y et there 
is an even greater increase in aircraft procurement 
money-$158,000,000 to a total of $6.4 billion. 

Aside from procurement, the major defense budget 
item affecting the industry workload is the category 
known as "Research, Development, Test and Evalua
tion." For several years, because of the necessity for 
developing whole new families of automated weapons, 
expenditures in this category for missile work have far 
outstripped those for aircraft, and this is still true of 
the fiscal 1964 budget estimate. 

However, a comparison of the last three budgets 
(FY 1962-64) shows an interesting trend. Obligations 
for research, development, test and evaluation of mis
siles and related equipment have declined from $2.75 
billion in FY 1962 to $2.44 billion in py 1963 and to 
$2 .23 billion in the pending budget. On the other 
hand, obligation~ for aircraft and related equipment 
have gone up over the same period : from $615,000,000 
to $689,000,000 to $753,000,000. 
Weighi~ these guidelines, and adding anticipated 

commercial sales to the aircraft segment of the industry 
effort , it appears obvious that manned aircraft produc
tion and development will retain the No. 1 spot in the 
activity breakdown through 1965, with missilery con
tinuing in secorid place. Fabrication of space equip-
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MILITARY HELICOPTERS IN PRODUCTION 
Desl&natlon Name Type Servlc8 Manufacturer 

UH-1B/D (HU-1B/Dl Iroquois Utility Anny Bell 

UH-1E (HU-lEJ Iroquois Utility Navy Bell 

UH-2A (HU2K-ll Seasprite Ut i lity Navy Kama'n 

CH-3B/C (HX-2) Cargo Ai r Force Sikorsky 

SH-3A (HS$-2) Sea King Antisubmarine Navy Sikorsky 

OH-13/23 (H-13/23) Sioux/Raven Observation Army Bel l/Hiller 
UH-34D (HUS.ll Seahorse Utility Navy Si korsky 

HH-43A/B (H-43A/Bl Huskie Search & Air Force Kaman 

Rescue 
CH-46A (HRB-ll Sea Knight Cargo Navy Vertoi -Boeing 
CH-47A (HC-1Bl Chinook Cargo Army Verto i-Boeing -- CH-53A !HH-Xl Cargo Navy Sikorsky ---

MILITARY AIRCRAFT IN PRODUCTION 
(Fixed Wing) 

Designation Name Type Service Manufacturer 

U-8 (L-23) Seminole Utility Army Beech 

U-8F (L-23Fl Queenaire Trainer Navy Beech 

RC-135A/B Stratolitter Cargo USAF Boeing 

KC-135A/B Stratotanker Tanker USAF Boeing 

T-37B Trainer USAF Cessna 

F-8E (F8U-2NEl Crusader Fighter Navy Chance Vought 

A-4C (A40-2Nl Sky hawk Attack Navy Douglas 

A-4E !MD-5) Sky hawk Attack Navy Douglas 

A/EA-6A !A2F-1,1Hl Intruder Attack Navy Grumman 

S-2E (S2F-38) Tracker Antisubmarine Navy Grumman 

E-2A (W2F-ll Hawkeye Attack Warning Navy Grumman 

OV-1 (AO-ll Mohawk Surveillance & Army Grumman 

Observation 

HC-130E Hercules Cargo USAF lockheed 

C-140 Jet Star Cargo USAF lockheed 

C-130E !GV-2Ul Hercules Cargo Navy Lockheed 

P-3A (P3V-ll Orion Patrol Navy Lockheed 

F/RF-4B (F4H-1,1Pl Phantom II Fighter Navy McDonnell 

F /RF-4B/C (FllO,RFllOAl Fighter USAF McDonnell 

A-5A/B/D (A3J-1 ,2,3) Vigilante Attack Navy North American 

T-39A,B Saberliner Trainer USAF North American 

T-390 (T3J-ll Saberliner Trainer Navy North American 

T-2B (T2J-2) Buckeye Trainer Navy North American 

T-38A Talon Trainer USAF Northrop 

F-1050/F Thunderchief Fighter USAF Republic 

CV-2B (AC-1Al Caribou Cargo Army De Havilland 

U-lOA/B (l-28) Helio Courier light Support USAF Hel io 

CjTC-4B (G-159) Gulfstream Cargo Navy Grumman 
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ment will become a greater portion of the total work
load. Assuming continuing Congressional approval of 
the national manned lunar landing program at its cur
rently scheduled pace and further increases in funding 
for military astronautics, space work should climb to 
third place in the industry activity rankings. 

Looking farther down the road, to the period beyond 
1965, the picture becomes less clear as regards the 
workload relativity between aircraft, missiles and space
craft. It will hinge on currently unpredictable levels of 
military spending, on what form the peaceful space 
program will take in the post lunar landing period. and 
on how many of the myriad concepts for future air
craft, missiles and spacecraft reach hardware status. 

This much is clear, however: M"J.SSiles have by no 
means taken over all the jobs once handled by aircraft 
and there still exist a wide variety of requirements for 
manned aircraft in military operations. 

There are a number of aircraft types already pro
grammed for production beyond 1965 and for opera
tional use well into the decade of the seventies. There 
is, for instance, the Air ForcejNavy high-performance 
tactical fighter, the F-111, better known as the TF.X. 
There are also plans for a new, ship-based attack air
craft. In the military transport category, there is the 
C-141 A turbofan cargo plane, scheduled to make its 
first test flight at the end of this year and planned for 
later production. 

Now a subject of considerable interest is the Depart
ment of Defense research program on V jS'tOL (Verti
cal Short Take-Off and Landing) aircraft, those which 
combine the vertical lift characteristics of the helicopter 
with high performance in forward flight. The military 
services are experimenting with several types of Ameri
can-built V/STOL's, and in addition are actively par
ticipating in British, French and German programs in 
this area. Planes of this type can reduce dependence 
on large airfields and permit operations ·in remote areas. 
Successful development of V/STOL's may bring an 
entire new generation of production aircraft, such as 
vertical-rising fighters, reconnaissance/strike planes and 
airborne assault craft. 

Another area of development which could extend 
the service life of manned aircraft is the COIN project, 
aimed at producing a light counter-insutgency aircraft 
for a great many missions in conventional warfare 
ranging from tactical strikes to helicopter escort. 

Still another research area of promising potential is 
the Air Force's X-21 Laminar Flow «;ontro1 Aircraft 
Program, in which the flow of air over the wings is 
smoothed by suction through slots in lhe wings. T~is 
smooth airflow provides a significant reduction in air
plane drag and offers greatly increased range, payload 
or endurance for aircraft of the future. ·!fhe_ se attractive 
performance gains may open up ne: missions for 
military aircraft. 

There are also requirements (or potential require-

ments) for new aircraft in specialized Army operations, 
in antisubmarine warfare, and in air defense. 

And although in the public ~the manned bomber 
seems to have been relegated to Limbo, the burial may 
have been premature. In recent -CoJ!gressional testi
mony, Air Force Chief of Staff.Qm. Curtis E. LeMay 
said the USAF is investigating-so far on a study b~ 
--new types of manned bombers. He mentioned three 
types: 1 ) a long-endurance subsonic plane which .could 
serve as an electronic countermeasures vehicle, as an 
airborne command and contl'Ofl·pog,. or as a missile 
launcher; 2) a low altitude-peniEtration bomber; and, 
3) a high altitude bomber of · the B-70 type which 
would incorporate advanced technology not available 
at the start of the B-70. project. 

On the future of the manned military airplane, Gen. 
B. A. Schriever, Commander of the Air Force Systems 
Command, had this to say in a speech delivered earlier 
this year: 

"In spite of the great potential that exists in ballistic 
missile and space technology, we have no intention of 
neglecting the possible developments in aerodynamic 
flight. In terms of technical feasibility, the military 
aircraft definitely has a future. · During the next 10 
years it will be possible to provide significant improve
ments in aircraft range, speed and versatility. The 
development and use of boundary layer control im
proved engine inlet designs and advanced comb~stion 
technology are all feasible in this time period. 
. "A great .variety o~ advanced aircraft types, includ-. 
mg conve~tional design, .:V/STOL, variable geometry 
and paraglider configurations could afford many new 
mission capabilities. The fact that such aircraft may 
be feasible does not guarantee their actual development, 
but at least there seem to be no technical barriers in 
the way. These advanced aircraft can be developed· if 
they are needed to meet military requirements'." 

The future of ~mmercial aircraft seems equally 
assured. There will be a continuing n.eed ~0 · move 
people and pro~u~ts from one place. to another and thr 
era of the ballistic rocket transpo:rt is· de:fiflitely not 
around the corn~r. . !he~e will be new and itpp:roved 
types of subsomc an-craft to meet the transport re
qu~e.ment and to re-equip the vast and growing 'genemt 
a~ation fleet. Successful VTOL <Ievetopment · wuld 
bnng another transportation revolution. Arid as inevit
able as tomorrow-regardless of who builch it-·. is the 
supersonic transport. As soon as the SST is in service 
there will probably. come a demud for a hypersonic 
tr~sport, because m a World Whic>h accepts ·.the fa.n
tasttc as commonplace, the "U,ser wUl insist on th.e .m~ 
mum c~mven~en~ that. techn?!ogy cap,. pro:Vic:Ie:. .. · 

So, if !Q~ ve mentally buned the,. matm:e(J: ai:i:plpe, 
exh~e It. It. appears. quite likelY,· that, on tb~ ¢Qil .. 
tenm~ of Orville and Wilbur Wrlg)!t's, ~st :ftjgh_t,_ in 
th.e distant year 2003, tbere Will still ~ ~-e ~- '~ 
wmged, aerodynamic vehicle plying tb~ ~¥3. · 



U NTIL very recently, men who move cargo by air 
have been especially fond of two cliches. 

The first: "Air cargo is a chicken and egg proposi
tion." 

The second: "A really big breakthrough is just around 
the comer." 

No longer does either find a place in the jargon of in
siders. For the air cargo industry is fast maturing into a 
sophisticated, highly technical business. The specialists 
who run it have lost patience with cliches; they want to 
make money and they're willing to acquire knowledge, 
to invest capital, and to take risks. 

"Chicken and egg" thinking holds that air cargo's 
growth will remain stunted until freight rates come 
down. Rates will not come down until the airlines can 
buy more efficient freighters. But the airlines cannot 
buy more efficient freighters until the volume of air 
cargo swells, which it will not do until rates come down, 
etc. Stagnation was trapped inside the closed circle. 

Surprisingly, many of the leading chicken and egg 
men were also "big breakthrough" men. Despite the 
dilemma of which comes first, they argued that the in
dustry, as if propelled by a giant spring, would leap to 
prosperity. Experts vied to predict air cargo's leap year, 
then watched their predictions fall apart under the 
weight of statistics. No leap came. 

Instead, the volume of cargo carried in scheduled 
service by U.S. airlines began climbing at a very re
spectable, if not quite a breakthrough, pace. 

In 1962, U.S. airlines placed their first firm orders for 
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the big pure-jet freighters designed by Douglas and 
Boeing. Although the Douglas DC-8F Jet Trader and 
the Boeing 707-320C ' C-Jet re emble their pas enger 
c ounterparts the new hips boast cavernou hold that 
c~n carry up to 10 tunes more cargo. The fleet of four 
wmdowless 320Cs ordered by American Airlin Ia t 

fall could within a year haul e ery ounce of freight 
moved by the scheduJed U.S. carriers during all of 1961. 
And American executives ar confident. aft r prolonged 
~tudy of the market that the 90 000-lb. capacity of each 
Jet won't be wasted . 

In 1962 a ATA President Stuart Tipton puts it. 
there was ' an unprecedented surge in sale promotion: 
more cargo sale men on the treet more cargo ad erti e
ments in the trade journals and national n w paper and 
more tnerchand i ing activity than ever b fore' to as i t 

os who would u e air to penetrate new market . Last 
y ea_r alone Pan Am World-Wid Marl--eting Servic , 
w tch global traders don t pay fo r wa queri d by 
1 ",000 firms . The service Pan Am ay . bas per uaded 

3_ 000 U.s. companies to buy and ell on the interna
tiOnal market for the first time. 

In 1962 the Civil Aeronautic Board faced up to a 
problem many think it created. The problem is be t de
fined by this que tion: What good purpo e is erved by 
repeal of the 13-year-old minimum rate floor (it was 
scra~ped in 1961) if, thereafter new tariff filed by the 
earner are thrown out summarily by the Board? Stan
J~y Brewer Professor of Transportation at the Univer
Sity of Washington says CAB's revocation of it mini-

mum rate order "compounded confu 10n with chaos in 
the dome tic air freieht rate structure." Carriers com
plained and CAB r ;cted. Board Chairman Alan Boyd 
now i fo rming a eparate "Rat s Division' within CAB. 
It purpo : to treamline tariff fiJing procedures, to 
make rat experimentati_on a less costly, less time-con-
uming ta k for freight-oriented airlines. 

P rhap th future for air cargo can be foretold from 
th pa t . P rhap by -=lancing backward we can see t?e 
nd product of hard-no ed mark ting and 500 mph. Jet 

fr ieht rvice. Perhap j t freight ervice and the 
truck' mine of age have much in common. 

Mu urn ;amp -te for old carriages and you've al
mn t got to find a farm to find a hor e. But 50 years 
ago. w till caJled it a hor less carriage. The auto
mobil . and it off pring the truck. swiftly forced Ame~
can, to build a n w transportation system. Hor e-tra1ls 
b am roadwa) ~ that tied the tiniest harn1et to the 
larg t city. When truck freight rates became competi
tive. orne companies cho e t; exploit this network: they 
found ne\ market and Ja h d distribution costs. Oth
er clung to th horse and quietly disappeared. 

New jet tran ports are now on hand: convertible. car-



go jets that will erase the five hour time lag between New 
York and the major European gateway for freight · jet 
that for the first time will bring "next morning delivery" 
to shippers on each end of a single transatlantic flight ; 
jets that can lop 30% from current freight rat . ; jet 
that promise to set in motion changes as sweeping as 
those brought by the truck, for the jet freighter will 
offer many shippers the same advantages offered by the 
first trucks and the first railroads-extra speed access 
to new markets and the competitive edge that goes hand
in-hand with improved service. 

What the automobile was to the horse and carriage, the 
jet freighter's cargo hold is to the old warehouse and 
the outmoded distribution system it represents-a far 
more efficient replacement. 

Warehouses, essentially, are wasteful. True, they 
smooth the flow of commodities between factory and 
consumer and thus render a service. But they also tie 
up capital, expose goods to pilferage, hike insurance 
costs , complicate paperwork, increase labor costs and 
lull surface shippers into false feelings of leisure. Each 
drawback, moreover, applies to the long, surface pipe
lines that feed the warehouses. 

A survey published in 1961 at a convention of U.S. 
marketing men said that in the decade 1951-61 handling 
costs associated with storing goods in a warehouse 
jumped 110%. Public warehousing costs went up 28%. 
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During that 1 0-year span the average cost of moving 
freight by rail, truck and water climbed 41 % 45% and 
33% re pectively. Only in the air cargo busine can 
rates be expected to drop the marketing men were told . 

Total distribution by air of so-called "air-eligible 
commodities is the concept airlines are trying to ell . 
Their sales arguments bristle with examples that prove 
it pays off. To illustrate: 

Last year, Southern California Edison Co . wanted to 
move a 35,000-lb. tu rbine rotor from ewark to its n w 
$52-million generating plant at Oxnard Calif. T h 
massive pa rt was picked up by a Flying Tiger Line CL-
44 and flown across the country. Had the shipper elected 
to use a surface carrier, delivery would have been de
layed by at least five days. Flying Tiger was paid $5 200 
for making the move. But during those five day the 
new plant generated $12,500 worth of bonus electricity. 
Saving: $7,300. 

The Hupp Corp. selected air to move 51 refrigerators 
and 72 kitchen ranges from Ohio to Kingston , Jamaica. 
Why? Because it knew air would· prove the cheapest 
way to get them there, cheaper in fact by $1 500. To 
create the bulky items for ocean transport would have 
added 3,000 pounds to their weight and co t $900. 
Higher duties and insurance fees, plus wharfage charae 
at Kingston, would have cost another $600. Said ATA 
Vice President Jack Stichter after the airlift ended: 

IIOEINii 7117-:12111! 



ESTIMATED FUTURE DEMAND FOR AIR FREIGHT 
BElWEEN NORTH AMERICA AND EUROPE 

1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 6.,000 7,000 8,000 9,000 
Ton-Miles (MIIIIonsl 

"What excites u in the airline business is that this dem
onstrates how the airlines are able to beat surface trans
portation on ucb heavy non-emergency cargo a re
frigerators and ranges--despite the fact that air rates 
run higher." 

A Baltimore manufacturer who wanted to break into 
the Puerto Rican clothing market was faced with a 
problem: H ow to get his suits into a Sao Juan haber
da hery with sharp creases and no wrinkles. An airline 
freight salesman produced a plastic-shrouded garment 
hangar that was lighter than conventional shipping car
tons. O verhead telescopic rods were installed in trucks 
owned by the local air freight cartage operator and in 
the belly of a Boeing 707. Freshly ironed suits were de
posited in San Juan by this flying clothes closet. 

Distribution-that vastly complex system through 
which raw material finds its way to a factory, then back 
to a consumer-has been called "the last frontier of in
dustrial waste and inefficiency." It is, in fact , the third 
largest cost incurred doing business. Each year, $100 
billion, or double the net profit of all U.S. corporations, 
is eaten up by distribution expenses. 

"The only area left to American business to make ma
jor changes in our competitive cost position is within the 
framework of the distribution process," says Pan Am 
cargo expert Harold Graham. 

The cost of distribution, however, is probably the 
most elusive of all industrial costs to pin down. Clarence 
D . Martin, Jr., Under Secretary of Commerce, says it's 
about 50% of a manufacturer's net sales (he also says 
air freight would cut it in half). But percentages vary 
widely from company to company; few know precisely 
what distribution costs are. 

If a shipper doesn't know what he spends, grumble 
the air freight salesmen, how can we show him how 
much he could be saving? 

Selling the concept of marketing by air, standardizing 
equipment, writing precise tariffs · and lowering freight 
rates are probably the most pressing problems that con
front the air cargo industry today. 

"Our big challenge in 1963," says AT A's Stuart Tip
ton: is to make the managers aware they can save if they 
ship by air. Salesmen can't knock on every corporate 
door with a hand-tailored plan; the company must first 
show interest?' This means simply that air cargo, which 
Tipton calls the "bright rising star of the airline indus
try" is due to receive more attention this year than last 

Through their "Air/Truck" program, the scheduled 
airlines will try to offer 24-hour freight service to many 
more communities. Last year, 9,500 were served by lo
cal truckers acting in concert with the airlines. The 
project's ultimate goal is to serve 20,000. At the same 
time, industry will work toward making a wider variety 
of products air-eligible-to lure more bulky, less pre
cious and less perishable commodities into the holds of 
its new turbine freighter fleet. 
• The semi-science of containerization also will benefit 
from 1963 research. Last year, an airline advertisement 
pictured eight separate cartons (including a portable 
horse stall and an insulated tropical fish pack) that cus
tomers could order. This year the emphasis will be on 
standardization and cheap, multi-purpose wrappers. 

Subject of 1963's most intensive sales drive will be 
the biggest customer of them all-the U.S. Post Office. 
In terms of tonnage, about 11% of all U.S. inter-city 
first class mail now travels by air. But next door in 
Canada, almost 100% is airlifted. The Post Office, air
lines say, could save $1 million annually ifr'it sent 40 to 
50% of its first class mail by air. The nuib.ber of mail
carrying passenger trains has decreased by one third 
during the past decade, a universal rate has been set by 
CAB, aircraft are ready and waiting, and the Post Office 
needs help. 

The case for standardization was phrased concisely by 
Robert F. Stoessel, Chief Marketing Development Engi
neer for Lockheed-Georgia Co., where the C-141 is tak
ing shape. Speaking at an air cargo forum in Atlanta, 
Stoessel said: "We are today at approximately the same 
point as the railroads of the U.S. were toward the end of 
the last century, just prior to standardization of track 
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AIR CARGO- SCHEDULED AIRLINES 
Revenue Ton-Miles 

(Includes air mail, other mail, express and freight) 

(In thousands) 

1953 1956 1959 1962 
(% - increase) 

gauge. We too must standardize and do so soon, or 
we'll have missed an irretrievable opportunity." 

In other words, a load of air freight must be shaped, 
packaged and handled so that it can be sped from any 
airplane, through any terminal and into any truck. But 
that sentence is deceptively simple. The average air 
freight shipment weighs only 165 lb. It has a random 
shape and must be combined with other parcels of ran
dom shape, then placed on a pallet. The pile must pass 
through aircraft cargo loading doors of varying width 
and height. The truck waiting for the aircraft . . . well 
how many kinds of truck are there? 

Nevertheless, Boeing, Douglas, Lockheed, Canadair 
and the airlines are encouraged by the limited progress 
to date. For example, a standard-size pallet of 108 by 
88 inches has been approved by the American Standards 
Assn. and, tentatively, by most airlines. The spacious 
forward cargo doors of the DC-8F and 707-320C are 
almost identical in size ( 91 by 134 inches for Boeing and 
85 by 140 inches for Douglas). Both can carry 13 pal
lets, both are compatible with the military's 463-L cargo 
handling system, both can use the same types of ground 
support equipment used by the CL-44. 

What kind of freight tariff attracts freight and en
hances the profit potential built into a jet freighter? To 
that question there are almost as many answers as there 
are airlines. Each, in attempting to write an effective 
tariff, must wrestle with idiosyncrasies of the business. 

As a rule of thumb, freight will not move by air unless 
it's worth more than $2 per pound. The jet freighters 
will drive this figure downward and thus capture some 
of the high-volume, low-value cargo that now goes via 
surface carrier. But the principle still stands: Finished 
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products, not raw material, are the prime candidates for 
air shipment. Because of this rule, ai r cargo flows mo t 
freely between industrial countries and from industrial 
countries to undeveloped mining and fa rm lands. And 
that creates the return load problem which di_rectional 
rates, thus far, have failed to solve. 

In about two hours, however, the Jet Trader and the 
C-Jet can be converted from an all-freigh t to an all
passenger configuration, or to any mixture of the tv o. 
On one-way freight routes, then, passengers will occupy 
the space vacated by cargo so that the return trip till 
turns a profit. 

Perhaps the most encouraging development on the 
international air freight scene is the burgeoning economy 
of Europe. Within 10 years, the level of personal con

:sumption in Western Europe is expected to jump 65%. 
The rising standard of living there could well spark a 
consumer's market explosion felt round the world. The 
consumer uses high-priced products, not raw material . 

In a recent study, the more-often-right-than-wrong 
Professor Brewer made these predictions: 

• Trade across the North Atlantic wili increase 5% 
per year for the next 15 years. But trade in the com
modities most commonly air shipped will increase 7% 
per year during the same period. 

• Air cargo traffic across the North Atlantic will !!rOW 
l:> 

at an average annual rate of 25 to 36% in 1963 , '64 
and '65 , then taper off slightly. Annual growth rate 
above 20% will be experienced during the next 15 years. 

Twc types of cost figure in moving a piece of freight 
from A to B: the direct cost of operating an airplane and 
indirect cost of packaging, handling, loading and un
loading the cargo it carries. Historically, direct costs 
and indirect costs have been equal. But they won't be 
much longer. 

Direct costs will be slashed in half, and then some, by 
the new jet freighters. Whereas it now costs 8 to 10 
cents per ton-mile to fly a Douglas DC-7F or a Lock
heed 1 049H, it will cost only 4 to 5 cents per ton-mile to 
operate a Jet Trader, a 707-320C or a Lockheed L-300 
when they enter service. Once learning curve problems I 

are behind, direct cost of these jets may be shaved to 3.5 
cents per ton-mile or less. 

Halving direct cost only reduces total cost by 25%
Before rates can come down 50%, indirect costs must 
be similarly cut. Can they be? The answer lies hidden 
in freight terminals. 

At some terminals, terminals staffed round-the-clock, 
dock crews work less than 20% of their day on duty. At 
many airports, several freight terminals have been built, 
and all operate well below capacity. Some, surprisingly, 
are a couple miles from the spot where freight is un
loaded. Utilization of costly equipment is far too ldw. 

Sending the Queen Mary on its maiden voyage before 
docks had been built on either side of the Atlantic would 
be roughly comparable to the terminal situation that pre
vails now, at the dawn of the jet cargo age. 
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RS 

By KARL G. HARR, JR. 
President, 

Aerospace Industries Association 

F IVE YEARS AGO the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration was established for the pur

pose of achieving the toughest technological task this 
nation has ever attempted: the successful exploration 
of space. 

Whatever 20/20 hindsight may prove in the years 
ahead, NASA's incredible successes in its brief exist
ence, in terms of solving scientific, technological and 
managerial problems, earn a front-rank position in 20th 
Century accomplishments . . There is no need here to 
ponder whether space exploration is worth the price. 
Our purpose is merely to pause to note the miracles 
that have been created, starting from scratch, in a mere 
five years. The huge sums of tax dollars involved, 
measured against obtained and predicted results, are 
and will continue to be a proper subject of national 
concern and debate. Vice President Lyndon B. John
son, in another article in this issue of AEROSPACE, 
makes a lucid and forceful case for man's voyage to 
the moon. 
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SYNCOM 

A description that fully conveys the scope of 
NASA's accomplishments is indeed difficult. In simplest 
terms, man has discovered more about the universe 
around him during the half decade of the space 
agency's existence than in all previous recorded his
tory. The manned Mercury flights proved conclusively 
that humans can operate in space and can re-enter the 
earth's atmosphere safely. The various Pioneers, Ex
plorers and Vanguards provided data about radiation 
belts and other space phenomena sometimes millions 
of miles from the earth's surface. Ranger successfully 
impacted on the moon. Mariner II has provided totally 
new information about the planet Venus . . Echo, Tel
star, Relay and Syncom have already demonstrated 
new possibilities in transoceanic telecommunications. 
Various Tiros satellites have supplied international 
weather information totally unobtainable by conven
tional meteorology techniques. Cooperative launchings 
with Great Britain and Canada (Ariel and Alouette) 
have been successfully carried out and similar shots 



T IROS 

MERCURY 

using the payloads of other nations are definitely pro
grammed. In addition, test firings of Centaur and Saturn 
launch vehicles - the larger boosters required for the 
space shots of the middle 1960's and beyond -have 
already been made. 

This quick countdown of our SlfCcessful achieve
ments only hints at the dramatic efforts involved. The 
men and money involved provide another clue. 

In the five years since NASA emerged from the 
old National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, it 
has increased its rnanpower from NAF A's 8,000 to a 
current payroll of 29,000. Its bu get has climbed 
steadily from NACA's $100 million annually to more 
than $5 billion for Fiscal Year 1964. 

The job of organizing and managing any multi
billion dollar program is enormous. When that size is 
coupled with vast and unprecedented technological 
complexities the problems are doubled and redoubled. 
Initially, far reaching quantitative and qualitative policy 
decisions on approaches ,to space exploration had to 

MARINER II 

SATURN V 

be made- and made quickly. Then major contracts 
had to be placed for hardware that had never before 
been produced and that, in turn, required techniques 
and often materials still to be developed. Even viewed 
as early as today, the results produced under these 
extreme circumstances represent a remarkable tech
nological and managerial tour de force. 

The scope of our nation's space effort is also 
astounding. NASA's current research and development 
projects cut across a multitude of traditional scientific 
disciplines and encompass technological areas barely 
identified when the agency was created. Research 
techniques range from those necessary to speed devel
opment of a tiny ion engine generating a barely meas
urable thrust to those producing a huge booster like 
Saturn V with its 7.5 million pounds of thrust. 

Moreover, the management procedures and short
cuts evolved for the NASA program can readily be 
adapted to such other technological challenges as water 
desalinization, effective civil use of atomic energy, even 
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increasing the world 's food supply . 
NASA formally came into being October 1, 1958, 

with responsibility for three of the four major national 
objectives in space. Except for applying space science 
and technology to milita ry purposes for nation al de
fense and security- the job of the D epartment of 
Defense- NASA was charged with fulfilling the na
tion 's role in space. Specifically, this included the 
assignments to: 

Conduct the scientific exploration of space for 
the United States. 
Begin the exploration of space and the solar 
system by man himself. 
Apply space science and technology to the 
development of earth satellites for peaceful pur
poses to promote human welfare. 

Even with respect to that part of our national 

space effort rese rved to the Department of D fen e 
i.e . space resea rch for na tio na l security purpo e 
NASA expe rim ent s have bee n and will be of great 
benefit. 

Under the ation a l Lau nc!: Ve hicle Program fo r 
example, I I la rge booste rs varyi ng in size a nd per
formance a re be ing evolved by DOD a nd SA for 
use by whicheve r age ncy has a req ui rement for a 
specific booste r. 

Simila rly, the coopera ti ve agreement be t• een the 
Air Fo rce and NASA o n the two-m an P10jec t Gemini 
program will enable the USAF to o bta in da ta on ren
dezvous operations at the same time as ASA. Sine 
the Air Force fee ls a rendezvo us capab ili ty will b 
necessary for inspection , interceptio n and po ible 
destruction of unidentified satellites, the G emini fi nd
ings sho uld prove extremely helpful to the milita ry. 

MAJOR NASA MILESTONES 

PROGRAMS LAUNCHES TO DATE OBJECTIVES 

Manned 

Mercury Series 

/ 
Scientific 

Pioneer Series 

Explorer Series 

Vanguard Series 

Beacon Series 
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Ranger Series 

Mariner Series 

Applied 

Tiros Series (Meteorological) 

Echo Series (Communications) 

Telstar Series (Communications) 

Relay Series (Communications) 

Syncom (Communications) 

International 

Ariel Scientific 

Alouette Scientific 

Launch Vehicles 
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Centaur 

Saturn 

6 (Two Suborbital) 

7 

13 

3 

2 

1 

5 

2 

7 

4 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

3 

1 
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Man in orbit 

Lunar & Interplanetary 
Studies 

Near Space Studies 

Near Space Studies 

Near Space Studies 

Solar Observatory 

Lunar Probes & Landing 

Venus Probes 

Weather Data 

Balloon Reflector 

lnt'l Telecommunications 

lnt'l Telecommunications 

Fixed Position Satellite 
for lnt'l Telecommunications 

Joint with Great Britain 

Joint with Canada 

Small Payload Booster 

Intermediate Payload Booster 

Heavy Payload Booster 
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pace 

ments. 
Although the bulk of NASA budget i devoted 

to space projects the agency ha not n gle ted its 
original cha rter for aeronautical re ear h. In th period 
before ASA came into ex istence, the TACA budget 
appr xi mated $ 1 00 million a year, with half of it 
devoted to research on aerona utic . L a t y ar NASA 
allocated approximately $45 million pe ifi ally for 
aerona ut ics studie plus additional urn for more fun
damental re earch applicable to both pace and 
aeronautics. 

Two fo rthcoming ai rcraft, one civil and one mili
tary, serve to point up the importance of th pace 
agency's aeronautical studies. ASA s work on variable 
sweep wings made an important contribution to devel
opment of the F- 1 11 (TFX) tactical fighter to be u ed 
by the Navy and Air Force. The Agency' work on 
Mach 3 aircraft (including studies it span ored with 
aerospace companies) is a major reason why the Fed
eral Aviation Agency feels it can ask the industry for 
proposals on a supersonic transport for ai rline use in 
the 1970 decade. Other examples of NASA research 
in the aeronautical field include testing of new con
cepts for vertical and short take-off and landing ai r
craft, studies which hopefully will result in better 
aviation fuels and efforts to lessen the noise made by 
jet-powered aircraft. 

There is no question that NASA's half decade has 
been filled with progress and promise. NASA Admin
istrator James E. Webb, and his predecessor, Dr. T . 
Keith Glennan, and deputy to both of them, Dr. Hugh 
L. Dryden, have shaped the agency into a mature 
organization capable of managing the efforts of a huge 
complex of aerospace companies, research centers, 
scientists, technicians, engineers, non-pro , t concerns, 
colleges and universities. 

On this, its fifth birthday, NASA, as well as the 
nation, can look back on the passage of many his
toric milestones since the, U. S. started its space effort 
in 1958 . Other, even more far reaching markers, 
especially Apollo, still lie ahead. But judging from its 
performance over the first and therefore the most diffi
cult five years, we all feel great confidence that these 
goals also will be successfully gained. 

Supersonic transport model shows 
variable sweep wing in six positions 





Seldom in its lifetime i.s a country fortunate enough 
to b e confronted with such a challenge as that of 

the National Space Program. It enables our people to 
devote their skills, their courage, their initiative, and 
their resources to a continuing series of rojects which 
dwarf their imagination while enriching their country. 

A CHALLENGE 
The space program- and particularly th~ manned 

flight portion of that program- has been likened to 
Columbus' voyage to the New World. And, there ~re 
grounds for such comparison. Both incl de exploratiOn 
of the unknown and uncharted regions of the universe; 
both involve risks and skills and investment of re
sources· both contribute to broadening of man's 
knowledge and breaking down narrow barriers of 
thought. Yet, with all due regard to Columbus' ven
ture, there are many features of the sp ace program 
which raise it above the level of that historic feat of 
the fifteenth century. 

One cannot measure the relative• amounts of 
courage required by Columbus and his small crews, 
as compared with our astronauts. Suffice to say that 
both were great. No, the differences lie in other 
respects. The space venture stems from a decision by 
the elected representatives of the people, is financed by 
the people as a whole, is participated in by hundreds 
of thousands of individuals, pushes the state of the art 
and technology to new horizons, contributes to new 
industries, new products, and new knowledge. More-

By VICE PRESIDENT LYNDON B. JOHNSON 

over, it fl,Jrnishes a vehicle for improved international 
relations and increases the possibility of world peace. 

AN INVESTMENT 
The space program is a test, in a sense, of our 

way of life- a test of our confidence in our country. 
It is a situation where peoples of a country - generally 
well fed , well clothed, well housed, and even fairly 
well endowed with leisure and luxury - are willing 
to undertake, not ordered to undertake, a difficult 
challenge and are willing to meet that challenge with 
their material and intellectual resources. 
. There are those who decry the expenditures 
mvolved - those who by a curious line of reasoning 
conclude that it is not "fiscally sound" to go to the 
mo?n. In this free country, they are, of course, 
entitled to hold and to express such views, mistaken 
as they seem to me to be. It is worth pointing out 
that fiscal soundness does not mean that an individual 
or a nation should refrain from spending. Rather, it 
calls for spending for those objectives which promise 
the most assured and most constructive returns. The 
parable of the talents from the Bible comes to mind. 
The Lord's wrath was bestowed upon him who buried 
his money and the Lord's blessing was bestowed on 
those who spent or invested it wisely. 

The space program is a wise investment. If the 
returns from the space program will be worth many 
times the cost - and I believe they will - then it 
would be fiscal irresponsibility to refrain from the 
investment. 
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A NATIONAL DECISION 
On M ay 25, 1961 , President Kennedy went befo re 

the Congress to talk about what our country should 
do to meet the "extraordina ry challenge" befo re it. 
On that occasion , he said : 

"Now it is time to take larger strides - time for 
a great new A m e ric an enterprise - time for this 
nation to take a clearly leading role in space 
achievement, which in many ways m ay hold the 
key to our future on earth ." 

* * * * 
"I belie ve that this nation .should commit itself to 
achieving the goal, before this decade is out, of 
landing a man on the m oon and returning him 
safely to the earth . N o single space project in 
this period will be m ore impressive to mankind, 
or more important for the long-range exploration 
of space-" 

The country is stronger because the President 
made this decision and took it before the Congress . 
I am proud to have recommended this action to him. 

The record should be clear, however. The Presi
dent was also declaring a policy and a program for a 
well-rounded and balanced national space program, of 
which the moon project was an important part but 
only a part nevertheless. In that same message, and 
backed up by subsequent budget requests , he referred 

NUCLEAR-POWERED (RIFT) SPACE VEHICLE 

to the need to develop la rge liquid and solid fuel 
rockets, as well as acceleration of the construction of 
nuclea r rockets. He referred to unmanned as well as 
manned explo ration of space. He urged action in the 
1elds of space communication and meteorology. 

Moreove r, as the subsequent budgets revea l, the 
President has asked fo r significant funds for mi litary 
development in space . F or example, the defense space 
budget for F Y 1964 is larger th an the to tal pent fo r 
a ll space ac tivities in F Y 196 1 - the last year of 
the previous Administra tion. (FY I 964-reque ted for 
Defense is $ I 667 .6 millions; F Y 1961-spent for all 
programs was $1468. 3 millions.) 

While it is my intention in this a rticle to give 
major attention to the moon project, I want to empha
size that the N ational Space Program includes many 
space projects. Moreover, it will continue indefinitely 
to be a program of building broad space competence 
so that the new dimension of space will become as 
much a part of our way of life as the land , the sea 
and the air. 

A LUNAR PROJECT 
Why have we chosen the moon? Why undertake 

such a difficult and expensive project? What advantage 
does a round-trip to the moon have, which other Jess 
ambitious space projects would not also have? 

Let's look at some of the reasons for the moon 
trip: 

(1) A CLEAR OBJECTIVE. Impetus, order, 
and efficiency stem from having a clea r-cut ta rget in 
any enterprise. The moon is such a target. To get 
there requires organization and planning, specifically 
fitted and suited to accomplishing a definite goal. To 
bring forth the best effort the goal has to be difficult 
and challenge the very best brains - in management, 
engineering, and science. There are other space targets 
which meet these criteria, some more remote in time, 
but surely the moon trip meets these well. 

(2) LOCATION OF THE MOON. Compared 
with other targets in space, the moon- only 240,000 
miles away- is relatively near. Certainly it is the 
logical place in space where we can test the equipment 
and the men for future and more distant space travel. 
It is an area which we can photograph and examine 
by instrumentation prior to manned exploration. Little 
as we know about the moon, it is the area in space 
concerning which we now know and can most easilY 
Jearn the most. 

(3) SPACE COMPETENCE. Various space 
projects, such . as we~ther satellites or communication 
satellites, reqmre vaned competence and sophisticated 
equipment. They are difficult to develop and they are 
important. But no project, currently within our 
capability, brings into focus as wide a range of 
developmental capabilities as the lunar task . Powerful 
rocket engines, complex spacecraft, precise guidance, 
trained astronauts, elaborate tracking facilities, and 
protective measures against the multiple hazards of 
space, are just some of the competences which must 
be wrapped together for a successful moon shot. These 
competences, once developed for this project, all have 
value as a solid foundation for a grea t variety of other 



space endeavor . 
(4) PRESTIGE. o country hould undertake 

as complex expen i e a nd hazardou a enture as 
the moon trip for pre tige rea on aJone. But it i a 
significant r a on nonetheles . People in other coun
tries are impre ed with our abundant economy and 
our high _tandard of li vi ng. They are even mor im
pressed . with_ our o er-all st re ngth and our ientific 
and engmeen ng accompl i hment . There i little que -
tion that the SSR with its Sputnik I and its ub
s~quen t ~pac succes es has achieved a pre tige po i
tton wh1ch does much to influence other nations. 
Surely the country which combines the abilit the 
r~sources,_ a nd th_e courage to go to the moon will sit 
h1gh at . mtemat1onal negotiating tables. If ucb a 
~ountry ts o ne wh ich protects freedom a strong blow 
1s mad_e fo_r a world of peace instead of a world 
of subjugation . 

(5? R ELATED BENEFITS. There are those 
who fall to ~e the manifold benefits "' bich flow from 
the lunar prOJect - either because they cannot measure 
the benefits precisely or b h do not wan t to . . ecause t ey 
recogruze their existence . Yet , the benefits from our 
spac~ program are many and the lunar project leads 
the hst as a contributor 0 .t ·mprovements 
in metals all · ne can c1 e 1 . . . 

1 k
. ' oys and ceramics· in electroiDCS, ~ 

stee rna mg and t ' ild. · m 
d. 1 . emperature control of bu mg 

me Jca equipment for h . . . truroents for 
measuring deo ree . o~pitals; m ms Like-

. b fi a s of radiation. and many more. 
w1se, ene ts flow f . ' . areater 

rom Improved educatiOn, to 

employment of manpower, and a wide · r 
and better consumer goods. 

e of new 

(6 ) SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE. In addition 
to the expansion of knowledge in the prosess of build
ing the equipment testing man's reaction to the hostile 
eo ironment of space and analyzing the mathematical 
complexities of rendezvousing with the moon, the 
lunar trip will add importantly to man's meager 
under tanding of the origin of the solar systell} and of 
life itself. The impetus to science, both directly in 
the project itself and in the classrooms of our uni
ver ities cannot be overestimated . 

(7) DEFENSE CONTRIBUTIONS. While 
many accept other convincing arguments for the moon 
trip they tend to overlook the significance of this 
project to our national defense. It is reasonable to 
conclude that the moon is of doubtful value as a 
weapons base for military activity on earth. At least, 
current technology leads one to conclude that there 
are much more effective and less time-consuming ways 
in which to meet attack from hostile powers. However, 
the defense contribution flows from a different source. 
The lunar project has forced us to develop many 
competeoces which have military as well as non
military significance. These are competences which we 
would have been slow to develop were it not for this 
national moon objective. For example, rendezvous 
technique so basic to our moon project is essential to 
detecting and examining other spacecraft which may 
be hostile. Life protective measures are essential to 

GENIC STORAGE SYSTEM SHOWN IN CUTAWAY 
APOLLO SPACECRAFT WITH CRYO 
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a useful police force in space for maintaining the peace. 
Powerful rockets, reliability of space equipment, devel
opment of control and guidance systems, experience 
with manned spacecraft, etc. a re all spin-offs from 
the lunar project, which help build our defense 
capability. 

Each of the cited reasons for going to the moon 
could by itself be expanded into a persuasive a rgument. 
Taken all together, they form a sound, unemotional, 
pragmatic justification. 

It is perhaps pertinent to comment briefly on a 
few of the counter arguments, not so much because 
they merit attention but because they receive attention 
anyway. 

A MANPOWER DEMAND 

For example, the charge is made that the luna r 
program is a waste of trained manpower. It seems to 
me absurd to identify as waste the use of skills, even 
though scarce ones, on anything as challenging and 
constructive as the space program. Moreover, those 
who use this argument of waste are vague as to where 
these skills are being diverted from. Are they being 
taken from equally important projects and, if so , what 
are they? Or, are they being shifted from research 
and development on improved soap chips or more 
elaborate styling for automobiles? I doubt that those 
questions can be answered in any useful generalization, 
although · I am confident that the net result is a more 
effective use of manpower. Those skilled scientists 
and engineers, who move into the expanding space 
arena, do so because of the challenge and the oppor
tunity to put their skills to a real test. They will be 
better technologists for the effort, and the country will 
gain from the added knowledge and the demanding 
experience obtained. 

It is interesting also to look at the statistics on 
this manpower shift. Currently, NASA is using for all 
of its space efforts, primarily through its private con
tractors, about 3 % of the total supply of physical 
scientists and engineers. This percentage may rise to 
6 or 7% within a few years but that is hardly a 
serious drain on the total number available, although 
it may strain the supply of some specialized individuals. 
W ell over 90 % of the country's total supply will still 
be devoted to other endeavors. 

In addition to that statistical point, the fact is 
that the space program is stimulating more young 
people to go into the disciplines which space requires. 
I t should also be noted that NASA, through fellowships 
and facilities grants to universities and other private 
organizations, is taking positive action to increase both 
the quality and the quantity of the supply for the future. 

AN ESSENTIAL PROGRAM 

The argument is sometimes made that there are 
more worthwhile things on earth for which manpower 
and fu nds should be spent. 

Granted that we need to do more in education, 
slum clearance, medical research, and crime preven
tion. But, when one looks a t the billions spent annually 
for non-essentials in this country, it is clear that funds 
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do ex ist for handling both the space program and all 
o ther essenti als, if we as a people just dec ide to spend 
our income th at way. Moreover, curta ilment of pend
ing in space - abandonment of the moon project for 
example - would not automatically mean expan ion 
of spending for slum clea rance or any of the other 
serious needs. In fact, it is more li ke ly that the funds 
released thereby will go to the race tracks or fo r larger 
yachts, o r fo r fancier country club . D o not be mi led 
by the a rgument th at space is taking from other 
essentia ls. Incidenta lly, most of those who make that 
a rgument would also oppose using the fund s to meet 
the other \!Ssenti al requirements of our burgeoning 
society. 

A RISK 

T here a re also those who say th at the moon trip 
is dangero us - that the project could be crowned 
with di saster instead of success. If the first attempt 
fails, we would probably try again , with all the safety 
provisions we can devise and with the increased knowl
edge obtained from our first attempt . . But, assuredly 
the United States does not avoid risky ventures when 
the benefits from success promise so much . Even if 
the moon flight turned out to be a failure, which is 
possible but unlikely, there will have been tremendous 
gains from the competences developed in the process. 

AN ORDERLY PROGRAM 

With all the sense of urgency which the moon 
venture engenders, it is still not a "crash" program. 
It is erroneously compared with the M anhattan Project, 
which was properly labeled as a "crash" effort. In that 
case we used all the resources we could obtain in 
order to develop the atomic bomb in the shortest 
period of time, regardless of cost. We maintained 
duplicating operations over a three-year period in the 
hope that one would work. Apollo is no such project. 
If it were, we would not have had the controversy 
over whether we should choose earth-orbital rendezvous 
or lunar-orbital rendezvous, or direct launch to the 
moon itself. A crash program would have gone into 
operational stages of all three alternatives. No, the 
lunar project is given a high priority, but it is being 
conducted in an orderly manner and with due regard 
for cost efficiencies and unnecessary expenditures. 

A STEP TOWARD PEACE 
In conclusion, I like to think that our space 

program, with all of its challenges and all of its material ' 
costs, is a constructive step toward world peace. In 
this effort, there is opportunity to cooperate with other • 
nations, without stepping on the nationalism of other 
territories or the embedded barriers of tradition. There 
is room in space activity for nations to grow closer 
together through exchange of information and through 
sharing of experience. There is also some possibility 
that an international peace force in space could deter 
the drive of aggression which might break loose from 
lesser restraints. 

It is my hope and my expectation that the Space 
Age will be an age of maturity in man's relationship 
- an age of exploration, not exploitation. 



"One hundred years from now the attained in space research will surely 
have paid untold, unforeseen, and unexpected dividends. Already the dawning of the 
space age has impelled Americans to seek to improve their schools. That alone may 
be worth the cost of all of our space rockets." 

T he benefits of space exploration probably will never 
be accurately assessed. Mea,surements simply are 

not available to count even the economic advantages 
that accrue from the acquisition of new knowledge .. 

However, already visible are many commerc1al 
benefits ranging from simple product improvement to 
revoluntionary management and manufacturing tech
niques. The National Aeronautics and Space Admin
istration is moving aggressively to make the results of 
its vast research and development efforts available to 
industry. The agency has established an Office of Tech
nological Utilization to do the job. After much study, 

-LEE A . DuBRIDGE, 
President, California Institute of Technology 

a system has been developed to locate and record, 
analyze and disseminate useful results of NASA R & D 
projects. 

There have been over-optimistic statements regard
ing the immediate impact of NASA research on con
sumer products with predictions that there would be 
an avalanche of new products. 

Most of the experience to date indicates that 
industry is, at the present time, principally interested 
in improved materials and processes rather than new 
product lines. The response to one booklet, Selected 
Welding Techniques, prepared by NASA's George C . 



Marshall Space Flight Center, drew 6,000 requests 
from industry. As an example, the single pass welding 
technique was utilized by a manufacturer of furnace 
and air conditioning equipment. The welding process 
secured a better weld, reduced costs, but it was not a 
new product. 

A major area of civil benefits is in the applied 
satellite program- principally communications and 
weather. The communications program, with the Tel
star Relay and Syncom satellites, has been outstanding. 
The Relay I operated successfully for more than 200 
days and performed every one of the 500 experiments 
for which it was designed. The Syncom satellite has 
been placed in a synchronous (fixed) orbit 22,300 
miles above the earth, and as few as three of these 
satellites, properly located, will provide worldwide TV 
and other communications coverage. 

The Tiros weather satellite has been an outstand
ing success. Seven Tiros satellites have been launched 
without a single failure. They promise truly global 
weather coverage. There is the promising potential 
for not only averting disaster, but also as an invaluable 
aid to agriculture, predicting run-off from snow cover 
and even spotting schools of fish for commercial fishing 
vessels. 

NASA Administrator James E. Webb points out 
that the cost of Tiros is not unreasonable when the 
area covered is considered. "A weather ship in the 
North Pacific," he states, "can observe an area with a 
maximum radius of about 30 miles and costs $1 million 
to maintain and operate annually. A weather satellite 
can observe an area of approximately 640,000 square 
miles in each picture it takes, and can photograph 
many areas of the earth each day. Its cost is about 
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$4,500,000, including the launch. This is only 4 \h. 
times the cost of operating one ship, and is economical 
considering the vastly greater coverage which is 
obtained." 

The cost savings from accurate weather predic
tions, only five days in advance, is remarkable. Senator 
Clinton Anderson , Chairman of the Senate Space Com
mittee, recently cited some estimates of savings. They 
included $2.5 billion a year to agriculture, $45 million 
to the lumber industry, $100 million to surface trans
portation, $75 million to retail marketing, and $4 billion 
in water resources management. 

In the industrial applications field, here are some 
of the space age developments: 

• Air bearings. These are devices which lubricate 
bearing surfaces with thin films of air or inert 
gas. They are used in the space program for 
high-speed gyroscopes, and inertial guidance and 
stable platforms which are vibrationless. In in
dustry, air bearings can carry heavy loads to 
facilitate material handling. One man can easily 
move heavy factory loads. 

• Aluminized mylar film. The Echo I satellite was 
made of a very thin plastic material only 1/z 
thousandth of an inch thick and coated with 
aluminum. It has widespread application in 
industry as insulation for extremely low tem
perature use. The aluminized film can be used 
for such diverse purposes as packaging of freeze
dehydrated foods, and to minimize boil-off of 
liquid oxygen used by metal companies in blast 
furnaces. 

• Energy absorption systems. A frangible tube 



was developed to absorb the impact of the land
ing of the Apollo capsule. This can be used as 
an elevator safety device or as a afety meas
u re to minimize damage to au tomobile in 

collisions. 
• An advanced pump and pressure-time control 

for rockets is capable of adaptation and devel
opment for an artificial heart mechanism. 

This is only the barest sampling of the results 

now ready for industry. 
The future is boundless. An aerospace company 

executive recently asked scientists on his staff to do 
some day-dreaming, to take a long look forward. 
Here are a few of the results . 

One research assignment involved the creation of 
temperatures encountered in re-entering the atmosphere 
after space flight. This research is leading to an under
standing of the construction of matter, a long-soug?t 
scientific goal. This means more knowle~ge that_ w1ll 
produce new materials, alloys and synthetiC chem1cals. 
Materials could be custom-made. Wear-out proof cloth
ing could be made or walls made of materi~ls that ~er
mit controlled frequency emissions, a glowmg lumma
tion, that would eliminate today's lighting fixtures. 

In bio-astronautics, work is being directed toward 
finding solutions needed in the growth of higher plant 
life capable of surviving the environments to be created 
on Mars and Venus. These studies could well create 
the ability to grow "perfect" crops on earth; and it may 
originate a strain of inexpensive foods to supplement 
farming in one-crop countries . 

Already developed is an information center, which 
utilizes computer techniques, to provide instructions to 
mechanics and technicians when repairs are needed to 

a machine. This could be adapted to aid physicians in 
the treatment _of rare or unusual diseases. A physician 
confronted ~tth a bewildering combination of symp
toms c~uld d1al th_e ~enter and, within seconds, receive 
a telev1sed descnptwn of a possible diagnosis and 
recommended tests and procedures. 

For many years scientists have studied the influ
enc~ of a magnetic field on the acceleration of gas 
part1cles. The knowledge of behavior of ionized gas 
has already been used in the design of an experimental 
power generator. . One of these devices may prove 
ca~able of supplymg electricity from sea water. It is 
est1mated that the deuterium in one gallon of sea water 
c~n. be converted into 10,000 kilowatt hours of elec
tnclty, a supply sufficient for a family of five for one 
year. 

There is practically no end to the theoretical gains. 
Many may prove utterly impracticable. But one pay
off could be revolutionary. 

. Lt. Gen. James M. Gavin, returning from his 
as~1gnment as U . S. ambassador to France, put forward 
~~1s thought on the U. S. space program. He called it 
one of the most remarkable things that has occurred 

since the founding of the Republic." 
He predicted that a marriage of the space-age 

economy of the U. S. , with the prosperous and dynamic 
economy o~ Europe wo_uld set an extraordinary example 
of econom1c cooperatiOn and pi:ovide a tremendous 
boon to the economic prospects of the non-Communist 
world. 

Whatever the benefits - a better medicine or a 
better balance of trade- any major explorative effort 
by man has always exceeded his predictions and often 
his hopes. 
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Space progre s during the brief span of ASA s his
tory ha been truly remarkabl but it pales in 

comparison with the achievements which can logically 
be expected in the remainder of th i decade. 

The acco mpli hments of the firs t fi e years were 
important from both the prestigial and sci ntifi stand
points b ut perhaps their greatest importance lie in the 
base they provided for the bigger things to come. The 
half-decade was a learning period ; p rojects like Mer
cury, M ariner the applied and scientific satellites gen
erated an across-the-board technological capability 
which will increase the rate of progress in future years. 

"With the availability of more powerful launch 
vehicles li ke the Saturn series," says one NASA official, 
"we will have a really vast capability. In fact, the capa
bility will exceed our ability to exploit it. We do not 
have the resources to do everything which is now, or 

By JAMES J. n GGERTY, JR. 
Associate Editor, Aerospace 

Seventies. Project possibilities include a more ambi
tious study of the moon than will be possible with the 
Apollo spacecraft, a manned lunar ase; a large earth
orbiting manned space station or laboratory, together 
with logistics spacecraft for ferrying men and supplies 
between earth and the space base; unmanned probes 
to the more distant planets; and, what may become the 
focal point of space research beyond the moon, a 
manned expedition to Mars. 

Budgetary factors aside, such projects involve tre
mendous technological advances over a wide range of 
systems, most importantly the launch vehicle. Even the 
huge Saturn V, with 7,500,000 pounds of thrust in its 
basic stage, is inadequate for these missions ; NASA 
researchers envision a booster with at least three times 
Saturn V's payload capability. This booster, tentatively 
called Nova, is the subject of a great deal of study 

NIMBUS ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY APOLLO 

will soon become, possible to do. So we must pick 
and choose ca refully, selecting those programs which 
will provide maximum benefit within the available 
resources." 

The programs for the remaining years of this 
decade are reasonably firm, although they may be 
altered in detail because of technical advances, ex
panded or cut back because of budgetary considera
tions. In general, they consist of manned flights of in
creasing duration and at greater distances from earth, 
culminating in the lunar . landing; more advanced ap
plied satellites; intensified research in e area bet~een 
earth and stationary orbit altitude (22,300 miles), 
between the earth and the moon, and between earth 
and the sun; unmanned lunar exploration; additional 
unmanned interplanetary probes to Mars and Venus, 
and possibly Mercury. 

Looking farther down the road to post-Apollo 
space research, the picture is not so clear. NASA is 
already conducting a great many studies toward estab
lishing the direction of the space program of the 

within NASA and industry. It may be chemically
propelled by either solid or liquid fuels, it may have 
a nuclear power plant, or it may have a combination 
propulsion system. NASA officials feel they have an
other two years or more before it is necessary to decide 
on Nova's composition, and the key factor will be the 
rate of progress in nuclear rocket development. 

While the "way-out" researchers are laying the 
ground work for the programs of the next decade (none 
of which will be initiated until Apollo spending has 
passed its peak), NASA will concentrate on successful 
completion of these major projects of the Sixties: 

APPLIED SATELLITES 

Although NASA will explore other spacecraft ap
plications, the bulk of the research in this area will be 
devoted to perfection of meteorological and communi
cations satellites. 

There will be approximately six more launches of 
the Tiros weather satellite under a joint NASA/ Weather 
Bureau program. Tiros, with seven successes in seven 
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launches, has been an extraordinarily effective project. 
It does, however, have limitations : its cameras " look 
straight down" on earth only through a small portion of 
the Qfbit and it provides only 10 to 25 per cent of the 
global cloud cover daily. 

In development, and scheduled for fir st flight either 
late in 1963 or early in 1964, is the more advanced 
weather satellite Nimbus. Nimbus will have a stabili
zation system which will permit its cameras to view the 
earth vertically at all times. Nimbus will also have a 
longer operating lifetime-six months to a year, com
pared with about three months for Tiros. 

Both Tiros and Nimbus operate at relatively low 
altitudes. Under study is a synchronous orbit meteoro
logical satellite tentatively named Aeros which would 
remain in a fixed position relative to earth and permit 
continuous weather observations over a selected seg
ment of earth's surface. 

Despite the successes of communications satellites 
such as Echo, Telstar, Relay and Syncom, considerable 
development work remains and it will be NASA's role 
to help the Communications Satellite Corp. by carry
ing out the experimental effort directed toward future 
systems. 

MARINER FOR MARS MISSION 

There will be additional research on the passive, 
or signal bouncing, communications technique with a 
1963 launch of Echo II, a 135-foot diameter rigid 
balloon satellite. Work on the active repeater type of 
comsat will continue with at least one more launch of 
Syncom. In study status, and slated for full develop
ment, is a comsat similar in principle to Syncom, but 
with a greater communications capability. It is known 
as the A dvanced Synchronous Orbit Communications 
Satellite. 

A nother area of applications research is the navi
gational satellite Transit, wherein NASA will explore 
the use of the Navy spacecraft as a navigational aid for 
nonmilitary ships and aircraft. 

Under study is the D ata Collection Satellite, which 
would collect information from ground stations around 
the world and report it to a central agency. This type 
of satellite could co1lect meteorological, oceanographic, 
magnetic and cosmic ray data and might also be appli
cable to tracking icebergs or wildlife, relaying tidal wave 
warnings or locating persons in d istress . 

li 

SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT 

Scienti fic spacec raft may be broken down into tW0 

general categories : earth satellites and lu nar/ planetarY 
probes. 

There will be several types of small satelli tes de
signed to ga ther scienti fi c data o n the nea r- pace sur
rounding ea rth , in pa rticul ar data on energe tic particleS 
atmospheric structure and the ionosphere. T his grouP 
will include the Explorer se ries, which operate close to 
earth , and a number of " monitors,' which o rbit fro Jll 
intermediate to nea r-lun ar distances from earth . There 
will be additional international programs, including th 
pola r ionosphere Beacon sa tellite, in which 20 countries 
will cooperate . 

Of major interes t are the large unm anned observa
tories, the fir st of which, the Orbiting Solar ObservatorY 
was launched in 1962. OSO I provided a great deal of 
new solar information of vital importance to the manned 
space flight program, particularly the matter of solar 
fl ares which generate intense radiation. Future OSO s 
will have improved pointing accuracy and greater data 
storage capability for more preci se solar measurements. 
NASA has scheduled I 2 more OSO's for launch during 
I 963-67. 

The Orbiting Geophysical Observatory is a 1 ,ooO
pound satellite containing instrumentation for about 20 
experiments embracing a large number of geophysical 
and solar pheno~ena . OGO, designed to provide . a 
better understandmg of earth-sun relationships, w1ll 
operate in a highly elliptical orbit , reaching altitudeS 
of more than 50,000 miles. NASA plans to keep two 
OGO's with different orbits in space through a com
plete solar cycle of 11 years . First launch is scheduled 
for late 1963, with a total of 12 OGO's planned 
through 1967. 

To study the stars and interstellar gases from orbitS 
above the earth's distorting layer of atmosphere, NASA 
will launch a series of Orbiting Astronomical Observa
tories. OAO is a 3,600-pound earth satellite which 
will operate in a 500-mile altitude circular o;bit. Its 
experiments will include four 12-inch telescopes to maP 
the sky in ultraviolet; one 16-inch and four eight-inch 
telescopes to study selected bright stars and nebulae; a 
three-foot telescope for detailed studies of about 5,000 
stars and nebulae; and a 32-inch telescope for studies of 
interstellar matter. First launch will take place earlY in 
1965, and NASA plans five launches through 1967. 

For lunar research, NASA will continue the R an
ger series of spacecraft, five of which have already been 
launched with one impacting the moon. NASA hopes 
to launch another Ranger this year and six a year in 
1964-66. Equipped with television cameras and an in
strumented landing capsule, Ranger will provide de
tailed photos of the lunar surface, conduct initial 
reconnaissance of possible lunar landing areas for 
manned spacecraft, and explore lunar topography, sur
face texture and seismological data. 

For more advanced lunar research, NASA will 
launch a series of Surveyor soft-landing spacecraft . 
Surveyor will check out soft-landing technology, study 
various landing areas on the moon, and, with a wide 



var iety of in t ruments, measure the physical and chemi
cal properties of the lunar surface and sub- urface. 
The firs t of approximately a score of Surveyor will 
be launched in I 964 and tests will continue through 
1967. I n addition to the lunar landing Surveyors, 
NASA a lso plans a series of five moon-orbiting atel
lites, wh ich will ma ke detailed photographs of the lunar 
surface f rom as close as 22 miles, a prelude to selection 
of the manned lunar landing area. 

Following up on the highly successful launch of 
Mariner II to Venus, NASA has programmed a erie 
of Mariner fl ights for more intensive study of Mars and 
Venus, the first to come in late 1964 when Mars will 
be in a favorable position. This next Mariner mission 
will be a "fly-by ." The spacecraft will be equipped with 
a televis ion ca mera for photography of the planet and 
instr ments for experiments in infrared spectroscopy to 
determine the possibility of life on Mars. A more ad
vanced version of the Mariner will contain a landing 
capsule for detailed measurements of the surfaces and 
atmospheric composition of Mars and Venus. NASA 
plans call for 16 launches of the Mariner series through 
1967 . In addition , there is in study status the Voyager 
project, involving a much larger and heavier Mars/ 
Venus spacecraft capable of orbiting the planets and 
landing a sizeable instrument payload. 

In other interplanetary research, NASA will launch 
11 Pioneer deep space probes during 1964-67 . 

MANNED SPACE FLIGHT 

As a bridge in the technical gap between Projects 
M ercury and Apollo, NASA will conduct a series of 
manned flights with the Gemini spacecraft, similar in 
configuration to the Mercury capsule, but about 30 % 
larger and weighing 7,000 pounds. With ,the two-place 
Gemini , NASA will initially investigate the physiologi
cal aspects of long-duration (up to two weeks) orbital 
flight . Later, Gemini will be used for rendezvous mis
sions at about 185-miles altitude, docking with an 
Agena vehicle. With Gemini, astronauts will learn how 
to perform most of the maneuvers needed for a lunar 
landing mission. The project will also include experi
ments in spacecraft control during re-entry and descent, 
employing reaction controls and a "paraglider" recovery 
wing. 

After Gemini comes the all-important Apollo proj
ect. The 80-foot tali Apollo spacecraft, which will 
accommodate three men , consists of three modules: a 
command module, which houses the crew and serves as 

ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 

control center ; the service module which contains the 
li fe support systems as well as a propulsion unit for 
mid-course corrections and injection into and out of 
lunar orbit· and the excursion module in which two 
men will d~scend to the lunar surface. 

Apollo missions will get under way in 1964, with 
the launch of an unmanned "boilerplate" spacecraft by 
the Saturn I vehicle. The fi rst manned flights will come 
in 1965, using the command and service modules as a 
spacecraft for earth orbital maneuvers. With the avail
ability of the more powerful Saturn IB, NASA will 
launch the three-module spacecraft into earth orbit to 
develop operational techniques for rendezvous and 
docking. Later, with the Saturn V launch vehicle, the 
Apollo project will progress to a circumlunar recon
naissance mission, finally to the manned lunar landing. 

In the planning stage are further manned space 
missions. The most probable next major project is the 
manned space station, now under intensive study. Pro
posals fo r this project cover a wide range of possibilities, 
from a modified Apollo with a 1 00-day lifetime to a 
large 20-man rotating spacecraft with artificial gravity 
provisions, capable of remaining in orbit for indefinite 
periods. Also under study are transport and supply 
shuttle vehicles for ferry to and from the station. Ad
vanced studies include the manned lunar base and 
manned planetary missions, the first of which would be 
an expedition to Mars, considered technically feasible 
during the 1970's. 

The foregoing represent only the highlights of 
NASA's future activity. The space agency will also 
be active in a great many other areas including devel
opment of a series of launch vehicles and engines; the 
launching of a large number of sounding rockets with 
specific research assignments ; participation in scientific 
programs as contributions to the International Year of 
the Quiet Sun ; bioscience experiments, to be carried 
aboard balloons, unmanned satellites and interplane
tary spacecraft; advanced nuclear, chemical and electric 
propulsion research ; electronics and communications 
research; space power generation, involving experiments 
in solar, chemical and nu,clear sources for on-board 
spacecraft power needs ; and improved tracking, teleme-

. try and other data acquisition equipment. Finally, there 
will be considerable effort devoted to the frequently 
overlooked but not neglected area of NASA's responsi
bilities, aeronautical research, in which the agency will 
concentrate on supersonic transport, hypersonic aircraft 
and V/ STOL research. 
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IDEAS s s SPAC E 
It is the assignment of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration to draw up the detailed 

requirements for a specific space project and to sele t those projects from which will accrue the maximum 

scientific benefit to the nation. There are several steps, however, before "approved program" status is 

reached, and the first step is the basic idea. The idea is studied for basic feasibility, modified and 

expanded into a proposal. In addition to the NASA centers and laboratories, new concepts originate in 

a number of sources within the nation's scientific and engineering community, and one of the most fertile 

points of origin is the aerospace industry. Using private funds, industry devotes a good portion of its research 

effort to studies aimed at development of new space systems. Shown here are the different approaches of 

various contractor study groups to future major national space projects such as manned space veh icles. 

1 

2 

1. Space station orbits the earth over 
west coast of Afric a. Th is station 
would provide " garages " tor m anned 
Apollo spacecraft at the e nd of each 
spoke of the spinning satellite. Ac· 
cess to modules and hub is provided 
through hollow tube spokes. Apollo 
spacecraft is shown as it approaches 
the hub at elbowed docking point . 

2. A multi-purpose space base could be 
establ ished as a rendezvous and 
launch point for lunar shuttle ve
h icles, reusable vehicles and home· 
ward bound planetary spacecraft. This 
base could also be utilized for assem· 
bling interplanetary vehicles. Tech· 
nology for this base is available. 

3. A design patent has been awarded to 
an aerospace company for this space 
station. The concept originated from 
4,500 hours of study by 25 scientists 
and engineers. Base is multi-purpose. 

4. Laboratories on earth can approach 
the space environment, but cannot 
accurately and simultaneously dupli· 
cate the vacuum, meteoroid flux or 
the quality and quantity of a solar 
storm. This base could be used for 
testing equipment, structures and 
operating techn iques for prolonged 
periods of time. 

5. Excursion craft cou ld be detached 
from a convoy of vehicles i n orbit 
around Mars to land men on the 
planet for brief periods. convoy con· 
cept would provide flex ibility to space 
m iss ions. 

&. A global commun ications network 
might use atomic-powered satell it es 
such as the one shown here. Power 
wo·uld last 20 years. 

7. Large ehemical rocket weuld use a 
1.5 million pound thrust engine and 
two 40,000 peund thrust engines as 
the f irst stage. Nose section contains 
conical life suppert system for c~ew. 
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a. Delta·w in ged veh icle wou ld com bine 
a ircraft and rocketry concepts into a 
versatil e manned space system tor 
f errying personne l and suppl ies to 

space stations, and to ma intai n and 
repair them . First stage booster and 
spacecraft is capable of return ing to 
earth and landing at a irports. 

9. This space laboratory woul d have 
quarters for a four-man crew and an 
atom ic reactor. Compartments in 
c rew quarters (lett) wou ld provide 
san itary facil it ies , recreat ion area, 
sleepin g quarters and a control room. 
Reactor would provide power. c en
taur (middle) is second stage booster. 

10. Concept of a manned planetary ship, 
made up of ind iv idual units, is shown 
in orbit around Mars . Th is is a pos· 
s ible solution to fli ght between t he 
planets in our solar system. 

11. A solar-powered spacecraft m ay take 
man through space. Sunl ight cap
tured by the large plastic sphere is 
used to heat liquid oxygen. Half of 
the sphere facing the sun is trans
parent. Other half is coated to form 
a m i rror-like surface Wh ich collects 
solar radiation . Crew gondola is at t he 
opposi te end . The ships would be 
constructed and also launched from a 
satellite in orbit . 

12. An earth-orbit ing manned space sta
tion would be used for research. Men 
would be shuttled from earth. 

13. Manned weather stat ions in space 
could provide a long step toward 
actual control of weather. The bene
fits are obvious and abund ant. such 
a sate ll ite, incorporat ing man's inte lli 
gence and on-the-spot control ove~ 

such forces as hurricanes, would be 
invaluable. Draw ing shows a weather 
contro l satellite. 
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Thomas D. McAvoy, who photographed t he 
reconstruction of the Wright Flyer f or Aero
space, is t he first photographer employed by 
Life Magazine. He has worked 26 years as a 
Time-Life photographer, and has covered in
numerable phot o stories. They range f rom the 
f irst candid photos of the late President 
Roosevelt in the Presidentia l office t o cover
ing revolts in Tunisia, Morocco and Algiers. 
His interest in aviation extends back to a 
below-age enlistment in the Maryland National 
Guard where he phot ographed the Curtiss 
Jennies. During World War II, he did a photo 
essay on the operations of the longest aerial 
supply line in history-the Air Transport 
Command's supply of t he China-Burma- India 
theater. He flew 27,697 miles in the same 
cargo aircraft in 10 days. Crews were cha ng d 
14 times; Photographer McAvoy stayed with 
the plane and the story. His brother, Wi l iam 
H. McAvoy, recent ly retired as a chief test 
pilot for the National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics, now the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration. "It was a great 
pleasure to cover the reconstruction o' the 
Wright Flyer," McAvoy said. "All phQtogra
phers like a chance to re-shoot history. may 
even quali fy as the Matthew Brady o" the 
Aerospace Age." \ 
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The purpose of AEROSPACE is to: 

Foster understanding of the aerospace industry's role in 
insuring our national security through design, develop
ment and production of advanced weapon systems: 
Foster understanding of the aerospace industry's responsi
bilities in the space exploration program; 
Foster understanding of commercial and general avia
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By JAMES J. HAGGERTY, JR. 
Associate Editor, Aerospace 

"Quality assurance" is a f.or~al term which means, 
in simple language, makmg sure your product 

works the way the customer wants it to work. 
And that, in the aerospace world i not easy. The 

manufacture of today's extremely complex, high per
formance systems for defense and space exploration 
demands a degree of workmanship unparalleled in the 
annals of product fabrication. 

Despite the complexity and high performance require
ments, however, the aerospace industry today boasts a 
quality effort better than that of any other industry 
because of its highly refined procedures for assuring 
product excellence. Perfection- 100 per cent relia
bility - is almost impossible to achieve because of the 
extraordinary performance demands, yet despite the 
complexity specified reliability goals of 95 to 99 per 
cent are constantly being met. 

Although quality has always been a by-word in the 
industry, it has become increasingly important in this 
era of advanced technology, not only from the stand
point of customer satisfaction (which is vital, since the 
prime customer is the government) but .also because 
quality assurance has a bearing on low cost production 
and on-time scheduling, the other two major factors 
which influence a company's competitive standing. 

The importance of quality assurance in the industry 
is growing daily, and the "quality man" in an aerospace 
company has graduated from the inspector level to a 
top management position (an Aerospace Industries 
Association survey shows that in almost 90 per cent of 
the companies studied, the quality assurance manager 
reports directly to executive management rather than to 
a manufacturing or engineering head , one indication of 
the importance industry places on this vital facet of its 
?Perations). And product quality comes high- the 
mdu~try spends hundreds of millions annually on 
salanes for personnel engaged in quality assurance 
work and a like sum on highly specialized assurance 
equipment. 

The terms " quality assurance," "quality control" 
and " reliability control" are often used interchangeabl~ 
but one definition draws shades of distinction betwee~ 
them. Quality assurance is the overall control of all the 
factors which influence the excellence of the final prod
uct. Quality control and reliability control are meas
ures designed to obtain the overall assurance. The 
former involves procedures to insure that all of the 
buyer's specifications are met and that the product is 
acceptable. The latter concerns efforts to guarantee that 
the product will perform as required after its acceptance 
by the buyer and throughout its li fetime. 

In the manufacture of aerospace products quality 
assurance techniques begin while the product is still 
just a set of figures on paper. The first responsibility 
toward insuring quality falls not to the maker but to 
the customer, who, in nine cases out of ten, is a govern-
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ment buyer. By preparing proper specifications, the 
buyer can contribute to the quality of the product. 
R. F. Hurt, president of Lockheed Propulsion Co. , 
puts it this way: 

"The necessity for good specification cannot be over
emphasized. A performance specification properly pre
pared will state the desired results and the conditions 
under which the results are wanted. Each influencing 
factor will be assessed and proper allowances made. 
If each pertinent factor is known and included in the 
specification, the producer will be able to provide a 
product of the desired degree of reliability at reason
able cost." 

From the manufacturer's standpoint, quality assur
ance starts in the proposal stage. Armed with statistical 
data on possible failure causes in every step of manu
facture, quality control and reliability control engineers 
work with designers in an effort to come up with a 
blueprint for the product which has inherent reliability. 
They also take into consideration the operational use 
and maintenance of the end product, and attempt to 
build easier "maintainability" into the design. 

Quality assurance personnel keep elaborate records 
of the performance of their thousands of subcontractors, 
suppliers and vendors, and they contribute to built-in 
quality and reliability by recommending only those who 
have demonstrated ability to produce an acceptable 
item. 

Aerospace testing equipment is more complicated than the hardware 
it checks. Such equipment must be developed simultaneously with 
the product. 

In aerospace manufacture, a primary aim is preven
tion of failure s rather than costly and time-con uming 
correction of them and a basic method of prevention is 
the process of stimulating the individual employe to try 
harder and rewarding him for better work. Many aero
space firms have adopted such programs. 

Typical of them is Martin Co. 's 'Zero Defects 
wherein the company tries to instiJJ in the employe 
greater pride of workman hip and overcome the 
basic belief that mistakes are unavoidable. By direct 
contact of supervisors, by bulletins posters and bill
boards, Martin Co. runs a constant campaign to drum 
home the idea that "Mistakes must be prevented before 
they happen." 

The results have been amazing. Martins files are 
full of outstanding individual efforts stemming from 
the program. For instance, a solderer on the Bullpup 
missile line hand-soldered , during a six month period, 
4 ,200 printed circuit boards with more than 336 000 
soldered joints, without a single defect. In the first year 
of its operat ion at one of the company's plants the 
Zero Defects program reduced the overall plant reject 
rate by 39 per cent and the scrap cost rate by 40 per 
cent. 

But, although it is demonstrably possible to reduce 
the possibility of human error, certain jobs in the aero
space manufacturing process are more conducive to 
error tha_n others, so, as another quality control mea -
ure, the mdustry has turned to automation. Automatic 
tools ar~ employed for certain operations; automatic 
test eqUip~ent, m so~e cases more complex than the 
product bemg tested, Is used to check out equipment 
performance all along the line; and automatic data 
processing equipment computes the results of the tests. 

Throughout the manufacturing process, inspection 
and test are constantly under way in the concerted 
effort to assure quality. Raw materials coming into an 
aerospace plant are given close inspection. Parts and 
sub-systems delivered by thousands of vendors and sub
contractors are checked carefully. When a defect is 
discovered, the vendor is asked for corrective action; 
if he is unable to correct the deficiency, a quality as
surance team from the prime contractor's plant provides 
the necessary technical assistance. There are further 
~nspections and tests as the systems and sub-systems are 
mtegrated, and, finally, a rigorous inspection and test 
of the completed product before delivery to the cus
tomer. 

In today's complex aerospace equipment, accuracy 
of measurement is a vital factor in quality assurance and 
one that poses a great many problems for industry 
firms. Machined part tolerances measured in millionths 
of an inch are no longer uncommon and the industry 
must make similar minuscule measurements in degrees, 
pounds, volts, decibels, frequencies, etc. This involves, 
first of all, a very precise system of modern standards, 
being provided by the National Bureau of Standards. 
To make their measurements, industry personnel use a 
wide variety of tools, such as micrometers, voltmeters, 
thermocouples, scales and ring gauges. Each of these 
instruments must be periodically calibrated, so aero
space firms must operate calibration laboratories to 
check these measuring devices against the standards 



supplied by BS. Typical of this type of facility is 
The Boeing Co.'s P ri mary Standards Metrology L ab
oratory, a $2,500 000 investment in product quality and 
reli ability. Bound to rock by 4 500 yards of concrete, 
it is immune to vibrat ion; it is shielded in copper against 
stray electricity; controlled in temperatu re and humid
ity, it is guarded against the error that might be induced 
by heat, cold or du t particles. 

The work of thi type of facility is aU-important, since 
accuracy is a prime requirement in quality and relia
bili ty. A single degree of error in the guidance system 
of an ICBM can cause a 1 000-mile miss; a moon 
probe would mi s its target by a wide margin if there 
were an error in the bore-hole of its gyro of only 
one millionth of an inch. 

T here are but a few of the great many painstaking 
measures taken by the aerospace industry to assure 
the quality of its products . The assurance of quality 
is expensive, running at least a billion dollars a year, 
and it is li ely to b come more so. The expense, how
ever, is relative, for effective qual ity assurance meas
ures pay for themselves. Built-in quality assurance 
reduces ostly work stoppages for corrective measures; 
it increases on-time deliveries and cuts over-aU produc
tion co ts, which under the government incentive-type 
contract results in an added fee to the contractor; it 
reduces warrantee claims by the customer for equip
ment which might get by an acceptance test but breaks 

down under the rigors of. field use; and top quality 
brings a contractor increased business because of his 
performance rating. 

"There is probably no management responsibility 
that is as vital to the sur i 1 of a company as uphold
ing the quality and reliability of the company's prod
ucts," says Frank McGinnis, Director of Reliability 
and Quality for Sperry Gyroscope Co. "This becomes 
more true as competition for space age projects grows. 
The yardstick of company reputation is quality and 
reliability if the prod' ct be a zipper, an automobile 
or a moon probe." 

Even more important that the company's status, as 
far as the aerospace industry is concerned is the re
quirement to supply the customer with the best pos
sible equipment, because the customer is the govern
ment. A defective zipper is something less than a 
national calamity, but failure of a spacecraft under the 
spotlight of world publicity is a severe blow to national 
prestige. A grounded airplane or an ineffective missile 
detracts from our national defense capability. Our 
defense and space programs are only as good as the 
equipment supplied to their directors, and the aero
space industry, keenly aware of its responsibilities as 
the hardware-producing member of the industry/ gov
ernment aerospace team, is working hard to achieve 
the seemingly impossible goal of absolute quality and 
complete reliability. 

Zero Defec ts p ro gram app lies t o a ll aerospace elements- techn ical, administrative and manufacturing. 
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HELICOPTER 

TILT DUCT 

By J. S. BUTZ, JR. 

0 ne of aviation's longest sought and most elusive 
technical goals is being successfully achieved. 

This goal is the design of VTOL (vertical take-off 
and landing) aircraft which combine the high speed 
and load-carrying capacity of the conventional fixed 
wing airplane with the helicopter's ability to hover, land 
and take-off vertically. It is no longer just a mere 
vision or a novel idea. 

Less than fifteen years ago this dream, which is as 
old as manned flight, was still primarily in the theo
retical stage. Few concrete answers had been found for 
the many difficult problems of building VTOL aircraft. 
Despite elation over the November 1954 flight of the 
first true VTOL airplane -the Convair XFY -1 which 
sat on its tail to take-off and land - engineers in this 
field knew that many years of hard work lay ahead 
before truly useful VTOL's would be available. Lighter 
and more powerful engines were needed to give these 
aircraft acceptable range and pay-load carrying capac
ity. Much more research and test flying was neces ary 
before these unorthodox machines would have adequate 
stability and handling qualities, and could be flown by 
anyone but the most experienced test pilots. 

Even though these technical realities wer _well t~n~er
stood in aviation, a premature wave of publtc optlmt m 
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Curtiss-Wright X-19 has four propellers in tandem which 
can be rotated through 90 degrees to produce forward 
thrust when cruising. Fi rst prototype was rolled out 
t his summer. 

Lockheed XV-4A is an Army-sponsored VTOL aircraft 
that has no moving parts in the vertical lift system. 
This is provided by jet pumps. The XV-4A has flown 
both vertically and horizontally. 

Vought-Hiller-Ryan XC-142 transport is a tilt-wing tur
boprop-powered VTOL plane. This a i rcraft has a gross 
weight of 35,000 pounds and will cruise at about 300 
mph when loaded. 
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was generated by the remarkable flights of the XFY -1 
and the Lockheed XFV -1, a similar tail-sitter aircraft 
that flew in the same period. The flights gained wide 
publicity. They concentrated heavily on the obvious 
door-to-door potential of such vehicles and at least 
implied that a transportation miracle was on the 
horizon with a VTOL in "every garage." 

Such predictions still have no basis in fact and tend 
to obscure the truly remarkable technical achievements 
of the entire vertical lift industry during the past dec
ade. Progress with helicopters, the first vertical lift 
machines, as well as the new VTOL airplanes has been 
extremely rapid and far-reaching. There have been 
almost steady complaints that the nation was not taking 
full advantage of the VTOL's potential, but in retro
spect it is clear that very few technical experts were 
bold enough in 1953 to predict all of the accomplish
ments of the past decade, or the bright threshold of 
possibilities that would exist in 1963. 

Very broadly, the major technical achievements and 

possibilities for the near future can be classified into 
three categories. 

These are: 
Helicopter-type VTOL- The only operational ver

tical take-off and landing aircraft, the helicopter, has 
become firmly entrenched in civil and military aviation. 
More than 5,000 helicopters are in service with the 
armed forces and more than 1,000 are operated com
mercially. Some manufacturers are in the process of 
developing their fourth generation of helicopters. While 
the first successful helicopters twenty yehrs ago could 
barely lift their pilot and a very small load of gas, the 
new generation will carry useful loads equal to or 
exceeding their empty weight over ranges of more than 
three hundred miles. ' 

Steady improvements have been made ih the ha~dling 
qualities of helicopters. Mechanical adyances m the 
rotor systems have greatly eased the p~lot's job and 
reduced fatigue. A number of retia~~·! . well-proven 
electronic stabilization systems are ~Wilable which 
make possible "hands-off" flight. Military helicopters 
routinely hover under instrument flight conditions and 
fly when most fixed wing aircraft are grounded. There 
is no limitation on the operation . of these automatic 
stabilization systems; they function at all flight speeds 
and at all angles of descent, up to and including the 

vertical. . 
Old complaints against helicop~ difficult main

tenance and short life for many critical parts - seem 
to be a thing of the past. The ever-mounting backl~g 
of operational experience has be~ .. jnstrumental m 
allowing problems to be accurately identified and cor
rected. All manufacturers report major successes in 
simplifying mechanical design and improving the main
tainability of the next generation of helicopters. 

These technical advances and .,W.Oading operational 
usefulness appear to be leading tg .a. sffiitp increase in 
helicopter sales in the near future. For instance, the 
Army is discussing plans to buy 3,000 or more of a 
single type, the LOH- Light Observation Helicopter. 
This is to be an off-the-shelf purchase of an aircraft 
designed primarily to civil regulations so that it will be 
immediately available for the commercial market. Large 
volume sales to the military inevitably will lower the 
price per aircraft for both the armed services and 
commercial customers. 

VTOL- During its- ten years of existence the fixed 
wing-type VTOL has been transformed from an aero
nautical curiosity and concept into a reality with great 
potential capabilities for the future. Industry has pro
gressed well beyond the phase of flying VTOL research 
aircraft with small range-payload capability. Five types 
of "developmental" prototypes are under construction 
or test in the United States and they all appear to have 
substantial operational potential. · 

Largest of these new aircraft is a 35,000-pound gross 
we!ght, tilt-wing, turboprop-powered transport being 
built by an industrial team of Ling-Temco-Vought, 
Ryan f\erona~tical Company and Hiller Aircraft Corp. 
Most nnpressive feature of this transport the XC-142 
is that i_t is· the first VTOL to come clo~e to being ~ 
economical cargo-passenger carrier. The new VTOL 
transport will cruise in the neighborhood of 300 mph 
when loaded and has a big ramp at the rear of its very 
large fuselage for rapid loading and unloading. 

The capabilities of the XC-142 cannot be determined 
exactly prior to flight testing, scheduled to begin next 
~ear. _For m~ny military and civil transport missions 
m Which vc:rucal take-o~ and landing is a necessity, 
t~e economic penalty Will not be excessive and this 
aircraft. can _expect a significant operational career. 

A tn-service fund of about $125 million, to which 
~he ~rmy, Navy and Air Force are contributing equally 
Is bemg used for the development of the XC-142 and 
t~o other prototype VTOL transports about half its 
SIZe. From $60 to $100 million will be spent on the 
~C-142 for development, construction of five prototype 
arrcraft, and flight testing. 

About $20 to $25 million will be used for a "four
duct tandem" airplane under construction by Bell Aero
systems_. One of its main advantages is compactness, 
of special value to the Navy and Marine Corps for use 
aboard carriers. The wide placement of its ducted pro
pellers also provides excellent pitch control during 

. hovering and slow speed flight. 
The third transport in the program is a "four pro

peller tandem" being developed by Curtiss-Wright.._ 
the X-19. It has primarily the same advantages and 
disadvantages of the "four duct tandem" except that the 
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propellers are not shrouded and they are tilted to pro
duce upward lift, and rotated through 90 degrees to 
produce forward thrust during cruise. Maximum speed 
of the X-19 will be 400 knots with a 350-knot cruising 
capability and a payload of six passengers or 1200 
pounds of cargo. This aircraft has been built largely 
with company funds- less than $ 1 0 million of military 
support is planned. Two prototypes are planned -the 
first reached the roll out stage on July 23 and cur
rently is being groomed for initial flight. 

Other "developmental" VTOL's in the U. S. inven
tory are being sponsored unilaterally by the Army. 
They are both jet-powered and are designed to carry 
two men at 450 knots or better. Both are intended 
for high-speed surveillance, ground support and rescue 
missions . 

The first is Lockheed's XY-4A, designed for a 7200-
pound gross weight with a relatively simple and unique 
advantage- no moving parts in the vertical lift system. 
The system consists of a series of jet pumps in the 
fuselage. These pumps augment by approximately 1.4 
times the thrust of the aircraft's two Pratt & Whitney 
JT12-A3 turbojets, each developing 3300 pounds of 
thrust, to achieve vertical flight. This aircraft flew in 
the horizontal mode in 1962 and hovered free for the 
first time in early 1963. 

General Electric lift-fans driven by the exhaust from 
two J85 turbojets, provide vertical flight capability for 
the second of these aircraft, the XV-SA . The lift-fans 
multiply the 5300 pounds of thrust produced by the 
turbojets to more than 15,000 pounds for vertical flight. 
The main advantage of lift-fan system is that it delivers 
the proper thrust for each type of flight , while the J85 
turbojets are operating at maximum efficiency with rela
tively low fuel consumption. This means the system 
delivers more pounds of thrust than the weight of the 
airplane for vertical flight, and thrust equal to one-third 
of the airplane's weight during cruise. This aircraft, 
with a Ryan-built airframe, will have a gross weight of 
11,000 pounds. Two prototypes of both the XV -4A 
and the XV-5A have been ordered by the Army. 

Turbine Engines- Non-helicopter VTOL airplanes 
did not become feasible until the advent of the gas tur
bine engine. The gas turbine is superior to the conven
tional piston engine for vertical rising aircraft because 
it is lighter and produces more power for each pound 
of engine weight. 

Today, the key to improving VTOL performance is 
to build lighter, more powerful engines. Consequently, 
much of the current optimism in the VTOL industry 
is related to the very optimistic predictions regarding 
developmental programs currently under way to boost 
gas turbine performance. 

All manufacturers indicate that the jump in perform
ance from today's engines to the next generation of 
gas turbines will be by far the biggest yet achieved. 
The jump is expected to be much greater than the one 
from the piston engine to the gas turbine. 

For comparison the best piston engine delivered 
about one horsepower per pound of engine weight, 
while the Allison YT40-A-14, which powered the Con
vair XFY-1 tail-sitter, in 1954 produced around 1.95 
horsepower per pound of engine. Today the T64 turbo
prop in the XC-142 is providing substantially better 
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General Electric and the Ryan Aeronautical Company are b ui lding 
a VTOL d es ign around a lift·fan system. 

performance at 2.51 horsepower per pound. In the next 
generation it apparently will be possible to boost this 
figure up to better than 3.5 horsepower per pound. 

The most impressive predictions , however, concern 
simple turbojet engines that do not drive propellers or 
rotors and deliver their power entirely through an ex
haust stream of hot gas. The first of the U . S. turbo
jets, the General Electric I-A produced only 1.6 pounds 
of thrust per pound of engine. During the twenty years 
since the I-A first flew, truly amazing progress has been 
made, for the best operational jet engines today have 
a thrust-to-weight ratio of 6 to 8 pounds of thrust for 
each pound of engine. It is believed by the vast major
ity of engine specialists that this thrust-to-weight ratio 
can be doubled to the range of 12 to 1 on the next 
generation of long life, "cruise-type" turbojets. 

Much better performance is expected from a new 
class of very lightweight, short-life, " lifting" turbo
jets which operate only during take-off and landing of 
VTOL aircraft to supplement the power of the cruising 
engines. Many experts believe that such engines can 
be built in the near future with a thrust-to-weight ratio 
of nearly 20 to 1. 

Most of the boost in engine performance will be 
obtained by raising the turbine wheel operating tem
perature. Current applied research indicates that the 
compressor and combustion sections of jet engines can 
be improved substantially but the major point is that 
all the manufacturers have made great strides in raising 
turbine inlet temperature. It appears possible to raise 
the temperature of the gas entering the turbines of 
present engines by more than 1,000 deg. F, to the 3,000 
and possibly 3,500 deg. F mark. Pushing this maxi
mum engine temperature up 1,000 de g. F means that 
the thrust output of an engine of any given size (air 
flow) will be increased more than two and one-half 
times. It also is predicted that this thrust improvement 
will result in only a modest rise in engine weight, so 
that the all-important thrust-to-weight ratio will be 
doubled. 

The key technical feature of the new turbine wheels 



involve cooling techniques to keep blade temperatures 
down a round 1 700 deg. F about the maximum that 
current metal alloys can stand under the heavy whirling 
loads even though the gas stream i much hotter. Sev
eral cool ing techniques are being investigated. They 
borrow heavily fro m rocket engine technology and they 
have been carried well beyond the paper planning stage. 
All major manufac turers have been running cooled tur
bine wheels in their applied re earch programs for 
some time. 

During the past decade the engineering feasib ility of 
virtually every possible type of VTOL airplane bas 
been demonstrated conclusively through flight test. It 
has been shown that ver tically r ising aircraft can use 
tilt ing rotors tilting wings, tilting engines tilting pro
pellers, deflected propeller sl ip streams deflected jet 
engine exhausts, and so on. 

One of the most important benefi ts of this past dec
ade of research has been to verify the theoretical pre
d ict ions concerning an ' orderly spectrum ' of VTOL 
aircraft . The roo t important point is that there is a 
t rade-off between cru ise speed and efficient hover time. 
Any VT L which cruises as fa t as conventional air
craft must p ay for it in low hover time. 

I t has not been possible to improve on the helicopter 
rotor fo · hovering. The large diameter rotor develops 
lift by oving a large quantity of air at slow speeds. 
lf a VTOL aircraft mission calls for hovering or very 
slow flight for 30 to 40 minutes or about 15 per cent 
of the total mission time, then the helicopter is the 
best available as far as its ability to carry payload over 
a prescribed distance. 

H owever, if a mission calls for less hover time, other 
types of VTOL become attractive. For example, if 

only about ten minutes of hover is required, the tilt
wing turboprop seems the best. Even though it con
sumes fuel about four ti.mes faster than a helicopter 
with the same payload, this VTOL's propulsion weight 
plus fuel for a ten-minute hover is about the same as 
the helicopter's, so their "hovering efficiencies ' are 
comparable for that length of time. Since the turboprop 
aircraft is not burdened by rotor drag, it can cruise at 
speeds from 350 to 400 mph compared to less than 
175 mph for most helicopters. The tilt-wing transport 
can fly farther and faster with a given payload so its 
productivity in carrying payload is much higher than a 
helicopter's, providing only ten minutes of hover is 
required. 

Still further payload productivity can be achieved if 
only about five minutes of hover are called for. The 
"hovering efficiency" of the turbojet powered VTOL 
transport is no lower than the helicopter's or turboprop 
VTOL's for this short period. This aircraft can benefit 
from all of the benefits of jet powered flight, flying at 
speeds of more than 500 mph over great ranges. 

The most laudable aspect of the current program is 
that civil as well as military problems will be investi
gated. The Federal Aviation Agency is participating 
in the operational evaluation of the XC-142 and every 
effort is being made to satisfy civil as well as military 
requirements. 

As government and industry move ahead to take 
advantage of the current technical opportunities, such 
as the new gas turbine engine technology, great efforts 
are being made to broaden civil-military cooperation. 
It is regarded generally as the best means of improving 
overall performance and widening the usefulness of all 
types of VTOL aircraft. 







thousand pounds of thrust to the 200,000-pound-thrust 
J-2 scheduled for the advance Saturn. But the M-1 , a 
hydrogen-oxygen engine now being developed, will have 
a thrust of more than one million pounds. Most upper 
stage engines now conceived will use hydrogen and 
oxygen, but industry and Government researchers con
cerned with space power systems are seeking propellant 
combinations which provide higher specific impulses 
than oxygen and hydrogen and thereby produce more 
thrust for the same amount of propellant. Among those 
being considered are hydrogen-fluorine and propellants 
containing light metals. 

Spacecraft engines must contend with a hostile space 
environment, sometimes riding dormant or coasting for 
extended periods and often confronted with a require
ment for variable thrust and multiple starts. These 
conditions necessitate the development of high-energy 
propellants which can be stored in the space environ
ment and which have high propellant density. One of 
the most promising of the propellants with these re
quirements is oxygen difluoride-diborane, but industry's 
fuel specialists know that more answers are needed, 
especially in the area of shielding propellant tanks 
against penetration by micrometeoroids which might 
be encountered in space. 

And once a vehicle gets into orbit or is fired toward 
the moon or one of the other planets, smaller space 
engines are needed to handle altitude control and mid
course maneuvering. These compact and versatile space 
engin~s must normally perform several functions at 
intermittent periods spread over an extended flight. 
Among the problems designers have discovered in try
ing to develop these smaller space engines is the 
requirement that the small power plant should pref
erably use the same porpellant as the main engine (to 
simpl ify fuel storage), and the difficulties encountered 
in cooling and getting good performance from smaller 
engines. 

But the greatest single problem thus far encountered 
in rocket engine development is something called "com
bustion oscillation." These oscillations are pressure 
fluctuations in the combustion chamber of the rocket 
engi ne which tend to increase heat transfer and can 
destroy the combustion chamber if they continue for 
any length of time. Rocket industry researchers are 
attacking this "combustion oscillation" problem on two 
fronts - by doing basic studies on why these phe
nomena occur and by developing techniques to control 
or eliminate the pressure fluctuations. 

NASA, the military services and the aerospace indus
try know that a vehicle moving in space will be much 
more efficient if it contains a system to self-generate 
requ ired power. Among the space power generation 
systems now being studied are: 

• Solar cells 
• Thermionics 
• Thermoelectric systems 
• Magnetohydrodynarnics 
• Solar heat engines 
• Batteries 
• Fuel cells 
• Engines using chemical reactants 
• Power conditioning and control equipment 
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This future space station, a "tinker-toy" type 
Spaceball, could be lofted into orbit by the 
advanced Saturn vehicle. This is one o f 
many nove l space vehicle ideas. 

Saturn assembly is shown in artist's con
ception rea dy for countdown . Eight clustered 
engines provid e 1.5 million pounds of thrust 
in first stage. 
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• Solar concentrators 
• T hermal energy storage 
In solar cells, the industry- 1ASA effort is to increase 

their efficiency over a wide temperature range, improve 
their resistance to radi a tion and decrease the cost and 
weight. One major effort in this area is a solar cell that 
can be made as a thin fi lm . These thin fi lm photo
voltaics, however, have very low efficiency and work 
is progress ing to use them ·n systems requi ring mul ti 
kilowatt levels. L arge thin film solar cells could be 
carried in a compact package for unfolding in space 
o r on the surface of the moon. 

Thermionic systems convert heat di rectly into elec
tr ical energy and do not have the radiation problems 
encountered with solar ce lls. Bas ic elements of a ther
mionic power converter are a solar collector an array 
of thermionic diodes and associated energy storage and 
power conditioning equipment . One system now bei ng 
developed is designed to deliver 135 watts on Ma rs, 
weigh only 30 pounds for the collector-conversion uni t 
and be trouble-free for one year. 

A multi-kilowatt solar power system usi ng turbo
alternators is also under development. This device 
involves a solar concentrator, a boi ler and hea t storage 
un it, a turbogenerato r and associated components, 
pumps and radiators. With mercury vapor as the work
ing fluid , the present system will deliver three kilowatts 
of power. But scientists believe th is type of system wi ll 
be usable for 30 or more kilowatts. 

Today's primary method of sto ring energy fo r power 
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generation is the battery . Current batteries are alkaline 
electrolyte cells using electrode combinations like nickel
cadmium, silver-cadmium and silver-zinc. Research on 
advanced systems indicates theoretical energies 25 times 
as great as nickel-cadmium can be obtained, and indus
try and NASA scientists are exploring these possibilities. 

Fuel cells, which are compact and have few or no 
moving parts, have high energy-conversion efficiencies 
_ 70 per cent or higher. Although the Gemini and 
Apollo spacecraft will employ fuel cells containing 
hydrogen and oxygen as the reactants, studies are under 
way on advanced models. For low temper~ture f~el 
cells, liquid or solid membran~ ~lectr?lyte 1s consid
ered satisfactory. Molten caustic IS bemg planned for 
intermediate temperatures and molten salts and solid 
oxides are considered ideal for high temperatures. 
Other fuel cell research being conducted involves pulsed 
operation to reduce the wei~ht of t~e syste~ and extend 
its operating life, and studies of biOchemical fuel cells 
which utilize human waste for energy. 

Chemical engines can be used to generate space 
ower on missions lasting a few hours or a few days 

~nd for intermittent use over longer ~·eriods. Several 

doff nt types both piston and turbiOe, are usable. 
J ere ' . I . h. h h 

Current studies involve chemrca engmes w I~ use t e 
eactants as those employed for propulsron of the 

same r ff · b · d d 
ft and a major e ort IS e10g con ucte on spacecra , . · ·d d 

a chemical power plant usmg mtrogen tetraoxr e an 
a hydrazine mix. . 

I ddition to the "conventwnal" rocket boosters 

do a power systems, NASA, the aerospace indus-an space C .. 
d the Atomic Energy ommrssron are deeply 

try an 1 · th · , · 1 d 1·0 efforts to use nuc ear power 10 e natron s mvo ve . 1 
rogram Basrcally, the goa s are to develop: 

space P
1 

roc. ket systems and b) nuclear electric a) nuc ear 
d ropulsion systems. 

power an lp r rocket will emerge from a development 
The nuc ea b 

· olving KIWI (ground- ased research reac-
program mv R h . NERV A ( Nuclear Energy esearc Vehrcle) 
~~r~ ) RrFT ( Reactor in Flight Test). _The reactor. tech-

b · obtained from KIWI w1ll be used m the 
nology emg · d NERVA · A tr bt propulsiOn system an will be 
N_ERV ~g in the RIFf stage. The RIFT stage will 
fhght t_es te d t fit the Saturn V launch vehicle. 
be desrgne orgy for electric power and electric pro-

Nuclear ene . . 
. will be needed m the space program 10 ranges 

pulswn f kilowatts to many megawatts. Among 
of hun~reds 0 h.ch will require these power levels are 
h oJects w J . t e. ~r d space platforms, manned mterplane-

orbrtmg mannf~ communications satellites and un
tary spac~c ra t~ry probes. On-board power require
manne~ P ~n: communications, life support systems, 
ments mv_o.~ (some 30 to 60 kilowatts) and addi-
d t acqu JSJtJOO I h a a "Jl be needed to prope t e spacecraft. . 1 ·power W I . S . tiona 8 E lectrical Generatmg ystem now bemg 
The SNAPb industry, NASA and AEC will handle 
developed d ower requ irements of_ a 20?,000-pound 
the on-boar P ith no di ffic ulty wh1le usmg only two 
space platform w I "ght 

f the tota wei . 
per cent 0 · . terplanetary spacecraft of the fu ture, 

A manne? h
1
; weigh more than a million pounds, 

however, f!l1g ·bital assembly and would need a large 
might reqwre 01 ulsion system calling for 20 to 30 
electric rocket prop 
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megawatts of electrical power. Since the usefulness of 
an electrically propelled spacecraft depends directly on 
the weight of the nuclear power electrical genera tion 
system for the electric rockets, space engine scie ntists 
feel they must develop a power generation system of 
10 pounds per kilowatt or less including shielding. If 
this can be attained, a spacecraft weight competitive 
with a nuclear rocket would result for a manned mis
sion to Mars. But some degree of the difficulties 
involved is apparent in a comparison with SNAP-8, 
a low power system which weighs about 1 00 pounds 
per kilowatt. 

To propel spacecraft electrically, scientists and engi
neers are studying three main types of electric rocket 
engines. The arc jet develops thrust by heating a work
ing fluid (hydrogen, ammonia, etc.) and expanding it 
through a nozzle. The ion engine involves the use of 
electrostatic forces and reactions to accelerate a work
ing fluid (cesium, mercury, etc.) to develop thrust. 
The plasma engine uses electromagnetic forces to accel
erate plasmas to develop thrust. Although the a rc jet 
is the electric engine considered closest to attainment, 
all three types require extensive development and test
ing before they will be ready for use in space. A test 
program is already planned by NASA and AEC as 
Project SERT (Space Electric Rocket Test). 

The cooperative endeavor of thousands of space 
propulsion scientists working for the aerospace indus
try and several Government agencies will result in an 
expanding U. S. space program to provide ever-new 
information about the universe . But the problem areas 
are so varied that the advancement will come only 
after a step-by-step learning process covering all types 
of engines usable in space. 



A nuclear-prope lled veh icle in a moon-landing mission is shown in th is artist's conception. 

MAJOR STEPS IN NUCLEAR ROCKET PROGRAM 
K IWI NERVA RIFT STAGE FLIGHT TEST 
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The construction of an exact reproduction of the Wright Flyer was a stiff challenge in " reverse" technology 
for the National Capital Section of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronaut ics, the aerospace 
technical and professional society. The program, Project 6tl- marking the 60th Anniversary of man's first 
powered flight by the Wright Brothers- was accomplished by about 50 volunteers from the AIAA section 
membership, with assistance from aerospace companies. Most of the engineers and scientists are engaged 
in daily jobs involving missiles, spacecraft and supersonic aircraft. Maj. Gen. Marvin C. Demler (USAF), 
chairman of the National Capital Section, sums it up: "It was more difficult to build the Wright plane today 
than it was 60 years ago. The project demanded the acquisition of new talents from our space age experts. 
The materials and techniques available to Orville and Wilbur Wright have, in most cases, been replaced or 
forgotten. Stepping back 60 years to construct the plane as it was proved a highly challenging task." The 
first step was to locate and purchase materials. Spruce and ash woods of the desired quality were found in 
a Baltimore, Md., lumber yard; special brass fittings came from Long Island; muslin wing covering was 
donated by a New York City fabric house. The Pratt & Whitney Division of United Aircraft Corp. built the 
engine- a precise machine that would run if pistons and connecting rods were added; the skid assembly 
was constructed by the PneumoDynamics Corp., and the chain gear propeller drives by Western Gear Co. 
Most of the work on such parts as forward surface assemblies, propellers, shafts and aft rudders were done 
in home workshops. A group of engineers at the Patuxent Naval Air Test Station built the wings in the base 
hobby shop on off-hours. Final assembly of all the components was done at a hangar in Arlington, Va. The 
Wright Flyer reproduction was presented to the Wright Memorial Museum at Kill Devil Hills, N. C., site of the 
historic flight made on Dec. 17, 1903. The original Wright plane is displayed at the Smithsonian Institution 
in Washington, and another authentic full-scale model, built by the Los Angeles Section of AIAA, is exhibited 
at the organization's building in Los Angeles. The British Science Museum in London displays another repro
duction which replaced the original Wright Flyer when it was returned to the United States in 1948. 

WRIGHT FLYER 
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1. John S.. Attinello (left) and Hal An
drews, co-chain:nen of Project 60, 
check blueprints against the original 
Wright Flyer which is displayed in 
the Smithsonian Institution in 
Was ~on-

2- Patuxent Naval Air Test Station 
engineers study wing drawings_ Left 
to right are: Harry Down, John 
Paradis, Joe Jennings and Gene 
Rooney_ 

J_ Ben Poindexter checks wing rib fit_ 

4- James Trent places a wing rib in 
position between the wing spars_ 
The ribs and spars were made of 
spruce, the same wood the Wright 
Brothers used in the originaL 

5- Nathan Frank carefully reads the 
blueprints of the Wright Flyer be
fore proceeding with the next step 
of reconstruction_ Engineers found 
some discrepancies between the 
blueprints and the Wright model in 
the Smithsonian_ 
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6. Poindexter places a wing rib along 
the curve of a plywood template. 
Precis ion of AIAA members engaged 
in the wing construction was proven 
during final assembly. 

7. Dow n holds a fitting in place while 
Nathan solders a joint. 

8. Lt. Cmdr. Tom Kastner, US N (cen· 
ter), goes over a fine point of w ing 
construction with Trent and Poin
dexter. Each step of construction 
was m eticuously planned. W ing 
assembly was one of the most diffi 
cult assignments in the reconstruc
tion of the Flyer. 

9. Spacers in the ribs required del i 
cate handling to assure that the 
exact curvature was obtained. 

10. Volunteers from the Navy's Patux
ent station check the alignment of 
the wing spars. The Patuxent group 
used the facilities of their base 
hobby shop to assemble the win gs. 

11. Wing assemblies were laid out on 
saw horses. Metal clips were used 
to attach the ribs to spars. 

12. Wing covering was supplied by a 
New York fabric manufacturer. Fab
ric was laid across the wing on the 
bias to eliminate slack. 

13. A wire was run completely around 
the wing to secure the covering. 
Wing covering was taut after final 
assembly. 

14. Wing sections are shown in final 
assembly stage. Wright Brothers 
used a technique of wing warping 
for lateral (banking) control of their 
aircraft. Ailerons are used in mod
ern aircraft for this purpose. 
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15. Walter Sheen, retired RAF Air Vice Marshal 
uses a micrometer in final check of a pro
peller shaft made in his home workshop. 
The chain drive sprocket wheels in fore
ground were contributed by industry. 

16. Marshal Sheen begins machining of pro
peller shaft. 

17. Richard Hartley checks blade twist during 
painstaking process of carving propeller 
from laminated spruce blank. 

18. Rudder frame is aligned by volunteers 
Richard Murphy (left) and J. R. Kirby. 

19. Forward surfaces and outrigger assembly 
are being mated in a jig by Murphy, Kirby 
and Capt. P. G. Holt, USN. 

20. Technicians refer to complete set of Wright 
blueprints tacked to wall of British Aircraft 
Corp. hangar during final assembly opera
tions. 

21. William Harvey checks tension on one of a 
host of rigging wires- the first "built-in 
headwind." 

22. Volunteers begin first steps in lengthy sew
ing job required in joining wing sections. 

23. Wing dihedral angle and general rigging 
alignment were checked constant ly during 
final assembly. 
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24. Sprocket wheel is placed on the drive 
shaft. Major parts made in various home 
workshops and industry plants were in
variably exact fits. 

25. Maj. Gen. Demler (left) and Marshal 
Sheen watch engine being mounted by 
Lt. Cmdr. Kastner. Gen. Demler is head 
of the Research and Technology Division 
of the Air Force Systems Command. 

26. Part of the force of volunteer workers 
pose before the aircraft just prior to 
completion. The time from the idea of 
reconstruction through planning, work 
assignment, fabrication and assembly 
was about two years. 



Air Force Associat ion Citat ion of Honor was awarded to George F. Hannaum, retired vice president of the 
Aerospace Industr ies Association, at AFA's convention in Washington. The longtime AlA executive was 
chosen for his years of effort toward " furthering milita ry-i ndustry teamwork." In photo above, from left to 
r ight are Paul Nitze, now Secretary of the Navy; Dr. W. Randolph Lovelace II, new AFA president; Lt. Gen. 
Thomas P. Gerri ty, USAF, Deputy Ch ief of Staff/ Systems and Logistics, and standing Mr. Hannaum and 
J. B. Montgomery, t hen AFA president. James H. Stra ube!, executive director of AFA, pointed out that this 
was the first in its seventeen years of honoring civil ians and military for distinguished service to aerospace 
power, that AFA has bestowed a citation on an execut ive of a trade association. 
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By JAMES J. HAGGERTY, JR. 
Associate Editor, Aerospace 

A sharper focus on military space requirements, 
increasing accent on defense against enemy 

ICBM's, efforts to improve the performance and effec
tiveness of our retaliatory missiles, and development of 
a variety of new aircraft types- these are the major 
goals of a broad research and development program 
to be carried out by the Department of Defense in 
Fiscal Year 1965. 

The program, outlined by Defense Secretary Robert 
S. McNamara in his annual posture statement to the 
Congress, provides an excellent guideline to the type 
of defense systems the military services will be operat
ing in the future. Despite a funding reduction of about 
a quarter of a billion dollars from the current year's 
level, the program remains, the Secretary said, "a well
balanced and vigorous research <tnd development effort, 
an effort which is sufficiently comprehensive and chal
lenging to retain the interest and support of the most 
capable technical talent _av_ailable." 

The Defense appropnatton requested for Research, 
Development, Test and Evaluation in FY 1965 is 
$6.722 billion, the three per cent reduction from FY 
1964 stemming largely from termination or reorienta
tion of a number of R&D projects. 

In his statement, Secretary McNamara paid par-
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ticular attention to space R&D projects, funding for 
which will total $1.4 7 4 billion or slightly more than 
20 per cent of the RDT&E appropriation. 

The major new space project is the Air Force's 
Manned Orbiting Laboratory, which will consist of a 
pressurized cylinder, or laboratory, topped by a Gemini 
B launch j re-entry command capsule. Two astronauts 
will occupy the capsule during launch (booster is the 
Titan Ill-C vehicle) , then move into the laboratory, 
which will be large enough to accommEJdate "a consid
erable amount" of military equipment. For the return 
to earth (after up to two weeks of experimentation), 
the astronauts will go back to the Gemini B, fire the 
retrorockets and "de-orbit", leaving the laboratory in 
space. 

Other space projects mentioned, in addition to 
Titan III, include Air Force participation in the Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration's Gemini 
program, continuing work on _the _nuclear tes~ detection 
satellite (Vela) and the NavigatiOnal Satellite System 
(Transit ) , additional study of the Satellite Inspector, 
and advanced rocket engine development in both liquid 
and solid propellant systems. In the latter category 
funds are requested for ground testing of a space 
maneuvering propulsion unit. 

Although there is a clear requirement for a milita ry 
satellite communications system, said the Secretary, 
DOD is exploring the possibility that the Communica
tions Satellite Corp. may be able to provide this 
capability. 

Considerable developmental effort will be devoted 
to improvement of the strategic re~aliatory and air/ 
missile defense forces. In the strategic area, the Secre-
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tary disclosed plans for a reviSion of the Minuteman 
ICBM force. A large number of Minuteman I silos 
will be "retrofitted" with Minuteman II, which will 
have longer range, improved accuracy, greater flexi
bility in choice of targets, better survivability and the 
capability of being triggered into action by a radio 
impulse from an airborne command station. 

Work will continue on development of the Medium 
Range Ballistic Missile "for possible use in a European 
sea-borne force or elsewhere in the world. " New sys
tems under study include an improved version of the 
Polaris missile, beyond the 2,500-mile range A-3 
model, and advanced strategic aircraft which could 
serve as airborne missile platforms. 

In the defense ca tegory, the major R&D program is 
the anti-ICBM missile, involving additional develop
ment of the Nike-Zeus and Sprint missiles and the 
Multi-function Array Radar (MAR), " which would 
have the capability to acquire and track a la rge num
ber of objects simultaneously, thus reducing the prob
ability that the system's rate of fire could be limited 
by saturating the radar." _ 

Development will also continue on an advanced 
bomb alarm system called NUDETS, for Nuclear Deto
nation Detection and Reporting System, which detects 
A-bomb bursts and automatically reports them to com
mand centers. The Secre tary mentioned that a nation
wide NUDETS network is "a future possibility," 
depending on 1965 tests of the first complex. 

Other defensive development measures include con
tinuing studies, toward selection of an improved 
manned interceptor for defense against m anned bomb-



w methods of defense against sub-launc?ed 
ers and ne better sonar equipment (ProJeCt . il s such as f b 
miSS e. ' . ft-roonitored sonobuoys or su 
A IS) and aircra . h "k.ll" rte~ The Nike-X battery would provide t e I 
detectiOn: ubmarine/ missile defense. 
element m s McNamara broke down the R DT&E pro

Sec~etarKve categories : Research; Exploratory Devel-
gram mto d d Development; Engineering Develop-

nt· A vance N d ] d opm~ ' d Management and Support. o eta1 e 
ment, an provided for the sixth category : Opera
breakdown was Development. Here is the outline of 
tional ~yste~sOD will conduct during FY 1965: 
the projects 

ESEARCH . f 
R h "realm of ideas and theon es rom ribed as t e · · n 

Desc d devices and invent10ns eventua y 
which adv~nce t ory covers basic and some applied 

" tlus ca eg 1 . 
emerge, . h sical and environmenta sc1ence~, 
research 

1
.n th~ ~h~logy, sociology, biology and medl

mathematics, P Y b d et request calls for $376,000,000, 
cal sciences. Th~ u g ver FY 1964 allowing a slight 
a $39,000,000 Ilncrelasef oresearch e fl!or~ for each of the 
. . n the eve o . A 
mcrease I Ad need Resear h ProJects gency. 
services and the va 

EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT~ . 
. d. re activi t"es directed toward 

Under this hea mg. ~ 11iems " the pool of 
1 · f specific military pro ' 

so utJ?n o from which fu ture weapon systems 
techmcal k~owledge d . d , The funding request is 
will be devised and esJgne · FY 1964 
for $1.126 billion, approximately the same as . 
By service, it includes: . f 

Army New and improved p~opuls10.t1 systems or 
aircraft, studies of new night-viewmg eqmpment, rocket 

propellant research, and "armor defeating projectiles." 

Navy New surveillance and detection devices for 
both ships and aircraft, research on missile propellants, 
guidance systems and countermeasures, and advanced 
aircraft concepts with emphasis. on simplicity, en
durance and low-speed characteristics. More than 
$100,000,000 will be expended on problems related 
to antisubmarine warfare. 

Air Force About one-fourth of the USAF Explor
atory development total of $308,000,000 will be de
voted to space-related subjects, such as guidance, flight 
control, propulsion, life sciences and electromagnetic 
techniques. In other areas, the USAF will investigate 
new propulsion cycles for hypersonic manned aircraft, 
laminar flow control in supersonic flight and improve
ments in reconnaissance, communications, command 
and control and intelligence techniques. 

ARPA The Advanced Research_ Projects Agency's 
$238,000,000 allocation will be spent largely on thJ:ee 
major programs: Project Defender, development of 
systems for defense against ballistic missiles; Project 
Vela, research on detection of nuclear explosions, both 
underground and at high altitude; and Project Agile, 
designed to provide R&D support "for remote area 
conflict" problems. 

ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTS 

This category includes projects which have advanced 
to the point where experimental hardware is required 
for test purposes. It includes: 

Army Continuing development of heavy lift or 
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"flying crane" helicopters, the Shillelagh antitank 
weapon system, and a field army air defense system to 
replace the Nike Hercules and Hawk missiles. 

Navy An expansion of hardware developmeht for 
ASW missions, development of a new special warfare 
or counterinsurgency aircraft, and a feasibility program 
on the use of Air Cushion Ships for certain special 
applications. 

Air Force Continuing investigation of concepts for 
an Advanced ICBM, the X-15 project, and a TAC 
Fighter Avionics program designed to improve night 
and all-weather weapons delivery of such new aircraft 
as the F-lllA (TFX). 

In addition to the foregoing, the three services 
will cooperate jointly on two advanced development 
programs. One involves continuing development of 
V/STOL aircraft, including the tilt-wing XC-142, the 
tilting ducted fan X-22A, and the tilting propeller 
X-19A. The other tri-service project is development 
of a new surveillance aircraft, a "less vulnerable, more 
versatile" successor to the Army's Mohawk, and new 
propulsion systems for this type aircraft. 

ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENTS 

Projects in this category are those being engineered 
for service use but not yet approved for production. 
They include: 

Army An extensive effort on the Nike-X AICBM 
system ($3'34,000,000), plus an additional $40,000,000 
for continuing Nike-Zeus development. Missile pro
grams are: Mauler, a mobile general purpose weapon; 
Lance, a self-propelled, air-transportable field weapon 
system; and TOW, a wire-guided heavy anti-tank 
weapon. A $23,000,000 allocation will continue sup
port of the Light Observation Helicopter. An unspeci
fied amount is provided for the aircraft suppressive 
fire program, which is concerned with the adaptation 
of machine guns, rockets and anti-tank missiles to 
Army aircraft. · 

Navy Continuing development of the regenerative 
turboprop engine and the air-to-surface free-fall weap
on, Walleye. Engineering development will be initiated 
on an unidentified medium range air-to-surface weapon 
which would enable aircraft to attack heavily defended 
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targets. Another new project Is a quick-reaction ASW 
weapon for use aboard the Sea Hawk Destroyer Escort 
System. 

Air Force An additional $92,000,000 is author
ized for engineering development of the B-70 bomber, 
which will finance all but $25 ,000,000 of the $I .5 bil
lion program; the remaining funds are programmed 
for FY 1966. Included in this category is funding for 
the MRBM and the airborne missile platform, the 
latter a $5,000,000 item . Also included is $7 ,000,000 
for work on a new Heavy Logistic Support Aircraft 
(CX), capable of lifting outsize items of military 
equipment such as ICBM's, radars, communications 
vans, aircraft wings, etc. 

MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT 

The M&S category involves funding for research and 
development installations such as ranges, test faci lities 
and laboratories, and specialized technical services pro
vided under contract by non-government organizations. 

Army Funding of $93,000,000 is requested for 
the operation of the White Sands Missile Range and 
$168,000,000 is required for general support of Army 
research laboratories, test facilities and proving grounds. 

Navy A sum of $208,000,000 is allocated for sup
port of Navy laboratories, test centers and other 
RDT&E field activities. The operation of the Pacific 
Missile Range, including the Pt. Arguello and Pt. Pillar 
facilities, requires $159,000,000. An unspecified 
amount will go for operation of AUTEC (Atlantic 
Undersea Test and Evaluation Center) , a test facility 
for ASW and other undersea equipment. 

Air Force Support of the Air Force Systems Com
mand and its complex of installations, construction of 
new facilities and other AF support programs will 
require funding of $666,000,000. This includes ap
proximately $100,000,000 for contract services by 
independent organizations. A separate allocation of 
$231,000,000 is provided for operation of the Atlantic 
Missile Range and support of NASA space efforts. 

Beginning in FY 1965, the USAF will assume 
responsibility for operation of the Navy's Pt. Arguello 
and Pt. Pillar facilities, and M&S funds allocated to the 
Navy will be transferred. 



Aerospace Exports 

IIlli.. Ill lli{I~'I,PI .. l\(~1~ 
I 

The current tra. nsAtlantic c ~petition over the supersonic transport (SST) once again focuses attention 
on the importance of _A~encan aerospace ~xl?orts and the balance of payments problem. 

As the Federal Av1at1on Agency a.nd a1rhnes _of th~ ~orld study the design proposals of three 
airframe and three engine prod\IC~r.s to bUild an Amencan a1rhner capable of flying at speeds up to 2ooo 
miles per hour, they. know the llnttsh and French are well along on a competitive aircraft with a speed 
potential of 1400 m1les an hour. . . . . 

To a large extent, the success o~ fa1lure of the Amencan SST w1l1 determme whether foreign airline 
pour hundreds of millions of dollars mto the U. S: over the next decade to buy the airplane or whether 
u. s. carriers spend comparable sums ~broad to 1mport the Concorde. 

u. s. aerospace fim1s concerned w1th exports have a!way_s been challenged by foreign produ ers who e 
sales efforts invariably had the endorsement and support 0f the1r own governments. Although the American 
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COMPARISONS OF AERONAUTIC AND TOTAL U. S. EXPORTS 
1946-1963 

(In Millions of Dollars) 

Total U. S. 
Merchandise Total Aeronaut ic Per Cent 

Year Exported Products Exported of Total 

1946 $ 9,500.2 $ 115.3 1.2 

1952 15,025.7 603.2 4.0 

1956 18,839.7 1,059.3 5.6 

1957 20,850.3 1,028.0 4.9 

1958 17,892.7 971.5 5.4 

1959 17,566.2 769.5 4.4 

1960 20,549.7 1,329.5 6.5 

1961 20,962.1 1,208.8 5.8 

1962 20,945.0 1,435.5 6.9 

1963* 22,288.0 1,280.0 5.7 

*Estimated 



companies have traditionally lacked the same measure 
of U. S. Government support- and this applies even 
on the SST sales effort - they nevertheless feel ex
tremely optimistic about the near fu ture. 

The year 1963 marked the fourth consecutive year 
that U. S. aerospace exports exceeded the billion dollar 
level. During the six years ending with 1963 Ameri
can aerospace exports reduced the outflow of gold 
by more than $6.4 b illion (see chart) . Despite this 
high level of export sales, some industry experts believe 
a $2 billion annual level 'is not totall unrealistic for 
1970 and beyond." 

Exports of aircraft materiel , not col}nting equipment 
furnished America s allies under Mutual A id and Mili
tary Assistance Programs have accounted for a grow
ing percentage of the industry's total sales in recent 
years. 

Between 19 5 and 1962, 16 .7 per cent of the total 
sales of aircraft, a ircraft engines and parts went abroad. 
I n 1963, this segment of the aerospace industry pro
duced total sales of $5.5 billion, of which $1.3 billion 
- or 23.1 per cent - was delivered to foreign custom
ers. The imp rtance of exports to the overall industry 
is increasing! evident because overall sales of aircraft, 
engines and parts declined from $8 .7 billion in 1958 
to $5 .5 billi n in 1963. 

But exports are not limited to manned aircraft or 
even to planes and missiles. Dr. Hugh L. Dryden, 

Deputy Administrator of tlie National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration, reports that over the past three 
years, "foreign nations have spent over $16 million in 
this country on procurement o sounding rockets, pay
loads, electronic equipment, communications ground 
terminals, test and other facilities, solar cells, power, 
and telemetry packs, and other space hardware." It 
seems logical that as other nations expand their own 
space activities, they will procure, much of the needed 
equipment from U.S. producers. 

Until now, however, the aeronautical rather than 
the astronautical segment of the aerospace industry has 
accounted for the major effort to reduce America's 
outflow of cash. Aircraft, aircraft parts and equip
ment have been substantial dollar earners over the 
years, to a point where they represented almost 6 per 
cent of all the merchandise sold to foreign nations in 
1963 (see chart) . 

One of the most important reasons. why the Ameri
can aerospace industry has been successful over the 
years in selling its aeronautical products abroad is tbe 
technological and economic superiority of U. S.-built 
aircraft and parts. 

Foreign aircraft manufacturers have had and will 
continue to have a distinct advantage in the cost of 
labor. For example: in 1961 , the_ average hourly wage 
of all U. S. productiOn workers; mcluding fringe bene
fits, was $2. 71. In France, the average hourly wage, 



Value 
(in millions) 

$12.350 

1959 956 14.494 

1960 1,484 27.335 

1961 1,581 29.531 

1962 1,468 31.299 

1963 1,578 35.173 

including fringes, was 70 cents. In Italy it was 68 cents. 
In the United Kingdom it was $1.06 (for men). By 
contrast, American plants building aircraft, aircraft 
engines and parts in 1961 paid average hourly wages 
of $2.93, plus extensive fringe benefits. 

Foreign aircraft companies have other advantages. 
They often obtain direct support from the governments 
for manufacturing operations. They can and do par
ticipate in inter-governmental manufacturing combines. 

But the most significant sales impediment, as far as 
U. S. aerospace producers are concerned, lies in the 
fact that most of the foreign airlines which are poten
tial customers for transport planes are partial or com
plete instrumentalities of their governments. Of the 
109 foreign carriers, about 65 of the largest are either 
completely or better than 51 per cent owned by their 
governments. 

Sales of other civil aircraft to foreign customers have 
also been climbing. Utility aircraft eJfports reported by 
four major general aviation producers (Aero Com
mander, Beech, Cessna and Piper) have increased 
nearly three-fold in six years (see chart) . 

Past successes with aerospace exports are not neces
sarily indicative of future progress in the export field. 
Although leading Government officials, including 
President Johnson, Commerce Secretary Hodges and 
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others, have stressed the need for an upsurge in the 
sale of American goods abroad, the regulations which 
might lead to increased aerospace exports are archaic. 

The sale of military aerospace equipment is a case 
in point. American producers are convinced that State 
Department and Department of Defense procedures 
required before U. S. salesmen and their products are 
"cleared" to approach foreign governments hamper 
sales. All too frequently, by the time a representative 
of a U. S. aerospace company has obtained the needed 
authorizations, a competitive aircraft or missile has 
already been sold by a British or French company 
because their salesman arrived on the scene first. 

Obviously, a key to greater sales of U. S. military 
aerospace products abroad i's international financing. 
The U. S. Export-Import Bank, while not specifically 
prohibited from financing military aerospace products, 
tends to shy away unless there are overwhelming 
reasons why it would be in the national interest to 
do so. 

Paul H. Nitze, now the Secretary of the Navy, spoke 
as the Assistant Secretary of Defense for International 
Security Affairs when he recently told an AlA export 
meeting at Colorado Springs: 

"Government and commercial financial mechanisms 
must find a way to provide some $3 billion or more in 



I. 

d.t ssistance over the next decade; and we need 
ere 1 a d' · d d better Executive Branch c'?ohr madtiOn, proce . urdes an, 

es to cooperate wtt an support m ustry s resourc . . . . , 
bilities and tmtiattve. 

capa t y Nitze added that, "We need some Ameri-
Secre ar · 1 b k. d · ·ty from the commercta an mg an msur-n ingenm k il ca unities as to the best ways to rna e ava -

ance com~ redits of up to $3 billion on the military 
abl~ expo; a~count over the next 10 years. 
eqmpme~w big is the sales potential for military aero-

Just h t ? Mr. Nitze estimates that between 1963 
space e;~or ~-uropean and Far Eastern natio~s ec?
and . 

19 
'ca able of acquiring defense matenel will 

nomtcally P $65 billion. These nations ac ount for 
spend $5

5 
to f U s military exports, wl.ile Latin 

80 p~r cenht 
0
Near · E~st and Southeast Asi , buy the 

Amenca, t e 

rest d" 11111 N"t . h ext three years accor mg to n,~~·r . 1 ze, 
Over t e n ' $ b"ll" 1 • 1 d . 1 potential of more than 5 1 to ' me u -there ts a sa es ·1r · th 

. $3 5 billion in Europe and $750 mt ton m e 1
Fng E · t This estimate made in a study conducted 

ar as . ' . h St t 
in consultation with overseas representatives, t e a e 
Department and industry, assumes. that 75 per cent 
of the expenditures by these countnes would be spent 
in Europe or Japan. The remaining 25 per cent of 
friendly nations' spending might go to the U. S. 

769.5 68.1 

1960 1,329.5 60.9 

1961 1,208.8 151.7 

1962 1,435.5 128.2 

1963 1,280.0 95.0 

Totals 6,994.8 582.5 

through direct sales, licensing and cooperative pro
duction arrangements. 

The Nitze estimate is that military products can 
account for exports ranging from $1 to $1 .5 billion 
each year through 1971, including 40 per cent for 
ground forces, 35 per cent to air forces and 25 per cent 
for naval forces. The aerospace industry should be able 
to participate "significantly" in the potential military 
export market, Mr. Nitze believes. 

AlA and industry officials most concerned with ex
ports are convinced the full potential can be achieved 
if: 

( 1) The Treasury, State, Defense, Export-Import 
Bank and Foreign Credit Insurance Association 
agencies make certain that credit and political 
risk guarantees are issued to commercial banks 
to finance military exports. 

(2) The Treasury, State and Defense Departments 
work to expand Export-Import Bank policies 
to include the financing of aerospace exports. 

( 3) The Defense Department establishes a rotating 
fund to finance aerospace exports directly. 

( 4) Tax policies are modified to provide incentives 
for export expansion. 
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NEW FLG 

General aviation, which includes all flying with the 
exception of the military and commercial air 

carriers, today is preparing for its period of greatest 
growth. 

Although general aviation has continued to grow at 
a steady rate to become a prominent factor in air 
transportation, it has served primarily only those peo
ple who want to fly. Now it is serving those who need 
to travel. True, those who want to fly. have found 
profit and productivity as well as pleasure. But until 
recent years the need to travel extensively, to travel 
rapidly, and to travel to diverse locations was not 
extensive. 

Twenty years ago only one out of ten new industrial 
plants was constructed in non-metropolitan centers. 
By 1961 this was reversed and eight out of ten new 
plants are buirf in non-metropolitan areas. This decen
tralization creates complex business travel patterns, and 

AT ERNS 
causes the need for increased usage of the general 
aviation airplane. 

Where formerly only a crosstown drive was needed 
for family visits, today increasing numbers find the trip 
stretching across the state or across the country. Where 
business travel was concentrated in a few large com
mercial and industrial cities, it now reaches into towns 
and villages. 

While this churning has been going on , creating the 
need to travel, the means has been bec9ming more 
difficult. The tremendous advances made in the design 
of commercial airliners have resulted in long-range air
planes carrying more people greater distances . Accus
tomed to the swiftness and dependability of scheduled 
air transportation from one metropolitan center to 
another, increasing numbers of individuals now are 
turning to general aviation for the same swift, depend
able transportation from one non-metropolitan center 



to another non-metropoli tan center and from small 
towns to hub commercial and industrial cities. 

As more individuals begin to use the private a irplane 
for personal travel, they are fi nding thoroughly proven 
advanced vehicles. P robably no o ther instrument of 
public convenience bad been so far advanced by the 
t ime it was accepted in la rge numb rs by the public. 
Certa inly the automobile was still in the crank-sta rting, 
isinglass curta in stage when there were mmions more 
autos than there now a re a irplanes. 

With the physical equipment advanced to the stage 
of readiness for the " traveler as well as the " flyer", 
manufactu rers now are turning increased attention to 
t e su rrounding c nditions which can provide orderly 
growth . 

T he three broad areas which will directly affect the 
inevitable growth of general- aviation are airports, air
space, and a ir pil ts. 

T here m ust b adequate ground facilities at either 
end of the route an airplane tr avels. T he airspace in 
wh ich the airpl ne moves must be man aged p roperly. 
T he pilo ts must be adequately ~rained a,nd licensed fo r 
the individuals' needs 'to fly m today s a ircraft and 
environment. 

E arly in 1963 the manufacturers of general aviation 
aircraft and engines set up committees within the 
Utility Airplane Council of the Aerospace Industries 
Association to investigate the roblems of these areas 
and to develop specific action: 

The subcommittee on airport development is attack
ing one of the basic retardants to general aviation
inadequate and unavailable airports. While there are 
more than 8,000 airports into which most of general 
aviation airplanes operate, these ground facilities are 
d_i ~appearing at an alarming rate in and near large 
Cities. In addition, many small and medium size cities 
do not have even the minimum needs for air accessi
bility. 

Critical areas are developing, such as Southern Cali
fornia, where airports are fast reaching capacity, both 
from the amount of traffic handled and the land area 
available for airplane parking. Thousands of medium 
and sma~l towns either do not accept the airport as a 
commumty asset or do accept it but tax it on a high 
rate basis. 

A wa~e that the lack of understanding of the airport's 
overalii"_lPOrtance to a community underlies the apathy 
toward airports, the UAC Airport Development Com-



mittee is researching the economic impact which gen
eral aviation has on entire communities. Scores of 
examples are developing. 

A small Southern community which did not have 
an airport invested $150,000 to construct landing facili
ties for a single airplane and the local citizens recognize 
it as the best investment the town ever made. The 
airport was built because a corporation, which wanted 
to locate a new plant in the city, operates its own air
plane as a business tool and considers it essential to 
productive, economic business management. 

With construction of the airport, the plant site was 
agreed upon and an operation employing 300 persons 
was started. Retail sales in the community have in
creased more than $1,000,000 a year, benefiting every 
individual in the area. 

At the other extreme, a metropolitan complex like 
greater New York can trace specific community-wide 
benefits from general aviation facilities . In the past 
five years, the Long Island community of Islip calcu
lates that 160 new retail establishments have come into 
being to support the people working at jobs which the 
proximity of MacArthur Airport brought to the area. 

Across the Hudson, a New Jersey community ques
tioned firms employing 86 per cent of all industrial 
workers in the county. The objective was to determine 
whether the local airport should be expanded or closed . 
Approximately one-third of the firms responded that 
development of a modern airport facility would be an 
inducement to remain and to expand. Only 24 per cent 
of the companies operate their own aircraft but 62.6 
per cent of the firms commented on the advantage of 
a good airport for their customer and supplier con
venience. 

With this type of concrete documentation of general 
aviation's economic importance, the UAC Airport 
Development Committee will aim education programs 
at all levels of community life. 

"Until the public recogni~s that the airport is as 
vital to a community's economic bloodstream as is its 
streets, highways, docks , or tracks," says J. W . Miller, 
Director of Marketing, Piper Aircraft Corporation and 
Chairman of the Airport Development Committee, 
"until this happens it will be overtaxed, under sup
ported, and sought after by every real estate developer 
in sight." 

The project of .the Committee is to develop data and 
to disseminate it so that communities will be aware 
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that every time they plow up a runway, part of the 
economic future is plowed under with it. 

Coinciding with the need for a place to land and 
a place to take off, is the need for practical mobility 
in the airspace. This is another area of great interest 
of Utility Airplane Council members. 

"It is an area which needs much study before specific 
recommendations and actions can be taken," states 
John Ferris, Vice President of Marketing, Lycoming 
Division of A vco, who is now Chairman of the Edu
cation Committee and of the Airspace Usage Sub
Committee. 

Although the UAC still is studying ways to reach 
the solution, the problem and objective are clear: regu
lations which permit the greatest utilization of all 
airspace for the greatest number with maximum safety. 

The partnership which is developing between sched
uled airlines and general aviation points up the need 
for joint use of all facilities on an equitable basis. 

One example of this partnership was shown when 
airline operations moved out of Midway Airport at 
Chicago. With airline traffic transferred to O 'Hare, 
Midway became basically a general aviation airport, 
yet general aviation flights into Midway dropped 46 
per cent. Obviously much of general aviation's traffic 
was geared to making passenger connections with long
range airliners. 

Last year the Federal Aviation Agency estimated 
general aviation operations outnumber the airlines by 
some 3~ million movements at the 274 airports where 
there are control towers. Within four years this is 
expected to nearly double to more than six million. 

Facing this pattern of growth the manufacturing 
companies through joint efforts _ are seeking rules of 
the air which recognize this important position general 
aviation plays in the total transportation complex. 

Adequate airports and practical procedures of the 
air can be only so useful as the men and women who 
pilot airplanes make them. A third committee of the 
Utility Airplane Council is delving. into the rules and 
regulations currently surrounding the licensing privi
leges and the needs and methods of training. 

Today's airplane is vastly different from those built 
several years ago, and today's flying needs differ from 
those of ten and twenty years ago. But most of the 
requirements for receiving the privilege of operating 
an airplane have developed through evolution over 
the years. 



• 
Individual needs differ, too. A rancher who uses 

his a irplane fro m the level strip in back of his barn 
and fl ies only over his ranch or to a neighboring strip 
has knowledge a rid skill requirements vastly different 
from the salesman who opera tes his own airplan e into 
and out of large hub-city ai rports. 

Yet today each of these pilots is required to demon
strate the sa me level of skill the same depth of knowl
edge, in order to receive his license. Grea ter flexibility 
is needed. 

Rather than force p ilots to conform to a rigid 
licensing structure, the Pilot R ating Requirem~nts Com
mittee is seeking to develop a structure wh1ch would 
permit q ualifying fo r operat ing p rivileges mar~ real
istically t ied to the needs of the pilot, the equ1pment 
he is flying and the degree of competency he has 
acquired. . 

F rank M artin V ice P resident - Marketmg, Cessna 
A ircraft Corpor;tion, who is Chairm_an of ~is Com
mittee, is seeking to determine what IS reqUired to be 
a thoretical y perfect pilot in today's sta te of_ the art 
and then work backwards through the multitude of 
progressive stages to the student pilo t. . . 

W hile ese three committees are . deah~g w1th the 
basic problems of the environment m whtcb general 
aviat ion is to serve the needs of the ~a~y, anot? er 

rou is developing a progra~ of publlc informatiOn 
~o c:'eate a more' favorable attitude of accep tance for 

this service. h · · 
M uch confusion exists today as to _w. at_ avi~~on 

11 is In the minds of most people tt IS JOY n_ es, 
rea Y · J . d Mars Tbrouah a commtttee · d up1ter an · "' 
Jets , ~n b R . M . Tinney, M!dwes~ern Sales M~nager, 
head~ y 1 Motors definite directtons _of p ubhc edu
Contmenta k. 'hape ai med at p rojectmg a more 

tion a re ta mg s b · ca . T h·s like the other su -committees, accurate ptcture. t , 

is drawing on the experience and talents of individuals 
outside the immediate companies associated with the 
Council. 

As examples, the Pilot Rating Requirements Com
mittee has representation from the National Safety 
Council , state aeronautics officials, university educators 
and observers from the F ederal Aviation Agency. This 
cr?ss section is sought oth to benefit from the special 
skills and knowledge of the participants and to assure 
an objective approach to the solutions. 

More than a dozen meetings have been held by the 
collective committees since their formation last sum
mer. Although working independently, their activities 
are coordinated by the AlA Utilitity Airplane Council 
Manager. Activities are meshing, but not overlapping. 

When the committees were formed , C. J. Reese, 
President of Continental Motors and the then Chair
man of the Council, stated their objectives in this way: 
"We will strive to provide leadership in the study, the 
preparation of tools and the dissemination of infor
mation which may be used by all segments of aviation 
so that the value of general aviation can be fully 
understood, thus enabling it to be of even greater 
benefit to individuals, business, communities, and the 
nation." 

The benefits will be multiple. A need has been gen
er~t~d and an industry is geared to fulfill that need. 
:.illtam T. Piper, Jr. , Executive Vice President of Piper 

trcraft and the current Chairman of the Utility Air
planehCouncil, sums up general aviation's accelerated 
growt potential in seven reasons: 

1. Modern industry, with diversified plants needs 
the fast, . fl exible transportation of the privately 
owned auplane. 

2 . Scheduled air transportation is being concen
trat~d more and more between larger cities 

3. A~adable rail transportation is dwindling. . 
4. Atrport facilities - more than 8 000 avail bl 

- let the private . and business p'ilot go by a a: 
to almost any pomt he may wish on his own 
schedule. 

5. Pleasure flying is increasing rapidly as Ameri
cans fi~d they have more time and money for 
recreat10n. 

6. Technological improvement in the aircraft in
struments , navigation and communication e~uip
m~nt ha~ greatly increased the utility of the 
pnvate airplane. 

7. Ground facilities, navigation aids and services 
_hav_e been greatly improved and expanded 

IndtcatlVe of the need for the Cou .1, · net s current 
pro~rams _for d~veloping growth guidelines is the po-
tential which Will be realized. There are 9 790 . 

t d d · , mcor-
para e ~n umncorporated communities in the United 
States Wtth a population of 1,000 or more. Last year 
a strong and growing general aviation industry pro
duced 7 ,569 _airplanes -less than one airplane for 
each commumty. 

. 'rhe _growth potential is there, and general aviation 
ts movmg aggressively. 
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Meta! working manufacturing, changed drastically 
by use of numerically controlled machine tools, 

has been given new and versatile opportunities for 
efficiency through the lead of aerospace companies in 
their development of Automatically Programmed Tools 
(APT). 

APT has made possible full exploitation of these 
tools in practice. The solid base provided by APT will 
be built upon for years to come as this revolution in 
manufacturing is realized . 

APT is a means for efficient and accurate communi
cation between humans and numerically controlled 
machine tools. A general-purpose digital computer 
translates simple English language statements describ
ing a part to be cut into punched tape instructions for 
the machine tool. This technique saves money, shortens 
lead time from design to production, and introduces 
new standards of flexibility, reliability, and growth 
potential. 

Interest in APT in Western Europe is considerable 
since the mature state of computer and machine tool 
technology is such that its need has become evident. 
With the approval of U. S. participants, and the U. S. 
Government, liT Research Institute this year is offer
ing participation internationally to companies and gov
ernment agencies in friendly foreign countries. 

The significance of this move cannot be overstated. 
I t could establish a single world-wide standard. There 
would be none of the conflict, for example, that exists 
between the metric and the English systems of measures 
and weights. 

T he main advantage provided by APT in the evolu
tion of machine tool control is that it supplants numeri
cal control with symbolic control. The APT language 
contains over 250 word-symbols through which instruc
tions are given to a computer. Since the APT system 
uses a language rather than signals, the p rogrammer 
can communicate with his machine tool much in the 
same way he communicates with his fellow workers. 

The computer serves as a translator, changing the 
word-symbols given to it by the programmer into 
numerical signal commands. Each word-symbol causes 
the computer to punch into the tape as many numerical 
signal commands as are required to carry out the action 
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APT vs MANUAL PROGRAMMING 

Part Programming 

APT Manual Lead 
Item Computer Net Time 

Actual Hours Estimated Hours Time Savings Savings 
~ 

Large Fuselage 838 3500 2 hrs. $22,811 6.6 weeks 
Bulkhead Contour 40 mins. 
Milling 

Solid Rocket 36 148 3.3 mins. $1,209 14 days 
AFT-Head 
Contour Turning 

Hoglund Contour 12 2400 2.8 mins. $9,500 435 days 
Wheel Dressing 
Cam 

I! 
I==-

AFT Dome of 12 2400 90 mins. $5,953 13 weeks 
Rocket Fuel Tank 
Contour Milling 

~~ 

Stabilizer Rib 300 1200 30 mins. $7,200 60 days 
Contour Milling 

.:-
Ramp - Forward 10 240 12 mins. $1,300 35 days 
Duct Drilling (4 versions) (4 versions) 

·~ 

Missile Panel- 2.8 44 2 mins. 40 hrs. 5 days 
Special Case 
5-Axis Contour 
Milling 

I· 

~ 
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described by the programmer. Then the punched tape 
is fed into the controller of the tool. 

The most significant advantages of APT use become 
evident when the processes leading to P.reparation . of 

t e for an automatic tool are considered. With 
~a~~al program ing, a plan of calculation must .be 
made and then xecuted using a d.esk calculator pnor 
to having the 1ape punched. With APT, the plan 
b roes essentially the part program and great power 

eco 1 · · dr of the digital computer for calcu at10n 1s awn upon 
for execution. 

Preparation of the part program can often ~ecome 
d·fficult especially when complex geometries are 

very 1 
' · Th · t d d t achieve optimum destgns. e rmpor ant a -

use 
0 

of the APT system is the aid given to the part 
vantage Th fl 'bil. mer in preparing the plan. e ext tty 
progran; in the generality of APT expressions to de
mh.eren ·milarities among series of shapes or various 
sen be sal kes possible elimination of much of the redun-
parts m · E · 1 d tail of manual part programmmg. ven strop e 
dant cean be programmed cheaper and faster in APT. 
Parts 
Consideration of ~ompledx parts. compAlepteTly rules out 
·manual programmmg an necesst.tates use . 

Not only does APT save money and cut lead time 
·ndividual parts, but the net effect is a snowballing 

on 
1 

when APT is use as a standard in a plant. The 
one 1 savings in time and money are often remarkable . 
tot~o make APT benefits available to ~1~ in~ustr~, liT 
Research Institute has expanded partlctpatlOn m the 

ram for each of the years the APT program has 
prog Th b f · · · · b en conducted. e num er o · pa tctpatmg orgam-
;tions was 3 6 in 1962, 61 in 1963 , and over 80 are 

z xpected for 1964. In addition, industries other than 
e erospace have participated thus giving the spread to 
a on-aerospace applications desired by' the AlA in set
~ng up the program. Of the 61 installations served in 
1963, the breakdown by industry wa&: 

33 Aerospace installations ,· 

10 Machine tool and control b \ lders 

6 Atomic energy installations 

3 Automotive manufacturers 

2 Computer manufacturers 

2 Computer service bureaus 

5 Miscellaneous manufactu ring facilities 

APT PARTIClPANTS 
Installations Served 

60----------------~------~ 

AEROSPACE 

- OTHER 
so------------------------~ 

40--------------------------~ 

46% 

The APT system reliability has been greatly 
improved since 1962 and today it is a regular produc
tion system in many plants. It is, however, still being 
expanded to meet future requirements, and services 
are being broadened under the program to meet the 
wide range of interests of new and experienced par
ticipants. Benefits of participation include training, 
consulting, basic documents and updating service, spe
cial reports on development and research tasks , and 
system tapes and cards. 

There are two levels of participation in the APT 
Long Range Program: full and associate. Both plans 
provide a set of services and materials for current 
operations as well as an opportunity to invest in the 
future growth and increased usefulness of the APT sys
tem. The associate plan is predicated on the assump
tion that smaller companies have needs which can be 
fulfilled with less than the full APT capability. Accord
ingly, the cost of associate participation is less and the 
services and materials are more limited . 

Numerical control was designed for use with machine 
tools, and the APT system is presently programmed 
for the same use. These tools are generally used for 
metal cutting or removal. However, a number ~f 
devices have been developed to operate under numen
cal control to which APT methods can be applied
material application (filament winding); material trans
fer or positioning (assembly); and material forming 
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(tube bending) are possibilities. 
Numerically controlled drafting machines which will 

produce accurate. enginee.ring drawings from an APT 
tape now· make it possible for a designer of machine 
parts to describe a new design mathematically, com
municate this description through APT's symbolicJan
guage to a computer, and end up with a prototype 
of the part, although it has never been bluep~nted. 
This is a great saving of time and money and reduction 
of human error. 

In many designs, only a certain portion of the design 
is critical or new, while the remainder is routine and 
often passed along to be worked out and blueprinted. 
Under future symbolie control, the designer might 
specify only the newly conceived portion of the design; 
the routine part would be completed by computer. 

Symbolic control finally makes it practical to fully 
exploit the so-called universal machine or machining 

· center-·· one which may have multiple axes of motion 
as wen as multiple functions - such as milling, drilling, 
boring, tool changing, and pallet changing. The versa
tiity:, e0st-cutting, a greater proportion of actual metal 
~g time, and the saving of floor space possible 
~ugk these machines now in use are only possible in 
1!b:e long run by APT methods. . . 

FutUre APT applications to engineering and destgn 
win steadly increase and begin to narrow the gap 
betW~ design concept and finished product. The 
~t . .J>f .... '.expression which enables abstract relation
~ be precisely defined gives a designer new tools 
~·w-elt he can cut across the traditional bottlenecks. 
'W.:f:s re~ts only point to this, but many experi
~ APT 1lsCrs feel that the real payoff will come as 
AP"f (in adVanced versions) become commonplace in 
~And design. 

lit is a.l$0 germane when looking at the future to 
COJ(Isi~ ~t APT today represents "the single most 
-~ -~puter application in manufacturing. The 
~· ef APT will be inseparably woven with com
~ ~· .,.,. more automatic pro_!iuction. Today's 
,.,~ ·~ :approximate machiDiiJ.g time when a 
- f.Ji•jU;ijl! & p11ocessed, but it is not much of a step 
~ ~· ,ew batcbing of a set of part programs 
~ ~i :!d:l.~· a: set of machines automatically. Pro
~ ~-.eiilt of this sort must be computer
~\~~-~-~·~ :~&iwe at optimum allocation of facili
it!i'¢.1dfl~. APT provides a framework for much 
. ,.. ~Jl;l.qt !Wwa.rd ~utomatic production. 

'1JII, ~-t ~•.geed state of APT development has 
~ rM: ~-~as·w:e to the continuing team effort 
.riJJ \1IJ1 81'' ~-~ Ptogtam as conceived by the 
~ ~· A..,s!Wciatj.pn three years ago and 
~~ tJ Iff ~~l ltQti~t¢. Much work and 
_., ~ ~~ ~~ .11uccessful state and it is 
- . . · -. _· } • -- $¢' Ya.ti0us developments which 

Iii! ~~ $ystems Laboratory, 
Ill lti8 -~~~~ ~--~ m:il.iag machine was •••!fl'jfl di!lr ~ ;~ats Qf Air Force spon
... ~ ·• ~- T.o enhance use of 

, :=::=::.:'~~t~·e:~:::~:o~?; 
• 

. . 

-· 
system for the Whirlwind computer. This rudimentary · 
version required the part programmer to specify end 
points of each straight line cut to be performed by the. 
tool. Under further Air Force sponsorship, MIT con
tinued APT system development which included a com
pleted APT I system in 1956 and a design for a more 
advanced APT II system in 1957. 

AlA member companies in 1957 started installing 1' 
numerically controlled machines, and these companies 
selected the MIT designed APT II as the basis for 
development of a computer program for the IBM 704 
- then the standard computer for engineering and sci
entific calculations in the aerospace industry. Released 
for field testing in 1958, the APT II system relieved 
the programmer of the responsibility of computing suc
cessive c\ltter locations and enabled him to describe the 
curve in a language resembling common English. This 
was the beginning of the APT language as we know 
it today. 

Coordinated use of the APT II system was assured 
by an industry committee appointed by the AlA as the 
system was tested and improved thJ;,"ough use. 

By 1960, it was apparent to AlA companies using 1 

APT II that a completely new system was necessary 
if future expansion of APT capability was to be effi
ciently carried out. To compress development time on· 1 

this new system, APT III, into as short a time as pos- 1 I 

sible, in January 1961, AlA established an APT cen- 1 • 

tral project at San Diego, Calif., in which twenty aero- · 
space companies supplied outstanding technical talent' , 
to program APT III for the IBM 7090 computer. This 
program was completed on schedule in December 1961 ' 
and represented a significant achievement of technical · 
cooperation of AlA members toward a common goal · 
which benefited all. · 

Early in 1961, AlA had realized that on completion 
of the programming of APT III, the work of maintain
ing and expanding the system would only begin. The 
importance of APT methods to aerospace manufactur- , 
ing and to U. S. industry generally was such that AlA 1 !: 1 

decided to select, on a competitive basis, an independ..: · 
ent organization to be responsible for the future devel- \ 1 

opment of APT after completion of the central project. 1 

liT Research Institute (then called Armour Research · · · ' 
Foundation) was selected to conduct, manage and 
maintain the APT Long Range Program which' com.: 
menced on January 1, 1962 . 

Corporations and government agencies have since · 
that date, p~rticipated in the APT Long Range Pro
gram by paymg an annual fee to liT Research Institute · 
in r~turn for the various services and development$ .. · 
provtded under the program. .i · 

Many companies are now using APT and many at~ 
beginning to use it. As the most powerful system fot 
programming numerically controlled .tools, it will be 
put . to more demanding uses in many new areas of 
application, but it is not a static system - it will be 
continually extended to handle new applications under 
the APT Long Range Program. This revolutionary 
technology will have a significant impact on changing 
our manufacturing and engineering methods to achieve 
more efficient and cheaper products. · 
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Science 
and 

Manufacturing techniques· of the rospace industry today are 
promptly taking advantage of the torrent of progress from scientific 
laboratories. A discovery may be promising or significant, but if ~t 
ca nnot be translated into a useful oi::5Ject its potential is unrealized. 

M f t • One area of meaningful accofTlplishment in the aerospace industry an U a C U r1 ng- is largely unknown. This is tooling- techniques as well as machines 

T I 
-that produces the miraculous systems for national defense and 

00 S space exploration. Equipment today can understand and execute 

8 
., commands. An article on Page 16 on Automatically Programmed Tools r1dge explains this process. APT is a remarkable achievement. Some parts 

for a rocket engine, for example, could not have been manufactured he Gap without the numerical control technique. This photo story cannot 
adequately convey the tremendous efforts in such fields as explosive 
forming, chemical milling, electron beam welding and magnetic 
form ing. These are being used today or are in development stage. 
But they still retain, in some cases, the outward appearance of the 
punch press and the manually operated router. They lack the exotic 
configuration of the product which they build- the ICBM, the 
supersonic fighter, the satellite. But it is through these manufac
turing techniques that the gap is closed between the advances 
made in aerospace scientific laboratories and industrial technology. 
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Science and Manufacturing
Tools Bridge the Gap 

1. Explosive forming has proven a 
valuable technique for producing 
unique shapes. The controlled 
chemical explosions provide very 
high energy. Another feature is 
minimum cost. 

2. Numerically-controlled jig borer 
has been converted to an inspec
tion tool for a rocket thrust 
chamber. The machine accu
rately measures the inner con
tours of the chamber which are 
recorded for comparison with the 
master print. 

3. Axial-load bulge forming is used 
to produce parts for a turbine 
engine. Machine forces extra 
metal into the die which prevents 
stretching or weakening at the 
deepest contours. 

4. This machine is capable of drill
ing, reaming and boring 44 holes 
for a jet engine shaft with great 
precision. 

5. This rugged fixture is required to 
hold the bulkhead segments ~f 
the huge Saturn rocket in poSI
tion for meridian welding. 

6. Mockups are shown of the enor
mous sections required for the 
Saturn rocket. 

7. This die (note size in comparison 
with men standing in back
ground) is used in bulge-forming 
of Saturn segments. Some of 
the metal sheets used measure 
nearly 200 square feet. 

8. A spool of tape controls this 
gigantic m?chine. Each of t~e 
seven cuttmg heads shown IS 
automatically positioned to per
form in turn its operation. 





Science and Manufacturing
Tools Bridge the Gap 

9. Hoist is used in .chemical m i lling 
to lower a waffle-grid aluminum 
part into an etch bath . Th is 
method is used for taper-edgi ng 
parts. Chemical milling is one of 
the advanced techniques used by 
the aerospace industry. 

10. Master check pin, with a .99975-
inch diameter, IS inserted through 
a true 1.0000-inch hole to check 
the fit for Titan Ill rocket engine 
segments. The entire fabrica
tion took place in a controlled 
environment area on a 10-ft. x 
12-ft. grani te surface plate which 
was situated on seismic mass. 
Laboratory conditions are used in 
much of the industry's operations. 

11. Operat or checks console of a 
point-to-point numerically-con-
trolled profiler. 

12. Entire machine used for profiling 
operat ion is shown here (see 
photo No. 11). Part being manu
factured is a stringer fitting f or 
the hor izontal sta b ilizer of a new 
USAF transport. 

13. Technicians guide i . • to place a 
specially designed fixture for 
welding an ICBM fuel tank. The 
tool - a cone weld fixture
makes possible rapid assembly, 
trimming and welding of the tank 
section . It is designed to trim 
four heavy gauge metal sheets 
and weld them to a hoop-frame 
on the bottom and a pre-formed 
assembly at the top. The welding 
fixture assures uni formity of the 
cone-shaped assembly through
out the ent ire welding and trim
ming operation . 

14. A logging t ruck tie-down reduces 
manufacturing cost's for jet air
liner fuselage panels. The -panels 
are shaped by stretch- presses 
pulling sheets of aluminum over 
convex dies. In order to prevent 
wrinkling on the dies, the sheet s 
previously were held t ightly 
against the dies with yokes made 
of metal and fiberglass . In this 
scene, yoke rubber be l ts are 
substituted . They are pulled 
t ightly aga inst the dies with 
chain tie-downs of the t ype used 
to secure logs. 
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Gemini/Apollo Management 
By KARL G. HARR, JR. 

President, Aerospace Industries Association 

The national goal of placing a man on the moon pre ents a management challenge 
certainly equalling and perhaps even exceedi ng the technological challenge. 

When the Gemini Apollo program was announced by the ational Aeronautics 
and Space Adm ini tration, relatively few doubts were raised that it could be done. 
Such a ready acceptance of the aero pace industry' technological capability 
to achieve the man-on-the-moon goal wa impressive testimony to the past 
performance of th is industry. It also made the decision to go ahead with the 
Gemini / Apollo program pos ible. The separate progressive steps of this program 
arc recounted in an article 25 Giant Steps To The Moon, by James J. Haggerty, 
Jr., in this issue of Aerospace. 

However, the major breakthrough had to be in management. The size and 
complexity of the Apollo management task almost defies description. The total 
program will involve 300.000 per on who e efforts must be directed fully 
coordinated and welded to an extremely tight time schedule. 

Thousand of events must occur at the right time in thousands of places, and 
many of such events involve research and development assignments for answers 
still to be found. A minor bottleneck in any one of these can halt progress in 
major segments of the program. Conversely, an unexpected advance in any one 
area of technology can cau e an impact and require adjustments throughout 
hundreds of management interfaces. 

NASA and its contractors together have developed and adopted management 
techniques wh ich are at once efficient and flexible. The most important of these 
has been the development of the capability to identify rapidly problems at any 
level before they mushroom into situations that could seriously hinder over-all 
progress. 

T hese techniques are applied through the basic management structure consist
ing of the Office of Manned Space Flight at NASA headquarters in Washington 
and the three Centers primarily concerned with Gemini / Apollo: the Manned 
Spacecraft Cente r (Houston, Texas)· the Marshall Space Flight Center (Huntsville, 
Alabama) ; and the John F. Kennedy Space Center (Cape Kennedy, Florida). 

Below this basic organization is the management structure of the contractors 
and subcontractors. Scheduling and review procedures within this framework are 
kept uniform and fuiJy integrated. Scheduling depends upon technical progress, 
funding and manp wer. The Centers and the contractors directly responsible 
to the Office of Manned Space Flight prepare their schedules by means of the 
analysis of reports from other contractors and subcontractors. The information 
thus obtained is then centralized for evaluation and decision in the Office of 
Manned Space F light. 

However, the scheduling procedures also provide current information on the 
status of hardware development and production at all levels for the use of manage
ment at any level. The complete system also is broken down organizationally 
into subsystems and the management at each subsystem level also has available 
current detailed knowledge of its subsystem's status. 

Coordination of the direction of this mammoth and complex organization -
comprised of both Government and industry - undoubtedly presents the most 
monumental managerial challenge ever faced by the Government-industry team. 
Geared solely to ensuring success when man is launched on his most ambitious 
voyage, it will stand as one of the true miracles of the conq·uest of space. 

MR. HARR 





S orne time in the last part of ~his year, from C~mplex 
19 at Cape Kennedy, a Titan II booster will hurl 

two astronauts into space in a single capsule. This 
will mark resumption of U. S. manned space flights 
after a h iatus of approximately 18 months. 

The two-man spacecraft is Gemin i bell-shaped like 
its Mercury predecessor but 20 per cent larger dimen
sionally and 50 per cent greater .in volume. The Gemini 
project, covering 1 2 flights over a three-year period 
is designed primarily to develop techniques for space 
rendezvous and long-duration manned fl ight experience. 

Gemini-Titan 3, as the initial two-man mission is 
known, will be the first of 25 major steps toward 
landing American astronauts on the moon. The major 
steps are the manned missions planned for the Gemini 
and Apollo programs. There will be a great many 
other steps: unmanned tests of both types of spacecraft 
and their launch vehicles ; flights of the Ranger, Sur
veyor and Lunar Orbiter moon research craft to pave 

Two-man Gemini s pacecraft makes rendezvous w ith Agena vehic.le (left) . 
Astronaut leaves Gemini in o rder to carry out "extravehicular activity." 

BY JAMEs·· J. HAGGERTY, JR. 
Associate Editor, Aerospace 

the way for man-landings; missions involving a number 
of other unmanned spacecraft which will provide scien
tific data of importance to the manned spacecraft 
projects. And, on the ground, bere _ _):Vill be literally 
millions of "steps" - tests of indiVidual parts, of sub
systems formed by an assemblage of a number of 
parts systems made up of several subsystems, and of 
the complete space vehicles in the most rigorous and 
comprehensive test program ever undertaken by the 
aerospace industry. 

Under the overall supervision of the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration, some 300,000 in
dustrial personnel in more than 5,000 firms are 

· engaged in work on the manned space flight program. 
Prime contractor for Gemini is McDonnell Aircraft 
Corp .; for Apollo, North American Aviation's Space 
and Information Systems Division. 

The 25 steps are divided into three phases. The 
first phase is the Gemini program of 10 flights. The 
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second phase is a series of eight earth-orbital flights 
of the Apol1o spacecraft launched by the Saturn IB 
booster. In the third phase, Apollo will be mated 
with the Saturn V launch vehicle for six "dress re
hearsals" of the lunar mission , and the seventh Saturn 
V launch wi ll be the first lunar landing. Each of the 
three manned phases will be preceded by two unmanned 
tests of the launch vehicle/ spacecraft combination. 

Gemini has already completed the first of its two 
unmanned tests . On April 10, 1964, Titan II success
fully orbited the spacecraft in a demonstration of launch 
vehicle performance, the compatibility of the launch 
vehicle with the spacecraft, and the efficiency of the 
tracking network. 

Within the next three months, NASA will launch 
the second unmanned Gemini mission. This will be 
a suborbital flight, with parachute recovery of the 
capsule. It is designed as a complete check of all 
Gemini systems, with particular emphasis on the oper
ation of the re-entry heat shield . 

After that, at the rate of one mission every quarter
year, come the manned Gemini "steps." 

The first manned Gemini flight will be a three-orbit 
mission. It will consist of medical experiments (which 
will be conducted on all flights), human control of the 
spacecraft in orbit, and controlled re-entry. 

The next flight, Gemini-Titan 4, will be a long 
duration mission of up to four days in orbit at an 
altitude of 160 nautical miles. Primary purpose of this 
mission is an investigation of the effects on astronauts 
of extended periods of weightlessness, research which 
will also continue throughout the program. 

GT-5 , which will take place about a year from 
now, will be another long duration mission, this one 
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Apollo command and service modules start maneuver to 
dock nose-to-nose with lunar excursion module a nd S-IVB. 

involving a full week in orbit. On this flight, it is 
tentatively planned to conduct the first exper iment in 
"extravehicular activity," in which man will leave the 
spacecraft in a speci a lly designed spacesuit. At a po int 
in orbit, the astronaut will open his hatch , shove him
self gently into space a nd float alongside the capsule, 
attached to it by a tether line . With no apparent 
motion although h e is moving at close to 18 ,000 mil es 
per hour, he will conduct simple experiments such pS 

simulating spacecraft repair. This investigation will 
provide an initial assessment of man's ability to func
tion independently of the protection afforded b y the 
spacecraft, a requirement for exploration of the lunar 
surface. 

On GT-6 , NASA will attempt the first rendezvous 
mission. The ability to mate two spacecraft in orbit 
is essential not only to the lunar landing mission but 
to many foreseeabl e aspects of future space. explora tion. 
such as the resupply of a space station . 

In the Gemini rendezvous mission, NASA will em
ploy a " target vehicle," the Lockheed-built Agena D. 
A 25-foot-long craft normally used as a n upper stage, 
Agena D has a 16,000-pound thrust re-starta ble rocket 
engine built by Bell Aerosystems Co. 

Launched by an Atlas booster, Agena D will b e 
sent into a circular orbit at an altitude of about 150 
miles. Twenty-four hours later, G emini will- be 
launched into the same orbital plane , but into an 
elliptical orbit with a shorter "period," th e time it takes 
to make one circuit of the earth. Thus , through a 
number of orbits, G emini will gradually "catch up" 
with its target. 

As the two spacecraft close to within 250 miles, 
Gemini will be guided to the target by a combination 



After tw o astronauts cl imb into the lunar excursion module from 
t he com mand module , the two modules detach in a lunar orbit. 

of ground-based and on-board radars a1 tl computers. 
At 20 miles distance, the Gemini astronauts will be 
able to see a high intensity flashing beacon on Agena D. 
Using Gemini's propulsion system, they will m aneuver 
their capsule to a docking with the target. 

With the two. vehicles locked together, the astronauts 
can re-start the Agena D rocket engine and u se it as 
an energy source for making a series of maneuvers , 
such as adjusting the orbit or changing to a different 
orbit. This rendezvous-docking-maneuvering mission 

Sequence of lunar excursion module landing includes careful 
throttling of rockets to permit landing at about 7 miles per hour. 

will last about two days; then the astronauts will unlock 
the target vehicle and return to earth in the Gemini 
capsule. 

For the remainder of the missions in the Gemini 
program, NASA will repeat the foregoing experiment , 
gaining experience in rendezvous , maneuvering and 
extravehicular tests and acquiring extensive biomedical 
data. GT-7 will provide a great deal of information 
in the latter area, when the spacecraft remains in orbit 
for its full design period of 14 days . GT-8 through 
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Artist's conception shows Saturn 
launch complex at Cape Kennedy, Fla. 

GT -12 will be additional rendezvous-maneuvering mis
sions of two days duration. 

The first manned flights of Apollo aboard the Saturn 
m booster in 1967 will dovetail with the end of the 
Gemini program. Apollo is a three-module spacecraft 
consisting of a command module which houses the 
astronauts; a 13-foot-long service module which con
tains the propulsion system for course corrections and 
various support systems; and the 19-foot-tall Lunar 
Excursion Module (built by Grumman Aircraft Engi
neering Corp.) in which the astronauts descend to the 
moon. 

Fully fueled for the lunar mission, the whole Apo11o 
spacecraft weighs close to 90,000 pounds. For pre
liminary missions in earth orbit, however, it will carry 
a reduced fuel load , so that it can be orbited by 
Saturn JB while the more powerful Saturn V goes 
through its final development tests. 

The first manned Apollo flight will be preceded, in 
1966, by two unmanned Saturn IB launches, the first 
being a suborbital or "lob" shot to test the launch 
vehicle and the re-entry capabilities of the command 
module. This will be followed by a one-to-three orbit 
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unmanned flight of the A[lollo spacecraft, a final check 
on all systems. 

There will then be eight manned flights a t the rate 
of one every three months. The first portion of the 
Saturn IB phase will be devoted to long duration fligbtS 
of 10 tcr 14 days . The latter portion wil l consist of a 
series of flights in which the astronauts will practice 
the " turnaround" m aneuver required for the lunar 
miss ion. 

As the spacecraft is launched from earth, the top
most segment is the escape tower which blasts the 
command module free of the booster in case of an 
"abort. " Immediately below the tower is the command 
module, then the service module , next the LEM, and 
then the S-IVB stage which accompanies the spacecraft 
into orbit and powers it into lunar trajectory. 

This configuration, required for safety in an emer
gency, must be changed for the lunar landing so that 
the hatches in the command and lunar excursion 
modules are " nose to nose," permitting the astronauts 
to move from one to the other. This "turnaround 
will be accomplished shortly after S-IVB blasts the 
spacecraft into lunar trajectory. The multi-segment 
vehicle will be split (by small separation rockets) into 
two halves, one half being the command and service 
modules , the other LEM and S-IVB. The astronauts 
will then apply thrust to turn the command/ service 
module segment around and dock nose-to-nose with 
the LEM. This maneuver completed, the S-IVB stag 
separates and the three-module spacecraft continues to 
the moon. 

The Saturn IB phase will provide the initial expe
rience in this maneuver and it will be perfected in 
the Saturn V phase. 

The first two Saturn VI Apollo missions will again 
be unmanned . These flights will test the command 
module re-entry heat shield at the speed at wnich it 
will return to earth's atmosphere after a lunar miss ion 
about 24,500 miles per hour. This will be accomplished 
by placing the spacecraft in an elliptical earth orbit 
and using the service module engine as a secondary 
power plant to gain the re_quired velocity. 

On the third flight of the Saturn V phase will come 
the first manned mission at full lunar payload, although 
this and the following five missions will be confined 
to earth orbit (still undecided is the question of 
whether a manned circumlunar reconnaissance mission 
will be required as a prelude to the lunar landing). 
On Saturn V flights three through eight, the astronauts 
wiii conduct dress rehearsals of the lunar mission, 
simulating all aspects as closely as possible from 
launch to re-entry. 

After the initial checkout flights, the launch tempo 
will accelerate, and Saturn VI Apollo fligpts will be 
conducted at the rate of one every 60 days. lf all goes 
well on the preceding steps, the seventli manned 
Saturn V launch will be the lunar landing mission. 
The first 24 steps will give the United States a cumula
tive total of more than 2,000 hours manned space 
flight experience. In 1969, on the current schedule, 
will come man's greatest adventure- Step 25. 
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Imagine an aerospace vehicle that: 
• towers higher than the Statue of Liberty; 
• weighs m ore than 6 ,000,000 pounds at launch; 
• requires, for assembly, the world's largest build

ing, a structure so huge that its cubic volume is 
almost equ ivalent to the combined volume of 
Wash ington's Pentagon and Chicago s Merchan
dise Mart; 

• produces, in its first stage alone, 160,000,000 
horsepower; 

• generates the thrust equivalent of 110,000,000 
kilowatts of electric power, roughly 68 times the 
maximum generating capacity of the utility com
pany which supplies power for Washington, D . C. 

The vehicle is Saturn V, the mighty booster that 
will send the Apollo spacecraft to the moon. It is not 
a paper study. Already, at a great many aerospace 
plants, manufacturers are producing "hardware" for 
the mammoth launcher and initial assembly work is 
under way. 

Saturn V is one of the three launch vehicles which 
will provide the "push" for NASA's manned space 
flights; the others are Saturn IB and Titan II. These 
boosters are the keystone elements of the Gemini/ 
Apollo programs and of space exploration in the im
mediate post-lunar landing period. 

With more than 100,000 persons engaged in 
fabrication of these vehicles, the t ombined projects 
constitute a considerable portion of the aerospace 
industry's workload. They are alsq bringing about a 
significant expansion of the industry's technological 
capability, requiring, as they do, a ,.whole new range 
of tools, equipment and facilities " and testing and 
fabrication techniques. 

In chronological order, Titan II is the first of the 
three man-rated "launch vehicles. An outgrowth of the 
ICBM of the same name, it is built by Martin Company 
under contract to the Space Systems Division of the 
Air Force Systems Command. 

Titan If is a two-stage vehicle, 90 feet tall. Its 

---... 

TITAN II 
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70-foot first stage, powered by two Aerojet-General 
LR-87 engines, produces- 430,000 pounds thrust. The 
upper stage has a single Aerojet LR-91 engine of 
100,000 pounds thrust. 

Titan II uses a combination of propelJants unique 
in American launch vehicles. The fuel is a blend of 
hydraziDe and UDMH (an abbreviation of the tongue-

-twisting unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine) and the 
oxidizer-. is nitrogen. tetroxide. These propellants can 
be stored Within the vehiCle for long periods, and they 
are also· ''hypergolic" - they ignite on contact and 
need no ignition_ system. This permits a significant 
reduction in countdown time and makes Titan II par
ticuiarly adaptable to the Gemini rendezvous mission, 
where precise launch timing is essential. The thrust 
in the two stages gives Titan II a "wei~ht-lifting" 
capacity sufficient to inject a 7 ,000-pound payload 
~to an orbit of 1 00 nautical miles. 

Undet NASA supervision, five major contractors 
ar.e directing the Saturn ffi/V programs: The Boeing 
COmpany; Chrysler Corporation's Space Division; 
Deuglas Aircraft Company's Missile and Space Systems 
Di'Vision· and North American Aviation, Inc., whose ' . . . 
Rocketdyne and Space and Information Systems DIVI-
sions are both working on the boosters. 

There are seven major "building blocks" which, in 
different combinations, make up the Saturn IB /V 
h!lw1ei vehicles. These blocks are three different types 
(,f· Jit>ek:et engines and four "stages," a stage being ~he · 
pa:wer plant, its propellant tanks, the airframe enclosmg 
tlem and a number of associated systems. 

The tifee engines, all built by Rocketdyne, are: 
11ie B-l!B. Burning a, combination of liquid oxy_gen 

M~)> ani kerosene, the H-1 B is an advanced version 
-~- tht; e:ogine which pow.ers the Saturn I now in test 
~- An outgJJowt!b of earlier missile engines, th_e 
:baJ.it s¥stea bas demonstrated a high degree of_ rell
-~ w,i$: si:x successful launches of Saturn I m as 
· · . .-pts. H-~ B develops 200,000 pounds thrust. 

:~~ .~s~ has been in test status since ~95?. 
··: .fi{~~ • u~p$" stage engme, J-2 bums hqmd 

.aa.4: LON, ,tlbe high eneJigy ~ydrogen pro
.. _- ~¢:til~ fe.~ ;pe~d of propellant consumed 
-~~~~di~)lPt fuels. J-2, rated at 200,000 

· ~ rd ~' ~' -~ fu;ed on test stands for a 
~ r~' ~ .@,@]).) .~~ds; inclu~ing several runs 
,=~ ,.,u,.. Ufll rifliiliiic~· · ; ... ..'11 4~"'"'"ifien ~ ~ ~~ ~~~~ \~~-- .• 

'lib F-..W... ' _ •G.@t powerful flight engine . 
~Ali kib 48 ~t~'t -the F-1 develops 
~~--~~d~~~:Jj..t{lJ .. !!~· ¢~ber. Ready 

-~ ~~~ Wt$1 ~t ~ ·an.llf i~ 12 feet in 
&t ~~: ~~t · :4 ,6(!),000 horsepower 
~ ~~..-~~~ p,to.pe1lants to the 

.. -~ ~1U)~ ~~ ~ee ~s a second. 

In development since 1959, the F-1 has accumulateQ· 
some 25,000 seconds of test stand operation, including 
more than 60 runs for the fulf 150-second programmed 
duration. 

These engines provide the "push" for the four stages_ 
which make up the launch vehicles. The stages include; 

The S-m (Chrysler), powered by eight H-1B engines. 
The stage is more than 80 feet tall and 21lh feet in! 
diameter. Most of its interior volume is taken up by 
the propellant tanks, a 1 05-inch diameter central LOX 
tank surrounded by four additional LOX tanks of 70 
inches diameter and four kerosene tanks of the same 
size. These tanks carry almost 1 ,000,000 pounds of 
propellants. 

The S-IVB (Pouglas), power source for which is a 
single J-2 engine. S-IVB is 60 feet tall and, at mid
section, 22 feet in diameter. S-IVB is used on both 
the Saturn IB and Saturn V, and the two versions 
are slightly different, due to the fact that on the lunar f 
mission S-IVB must be capable of re-starting as many 
as 50 times. 

The S-11 (North American), which employs five J-2 
engines for a total thrust of 1,000,000 pounds. The 
stage· is 81 ~ feet tall and 33 feet in diameter. It 
weighs only 80,000 pounds empty but more th~ 
1,000,000 pounds fueled. 

The S-IC (Boeing), the largest of the building blocks .. 
Its five F-1 engines develop 7,500,000 pounds thrust' 
The massive stage is 138 feet taU and 33 feet ~~ 
diameter. Two enormous tanks hold the equivalent of 
59 railroad tank cars of LOX and kerosene, gobbl~cll 
by the five engines at the rate of 30,000 pounds pet\ , 
second. Fully loaded, the S-IC stage weighs 4,687,00(!)\'.' 
pounds. , , 

The Saturn IB launch vehicle consists of the S-IB,, 
with 1 ,600,000 pounds thrust, as the lower stage afl;d 
the 200,000-pound thrust S-IVB as the upper stag~. · 
This combination can send a payload of 35,000 pound~ 
into low earth orbit. The payload capacity is sufficient 
for orbital tests. of the three-module Apollo spacecraft 
without its full lunar mission fuel load. · 

The mammoth Saturn V, which, with its Apollo pay-f 
load, stands 364 feet tall and weighs more than 
6,000,000 pounds, is a three-stage vehicle. The . 
7,500,000-pound thrust S-IC serves as the basic stage,} 
S-II, with 1,000,000 pounds of thrust, is the second' 
stage; and the r~-$artable S-IVB (200,000 pounds 
thrust) is the tdi)most stage. Saturn V can launch 
240,000 pounds into earth orbit or send 90,000 pounds 
to the moon. 

NASA has contracted for 12 Saturn IB launch, 
vehicles, with first flight scheduled for early 1966. 
Saturn V will go aloft for the first time about a year · 
later; 15 vehicles are programmed. 



APOLLO I S ATURN 

THRUST 
LBS 

ESCAPE SYSTEM 150,000 

NONE 
MODULE 22,000 

EXCURSION MODULE 13,000 

200,000 

1,000,000 

7,500,000 

WEIGHT 
LBS 

6,600 

10,000 

46,000 

30,000 

251,900 
21,900 (DRY) 

1,005,000 
75,000 (DRY) 

4,687,000 
287,000 DR~ 


